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ABSTRACT
Multi-storey buildings incorporating a central services 
area, the surrounding walls of which are used for a threefold 
purpose, are becoming increasingly popular in modern building 
practice. These surrounding walls can provide the regulation 
fire protection to the services, as well as being used as a 
structural medium or core for the overall stability of the 
building and to support vertical loads. This core structure 
alone would be sufficient to support the floors provided they 
could be cantilevered from the core. Such a solution poses 
some technical problems in large area floors, including the 
need to consider deflections and deformations. This may also 
lead to an uneconomical method of construction. However, 
additional vertical support can be introduced at the perimeter 
of the floors if large spans are being considered. The 
external structure on each face could range between a few 
strategically placed large columns and many small columns or 
miillions or even a diagonal grid system in steel, aluminium or 
precast concrete.
Alternatively, the external structure could consist of 
hangers, provided cantilevers can be constructed at roof level 
or at some intermediate position in the height of the building. 
Labour costs are expensive, particularly the skilled labour 
required for carpentry; for this reason it is necessary for 
economical construction to provide simple form work, and^abs 
would be more desirable than beam and slab construction.
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Unfortunately, the design of slabs with free edges, free corners 
and re-entrant clamped comers can become somewhat complex. It 
should be noted, however, that a beam and slab construction 
becomes a grid system and the plate analogy is a convenient 
method of designed such a system.
With the introduction of high speed electronic digital 
computing, certain branches of mathematics especially convenient 
for describing structural phenomena have become more important, 
and numerical techniques which previously had little practical 
application are now becoming useful to an ever-increasing 
extent.
The Finite Differences Method of numerical analysis used 
for the solution of slabs or plates supported by a central core 
in this work, is a useful method, particularly for homogeneous 
isotropic structural media.
Experimental or model methods of analysis are becoming more 
popular amongst structural engineers for three basic reasons :
The increased size and complexity of structures coupled with 
increasingly precise design specifications and performance 
requirements have caused a demand for more rigorous methods of 
analysis. Physical models can be constructed more accurately 
to behave in the same manner as the prototype and for this reason, 
considerably more data can usually be obtained from experimental 
investigations,
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Since 1955? the electronic digital computer has become an 
essential design tool for the structural engineer, and has 
profoundly affected the entire approach to structural analysis.
The digital computer with its ability to perform vast quantities 
of computations at phenomenal speed is causing revolutionary 
developments to occur whenever and wherever they are being used. 
Numerous new materials have been introduced, particularly plastics, 
which can be conveniently used for model analyses. These 
materials which are commercially available in a wide range of 
forms, can be readily machined and jointed. Their mechanical 
properties, though not perfectly consistent, do,however, allow 
the analyst to simulate prototype loading and boundary conditions 
accurately and simply.
It therefore follows that the modern Moiré'technique as 
described by Ligtenberg in conjunction with the automatic 
reduction of results by the electronic digital computer and with 
the use of Perspex for the construction of the models provides 
a useful method for the experimental analysis of plates in 
particular.
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CHAPTER I
PLATES SUPPORTED BY A CENTRAL CORE
1.1.1, INTRODUCTION
Plates (or slabs in concrete structm?es) supported by 
a central core are usually incorporated in multi-storey buildings. 
The evolution of the design of tall buildings is still progressing 
and the trend at present is towards a simplified layout of floors 
which are supported by a central tubular core. Additional 
vertical supports are sometimes provided by columns or by an 
external "hull". In the hull-core system the hull usually 
consists of a grid system of steel, aluminium or precast concrete.
There are many constructional advantages in this simplified 
layout of tall buildings. Prom the design point of view, the 
facility of making structural use of the fire-resistant walls 
enclosing a central services area, both for horizontal stability 
and for supporting vertical load, will result in economic advantages 
as well as aesthetic improvement in the overall structure.
16
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1.2.1. TALL BUILDINGS
The reasons for designing tall buildings are many.
Usually the dominant factor is the economic one of making the 
fullest use of a given area of ground. Before the beginning of 
this century it was recognised that the continued increase in 
the population of large cities, the consequent congestion of 
centres and the rise in the value of land, stimulated an increase 
in the number of tall buildings.
The reduction of available site areas in comparison 
with areas of buildings originally occupying a site by virtue 
of land surrender for street improvements and limitations 
imposed by town planning authorities are additional factors.
However, it was not until the advent of the high speed 
elevator that the number of storeys was increased much above 
five or six. This invention brought about a profound change in 
architectural planning, and building heights began to increase 
substantially.
In spite of this improved development in vertical travel, 
higher buildings were structurally difficult to design. To comply 
with local bye-laws, these structures were built with solid 
masonry walls which were both load-bearing and fire-resistant.
The 16-storey Monadnoch Bpilding in Chicago (I89I) which rose to 
the then great height of 197 ft. is a notorious example of this 
era with its exterior walls of 15 ft. thickness at the bottom.
This adherence to established methods of construction restricted 
further increase in building height.
Just at the time when tall buildings became economically 
questionable, a dramatic structure appeared. The Eiffel Tower
17
was erected in 1889 and rose to the impressive height of 984 ft.
This was a pointer to the future.
1.2,2. THE METAL SKELETON
At the turn of the century, the revolutionaiy idea of the 
metal skeleton was introduced. This framework was designed to 
support all the main loads and the external wall became a..mere 
cladding. The "slqysoraper" became possible and the name Manhattan 
became synonymous with it. This island of Manhattan in the city 
of New York with its high land values, with a tremendous demand 
for office accommodation and its rock foundations led to dramatic 
increases in building height. The famous slyline began to take 
shape with the 20-storey Battery Blace Building, the 38-storey 
Metropolital Life Building of I9O8 and the 57-storey Woolworth 
Building of I9I3.
A tremendous spirit of competition developed in the 
United States after the advent of World War I, each building 
seeking to outgrow its nearest rival. Tall buildings became the 
symbol of American affluence. Buildings such as the 70-8iorey 
R.C.A, Building, the 71-storey Manhattan Building and the 77-storey 
Chrysler Building arose on a small portion of the island of 
Manhattan facing the harbour, while in other cities such as 
Chicago and Philadelphia the same spirit prevailed and ever 
higher buildings appeared. The most famous, and perhaps the 
greatest achievement of all, was the Empire State Building completed 
in New York in 1932, This 102-storey tower containing shops, offices, 
restaurant*, a bank, turkish baths and clubs, arose to the colossal 
height of 1250 ft. It is perhaps of interest to note that 65 lifts 
were provided in this structure.
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These buildings are all examples of the steel skeleton
concept.
Since the last war, tall buildings in the United States 
such as the 30-storey United Nations Secretariat, the 24-3torey 
Lever House and the 59-storey Pan-Am Building have retained the 
steel skeleton form of construction, but many new materials were 
introduced particularly for cladding. Materials such as plastics, 
aluminium, stainless steel, ceramics and pre-cast concrete were 
used to improve the efficiency of these buildings,
1.2.3, THE REINFORCED CONCRETE ERA
With the development of cement manufacture and concrete 
technology in Europe to begin with and subsequently in America, 
reinforced concrete frames began to supercede steel skeletons.
Notable examples of reinforced concrete framed structures 
which have been built in the last decade are:- The Pirelli 
Building in Milan, the Millbank Tower in London (Pig. 1-1 ).
Centre Point in London (all approx. 4OO ft. high), the 580 ft. 
Marina City in Chicago, the 50-storey American Hotel in New York 
City and, highest of all, the twin 63O ft. towers at Place Victoria, 
Montreal in Canada. (Pig, 1-2)
1.2.4. THE CENTRAL CORE CONCEPT
Of the buildings mentioned above, Place Victoria, Montreal 
and the Millbank Tower, London are examples of a new trend towards 
the central core concept. Two projected buildings of this type 
are worthy of note. These are:
a) the World Trade Centre Building of New York City^ ,^
(Pig. 1-3) which will consist of two 110-storey towers each rising 
to a height of 1,350 ft. Each tower is to be constructed with a 
central steel core and external load-bearing steel mullions.
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h) the Standard Banlc building in Johannesburg (Fig, 1-4) which
does not compare in magnitude with the latter building but never­
theless demonstrates certain aesthetic and structural advantages 
of the centrally-supported ’’slcyscraper", This building consists 
of three sets of 10 floors, each set hanging from cantilevers 
attached to the central core.
1.2.5. FIMTHBR EXAMPLES OF CORE-TYPE BUILDINGS
The core type building is not restricted to the jvery tall 
and outstanding examples mentioned above. There are many buildings 
which are not as high, but which nevertheless.follow this "new" 
idea. Further examples of these buildings^  ^which have been 
constructed over the last five years or so are;-
a) the Electrical Engineering Block at Southampton University 
(Fig. 1-5)
b) the Radiation Building (Fig, 1-6)
c) Point Royal Flats at Braclcnell (Fig. 1-7)
d) the Marble Arch development (Fig. 1-8)
e) Overbeek Buis, Rotterdam (Fig. 1-9)
f) the Museum Radio Tower, London (Fig. I-IO)
There are many others too numerous to mention,
1.2.6. THE RESIGN OF TALL BUILDINGS
Perhaps the most important factor in the design of tall 
buildings is the need to provide sufficient stability against 
horizontal forces. All tall buildings can be considered as vertical 
frames oantilevered from substantial rigid foundations. This can 
be achieved in a variety of different ways. Three methods which 
come to mind are;-
a) Buildings which are designed as rigidly fixed multi-storey 
portal frames.
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b) Buildings provided with shear walls in steel or reinforced 
concrete and with floor slabs spanning as horizontal girders 
between them,
c) A large vertical cantilevering ’tube" erected as a simple 
structural component to provide the necessary stability against 
horizontal forces and in addition to support vertical loads,
This latter method is the type of structure with which 
this report is concerned; it is indeed the central core principle.
Although this is probably a relatively new method of 
construction of tall buildings, it is interesting to note that 
nature has provided an age-old analogy^ , "ühe tall tree is a 
vertical cantilever firmly supported and rigidly fixed by its roots 
at its foundations to provide support for its wide-spreading branches 
cantilevered from its central core or trunk (see Fig, l-ll)’’.
26
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1.3.1, ADVANTAGES OF THE CENTRAL CORE TYPE BUILDING FROM THE 
CONTRACTOR’S POINT OF VIEW,
The facility of handling sundry building components
and of placing concrète within the hoisting capacity of site
equipment is of paramount importance. The need for temporary
supporting structures for,cranes or lifting gear is alleviated
and the provision of guys and stays and temporary bracing is
reduced if a rigid permanent central part of the structure can
be provided. Perhaps the best way to demonstrate this aspect
of the central core is by giving specific recent examples of the
process of construction of such buildings,
Tifo examples of the usefulness of the central core as
a "bench" for the construction of multi-storey towers are given
below:
1.3.2. THE MUSEIM RADIO TOWER IN LONDON^'^ ' 1«10)
This tower, which rises to 620 ft, above street level 
consists of a central core supporting:-
a) 16 floors nearly circula# in plan. The actual geometric 
shape is that of an 18-»sided polygon, (52 ft, in diameter)
b) an aerial section of approx. 122 ft. in height containing 
aerials on 6 platforms
c) an observation head above the aerials which consists of
6 floors also near circular in plan, but of larger diameter 
(65 ft, in diameter)
d) a section housing water tanks, lift motors and subsidiary 
plant above the observation head
e) a 40 ft, high latticed steel mast which surmounts the tanlc 
and lift rooms.
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1.3.5. CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE
The central core walls were cast as a self-contained 
shell using the technique of the concrete chimney, i.e. these 
walls were cast by the successive "leap-frogging'* of the curved 
timber forms.
Within this core, the cross walls of the permanent lift 
shaft formed an H-section of convenient proportions to support a 
"LINDEN" climbing crane of 30 cwt, capacity at a maximum radius 
of 65 feet.
A 30 cwt. "ACE" hoist was also operated in the same 
compartment of the shaft up to a level just below the climbing
crane. And in addition a 30 cwt. "WICKHAM" hoist was installed
in the southern compartment. This arrangement is shown 
diagran^tically in (Fig. 1-12). The Linden crane was raised 
with climbing jacks in a module of 15 ft. to coincide with the 
spacing of the main apparatus floors. The hydraulic jacks worked 
from cross-beams supported from bearing sockets in the core walls.
1.3.4, CONSTRUCTION DETAILS.
In casting the core walls, provision was made at floor 
levels for construction joints as indicated in (Fig. I-I3), The 
continuity reinforcement between the walls and floors was provided 
by 5/8 diameter hairpins, prefolded into slots in the wall face
behind strips of expanded polystyrene. The steel was subsequently
bent out into the slab as starter bars.
The floor slabs which were shaped in the form of an 
18-sided polygon (almost circular), were oast on timber decking 
and carried on cantilever steel frames which were supported from 
the walls of the central core (Fig, I-I4), This figure also shows 
the method of raising the frames supporting the decking.
30
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1.3.5, OVERBEEK HUIS, ROTTERDAM^
Another Interesting example of the part the central core 
can play in the construction of a tower building is Overbeek Huis, 
Rotterdam, where all the floors are supported on the central core 
and hung from cables at the perimeter of each floor. This form 
of construction provides a light and elegant structure with a 
column-free open space at ground floor level (see Fig, 1-9) and 
also (Fig, 1-4) a similar design,
1.3.6. CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
This project required that satisfactory solutions be 
found to the following problems:
a) The foundation surface area was to be kept to a minimum.
For this purpose it was decided to use a concrete raft supported 
by 113 piles, some of which were raking, Ihe average pile loading 
is 80 tons per pile and the final depth of the piles is about
75 ft. below street level,
b) Speed of erection was to be the essence of this contract.
This was achieved by:-
i) The use of sliding shutters for the construction of 
the core. (The core was built to its full height of 
ten storeys before work commenced on the floors, (Fig, I-I5) 
ii) The construction of a working platform around the core 
which was vertically mobile and capable of being secured 
at any desired level for the construction of the floors 
and the crown structure, (Fig, I-I6) This enabled the 
contractor to cast each successive floor using the same 
formwork, starting from the top floor and working 
downwards, Tliis method saves time in all the consecutive 
stages of the project, since the operating sequence is
32
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the same for both the structural and finishing work,
(in ordinary frame construction the structural work 
progresses upwards and the finishing work downwards).
Once the crom structure was completed, rapid repetitive 
construction was achieved and progress proceeded at the 
rate of one floor per week, 
ill) Ihe method of attaching the curtain walls to the 
structure. This was done by utilising the floor 
suspension cables which were sheathed in steel tubes 
and spaced at about 6 feet centres,
A diagramatic representation of the sequence of operations 
is shown in (Fig, 1-1?) and a photograph of the almost complete 
building (Fig. 1-9),
1,5,7, THE ADVANTAGES OF THE CMTRAL CORE TYPE BUILDING FROM THE 
EHGIICB3SR»S POINT OF VIEV7,
The use of any floor area may be closely allied to the 
amount of light the space receives naturally, the readiness and 
speed of access and the efficiency of sundry ancillary services,
A tall building must be equipped with lifts and large duct areas 
to provide for vertical distribution of personnel and services.
The massing of lift lobbies, stairs and ducts in a convenient 
central area provides a central core of which structural use can 
be made. This core would not only normally carry vertical load, 
but could also provide the necessary overall stability.
It was found that methods of construction had so profound 
an influence on structural design that a knowledge of and experience 
in the use of specialised plant is of major importance. The 
designer must be aware of the construction problems arising from 
heavy lifts of materials and prefabricated parts and also the
34|
type of temporary load conditions likely to be imposed on the 
structure by the contractor’s plant performing the essential 
lifting operations.
Hoisting of heavy loads can be particularly troublesome 
in a "frame" building. As an example, a steel stanchion to 
carry 1,000 tons will weigh almost a 1/4 ton per foot run. The 
lifting problems involved in elevating it and comparable masses 
by "stick" or derrick supported on incomplete structural frames 
and ensuring that the structure remains plumb, necessitates 
rigidity of connections at each stage of the work, and the 
provision of guys and stays and temporary bracing.
If on the other hand the structure is designed to provide 
for a rigid permanent platform conveniently situated, which will 
require less temporary staging and equipment then economic 
advantages will obviously be the result. The central core can 
be regarded as such a platform. One can consider the central 
core to be the staging point from which all operations are 
conducted. Examples of the effectiveness of the central core 
from the construction point of view are shown in the description 
of the Museum Radio Tower, London, and Overbeek Huis in Rotterdam,
1,5,8, FOimPATIONS
The concentration of such a large proportion of the load 
of the building on a comparatively small ground area appears to 
indicate that buildings of this type are restricted to locations 
where good founding conditions occur. This is not necessarily 
true; in recent years the development of heavy drilling equipment 
ha8 made it possible to increase pile sizes so that large 
concentrations of load can be supported satisfactorily without 
an undue number of piles.
3^ -
Por example, the Millbank Tower in London, built on the 
banks of the Thames, rises to nearly 4OO ft, above street level 
(Pig, l-l). This structure is supported on I65 piles of 5 ft, 
diameter. These piles each of 300 tons working capaeity, 
penetrate the clay to an average depth of 65 ft. and are spaced 
at 8 ft, 6 in, centres. Though spaced at more than 2 3/4 
diameters, they covered an area on plan only slightly larger 
than that of a typical floor.
One advantage of concentrating the entire load of the 
structure on a single pile cap or raft is that differential 
settlement problems can be reduced.
Another advantage is, that the piling operations are 
performed in the centre of the site and underpinning requirements 
for adjoining buildings are lessened or eliminated,
1,3.9. CONCLUSION
Prom the foregoing historical background and with respect 
to the advantages in the construction and design, it is now 
evident that floors supported on a central core are being used 
extensively in modern building practice. It is therefore obvious 
that their correct design has become of primary practical interest,
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CHAPTER 2
RWIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK IN COMNEGTIOM IVITH THE ANALYSIS OF CANTILETO
PLATES AND SCOPE OF THIS INVESTIGATION OF BLATES SUPPORTED BY A
CENTRAL CORE.
2.1.1 Introduction
Plate problems involving free edges have always been 
difficult to solve, particularly when two free edges are 
adjacent, resulting in a free corner, Numerous 
exact solutions have been obtained for rectangular thin 
plate problems with a variety of boundary conditions.
The difficulty in achieving these has been largely a function 
of the type of boundary to be satisfied.
Simply supported boundary conditions are generally the 
most readily representable because their 2nd derivatives 
equal to aero and therefore are conducive to a solution by 
means of a îburier Series. Glaînped edges do not have this 
advantage but the boundary conditicns can be simply stated in 
terms of a function and its first derivatives. The most 
difficult boundary condition to satisfy is that of the free 
edge. In this case the boundary conditions contain linear 
combinations of 2nd & 3rd derivatives of the deflectim function 
and involve Poisson*s ratio explicitly. The greatest diffi­
culty is encountered when two free edges intersect to form a 
free corner. There are very few exact solutions for plate 
problems involving a free corner. One such example which has 
been solved is the problem of the square plate having 2 
adjacent sides clamped and the other 2 free. This solution
7is attributed to Chang and Conway,
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2*2,1 Scope of this Investigation of Slabs Supported by a Central Core
2.2.2 Numerical Method of Analysis.
The numerical method of analysis used for this investi­
gation of the stress distribution in slabs supported by a 
central core is limited to the use of finite difference approx­
imations for solving the governing plate equasionj- 
^  ’2 * ' 4 -  .
Rectangular nets were used for this investigation since 
the application of square nets is limited to plates which are 
square, or those which can be divided up into a square net 
mthout resorting to an unnecessarily large number of nodal 
points, or to nodal points not on the boundaries.
A special computer programming technique was devised, to 
save computer space, for the solution of a large number of 
simultaneous, linear^  t algebraic equasions, W.th the aid of a 
partitioning technique, it is possible to reduce the required 
storage space in the computer to a little more than half the 
resulting matrix. This provision is necessary because this 
investigation was performed to determine the deflections and 
hence the moments at 81}. discrete nodal points. The resulting 
matrix requires computer locations in excess of 7,000. ^
Computer programmes were written, first in "The Sirius Auto­
code" language and subsequently in Algol, since an Elliot ^ 03 
computer became available for use after this investigation had 
begun.
The Sirius computer is limited to 7,000 locations and on 
the Elliot machine the number of locations is restricted to 
approximately the sane number in the fast store.
The programme which was ultimately developed can be used
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to solve general plate problems involving up to approximately 
100 nodal points. This programme which sets up the equations, 
solves the matrix and computes the deflections, moments about 
orthogonal axes, and principal moments and directions, requires;? 
that the follo^dng data be read:-
a) Number of nodal points.
b) Aspect ratio of plate.
c) Poisson's ratio,
d) Loading conditions.
e) Boundary conditions and nodal points,
2.2.3 Experimental Method of Analysis.
The Mbire^Technique as described by lighenberg 
was used for the experimental investigation of this problem.
This method is particularly adaptable for plates of arbitrary 
configuration and compares favourably with most other methods 
in accuracy.
The application of this method was speeded up, and a more 
accurate analysis was obtained by the development of a curve 
fitting computer programme in the Algol Digital computer 
language.
If the functions of the slppe curves along selected grid 
lines are determined, then these functions can be differentiated 
and integrated at discrete nodal points to obtain curvatures 
and deflections respectively.
The method of least-squares Polynomial Approximation was 
used to obtain these functions so that deflections, moments 
about orthogonal axes, twisting moments and principal moments and 
directions at each nodal point can be evaluated simply by 
reading the distances between lyfoire fringes as data along the 
selected grid lines.
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Tills investigation was liinited to plates of the following 
types
1) Slabs of various aspect ratio as free cantilevers from 
the central core support under uniformly distributed load 
and with point load conditions#
2) Slabs of various aspect ratio clamped along the perimeter 
of the core and supported by columns around the perimeter 
of the slab under uniformly distributed load#
In the experimental investigation, tests were performed on 
two black Perspex models# Their aspect ratios are 
1 : 1*3 and 1 : 1*1 respectively, see îigure 2-1. Approx­
imately 1:0 tests were made altogether. For the numerical anal­
ysis results were obtained for plates of aspect ratio 1 : 1,
1 : 1.1, 1 : 1.2, 1 s 1*2^ and 1 : 1*3. Since the computer 
programme was ^ nritten in such a way that an analysis can be 
made for any aspect ratio, the nuRiber of sets of results 
becomes a formality.
2.3.1. Approximate Methods of Analysis - Review.
Particular examples of cantilevered plates involving 
finite proportions have only been solved comparatively recŒitly 
and these have been approximate solutions* A finite diff­
erence solution for a cantilevered plate with a span to width 
ratio of was presented by D.L.Efoll in 1937.^ The loading 
condition used in this ^ .olution was a concentrated load in 
the centre of the outer edge.
An excellent suimiiary of the state of the problem of 
cantilevered plates was presented by A.W.Wash in his paper 
"The Bending of Cantilever Plates Under Normal Pressure".^
In this work several solutions were presented for a particular 
case of a cantilevered rectangular plate with a span to width
k l
ratio of J-, Three different methods of approach were used 
to arrive at a solution. The first was based on finite 
differences. The others used a form of "point matching".
This technique in which a solution is chosen which exactly 
satisfies the partial differential governing equasion while 
matching the boundary conditions at only a finite number of 
discrete points. This method was used twice, once using a 
polynomial series as an approximating function for the 
deflection, and again, using a hyperbolic trigonometric 
series.
Another finite difference solution to the cantilevered
square plate problem has been presented more recently by
10livesley and Birchall. 3h this work influence coefficients
were obtd.ned by using a 30 x 30 square matrix which was
solved by inversion on an early computer. In addition a
derivation is presented for the boundary condition at a free
corner which is not necessarily a right angle.
This work is particularly significant in that it is one
of the early examples of the numerical solution of problems
by the use of a digital computer.
A comparison of this latter work was made by Leissa and
Niedenfuhr^in I962 by using a point-matching technique with
biharmonic, algebraic and trigonometric polynomials and by
using the Rayleigh-Ritz minimal energy approach. This paper
gives a particularly good comparison of three methods which
have been used for determining the stresses in cantilever
12plates. R.J.Melosh has given a finite elemmt solution of 
a square cantilever plate and compared his remults ijith those 
obtained experimentally and by an analog computer analysis#
Glose correlation was obtained for a coarse grid of 3 x 3 elements.
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This paper, presented in I96I, is one of the foremost 
contributions of the finite element method in connection with 
plate problems*
133ii I96I1. a paper was presented by ^enkiewica and Gheung
on the finite element method of numerical analysis. Si this
work a solution was obtained for a square cantilevered plate,
and this solution has been compared favourably with the finite
10difference solution by Livesley and Birchall, and a point- 
matching technique. Very good correlation of results was 
obtained using a coarser mesh of elements compared to the 
finite difference mesh, A graph of the comparison of results 
is shown in (Jig,2-2.)
Bi the discussion of this paper published in February 
1966 a comparison of the accuracy of the finite element 
method was made for a cantilever square plate using a varying 
number of elements. This contribution was made by Dr.H.A, 
Slyper and Mr.Dawe, It is interesting to note that with 
special treatment of the loading at the nodes onl^ r W  error is 
obtained when the whole plate is considered as one single 
element. The authors of the original paper also indicated 
the possible accuracy attainable with vibration problems in 
connection with cantilevered plates.
2,3.2 The Finite Element Method.
The fundamental idea of the finite element method is to 
represent the actual structure by a finite numbm? of structural 
elements which are interconnected at a finite number of nodal 
points. The stiffness of the idealised structure is obtaâaied 
by adding the individual stiffnesses of each element. To 
obtain a reasonably accurate solution, it is fundamentally 
important to represent the stiffness properties of the
hk
individual elements correctly. To derive these stiffnesses
it is necessary to assume a finite number of displacement modes
(degrees of freedom) for each element.
The final displacement pattern of each element will be
limited to a linear combination of these displacement modes.
These imposed restrictions to the deformations of individual
elements is equivalent to the use of constraints at each node,
therefore it is apparent that the computed stiffnesses will be
greater than their true values. If the selected displacement12functions satisfy the conditions stated by îfelosh .
"Melosh has shown that a necessary condition for the finite 
element displacement method to converge towards a correct solution 
is that the selected displacement patterns must be continuous 
in the interval of the elements and maintain continuity with 
displacements of adjacent elements, " This condition has not 
been fully accoaplished to date, the methods generally used 
fail to establish continuity in normal slopes along the lines 
connecting the nodal points. It should be emphasized,however, 
that the Melosh conditions are necessary, but not sufficient to 
ensure the convergii^ of the results, Another important 
condition is that the essential modes of the true solution mist 
occur in all the regions of the plate. If this is not achieved 
then the finite element solution will converge towards values 
for displacements whidi are smaller than the true values .
This method of analysis offers a number of advantages 
over other numerical and analytical techniques. These 
advantages are:-
1) The problem of boundary caiditions which is encountered in 
other methods of analysis is eliminated,
2) This method can be easily adapted for problems connected 
with aty elastic body, Non-homogeneous structures and
and orthotropic plate problms present no particular
difficulties.
2.3.3 The Complex Variable tfethod of Analysis.
Solutions can be obtained for laterally-loaded plate
problems by the ^plication of the complex variable method in
conjunction with conformai mapping. This method, though not
perfectly rigorous, can be used to obtain varying degrees of
accuracy of the solution*
The independent variables of the basic biharmonic
equation are expressed in complex form. If the outer or
inner boundary of the plate is a,ccirble,it can be replaced by
a unit circle and the boundary conditions must also be eoqaressed
in complex form
For boundaries other than a circle, a mapping function
may be used so as to map the given boundary line onto a unit
circle. This method has been used successfully for the
17analysis of flat slabs*
2,3.k, Bynamic Relaxation,
Bn dynamic relaxation, a damped wave equation is used to 
modify the elasto-static continuum (biharmonic) equations.
Finite difference equivalents are used in time and space and 
the damping is arranged to be approximately dead beat. This 
means that the problem is to find an optimunivalue for the 
damping coefficient in order to achieve the quickest convergence 
to the static state,
m  iterative procedure is used with a damping coefficient 
which may be obtained from natural frequency considerations. 
However, no satisfactory mathematical solution is yet known 
which provides precise values of this damping coefficient and 
the number of iterations required covering sll types of structures. 
This technique for which it is essential to use a digital
U6
computer has been propounded by J.R.H.Otter
This technique was developed from a sBiiilar method used 
for the solution of tidal flow equations in one and two 
dimensions.
2.3.5. A Qomparison of i^ proximate Methods of Analysis.
In the finite difference method an exact methematical 
governing equation is approximated by obtaining representative 
values of the relevant functions at finite nodal positions.
"While in the finite element method a more physically obvious approach 
is made. The structure is divided into a specific number of 
elementary geometrical shapes (or elements). Each of these 
small areas are considered to be connected at specified nodal 
points and the continuity of behaviour is then established 
at these nodal points and the equilibrium of each individual 
element is considered. Therefore a clear mental picture can 
be obtained of the interaction of the individual elements of 
the structure, A standard structural procedure (the Stiffness 
Method), admircbly suited to a systematic treatment, can then 
be used for a conputer analysis.
The superiority of the finite element method over the 
finite difference technique for homogeneous plate problems is 
debatable. Provided a satisfactory representation can be 
obtained, sinply, of the boundary conditions in finite differ­
ences form, the general analysis of ,a plate using the finite 
differences method consists basically of the solution of a 
straightforward set of linear simultaneous algebraic equations.
On the other hand boundary conditions do not present any 
particular problem when finite elements are considered and 
therefore, structures of a far greater complexity can be analysed 
using the finite element method.
U7
The comparative degree of accuracy appears to be fairly 
consistent for these methods of analysis. However, more 
computation is normally required for the finite element method. 
The coiiç>lex variable method involves an extremely rigorous 
mathematical analysis which is probably less attractive from a 
systematic point of view.
î'îixed boundary conditions can result in a morass of 
mathematical computation and this method is not suited to 
generalisation. However, an extremely high degree of 
accuracy is obtainable, and the method is based upon a sound 
mathematical hypothesis.
2.3.6 Reasons for the Choice of the Finite Difference Method for the 
Solution of Plates Supported by a Central Gore.
It has been stated above that there is little to choose 
between finite differences and the finite element method when 
homogeneous plate problems are being considered
The boundary conditions, though troublesome in the region 
of the re-entrant corner and the external free corner, can, 
however, be correctly approximated.
Since the boundaries in general are readily representable 
in finite differences form, it was decided that there was no 
need for another method of analysis to be considered.
U8
GHAPTO 3
THE FINITE DIEFIMQES MEYHQD OP MJMERIGAX. ANALYSIS, 
Introcbiction:
The finite difference method applied to flexural probl^s 
iss a method of deriving deflections, stresses, critical 
loads or natural frequencies of an elastic system by defining 
the deformation of the system in terms of diosen stations 
distributed over it* This method enables one to write down 
directly the loads corresponding to any hypothetical set of 
displacements, and so estsblishing a set of what can be caLled 
"stiffness" equations. The digital computer then,can be used 
to solve sets of these "stiffness" equations* These equations, 
giving the deflections of the system in terms of ai%r conceivable 
static load system, constitute the ansifer to many structural 
problems. The incidental advantage of this method is that 
variations in stiffness of a structure from point to point can 
easily be taken into account.
Although the possibilities of the finite differences method 
have been demonstrated by some earlier authors notably Marcus^ ,^ 
examples of which have beaa incorporated into the British Code 
of Practice OP llU^ ,^ the real potential of this method can only 
be adequately exploited when a digital computer is available 
for solving (and sometimes, in the case of complicated problems, 
for setting up) the simultaneous, linear, algebraic stiffness 
equations involved.
3.1.2. Numerical Solution of Thin Plate Small Deflection Problems.
Since the partial differential governing equation presented 
for the solution of stressing problems in general is seldom 
convenient or even capable of precise analytical solutions
k9
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for practical applications, this numerical method of finite 
differences in conjunction id.th
matrix algebra and the digital computer is of immense 
pi’actical value,
3*1*3 The Governing Equation,
3h the small element (fig, 3-1), the load intensity is 
%  so that the totaH. load acting on the element is 
Projecting all the forces on this element onto the 0 axis 
we obtain the following equation of equilibriuras ~
jacjy daidy +%dxdy =  O.
& o m  inhvch H, == O   Cl) ,
py taking momoats of all the forces acting on the element
with respect to the jc axis, we obtain the equation of equili­
brium;-
d=cdy-l- Q y d ^ ( J y =  O.
The moment of the load Q and the moment due to change in 
the force (gk^ are neglected inthis equation, since they are 
small quantities of a higher order than those retained, 
There&re, after simplification, this equation becomes
4- Q.u =  O  ...... (z).'^ Dc. ^ y
similarly with respect to the I axis:-
Ô Mü ^ ^  Mac.-  ^ =- O ............ (3) •
c) y s 5C.
since there are no forces in the x and y: directions and no 
moments with respect to the a; axis, the three equations 1 , 2  
and 3 above, completely define the equilibrium of the element, 
Now determining the shearing forces gy and Qk. from equations
2 and 3 and substituting in equation 1 , we get;
^ Moc. o Mooy . _
-  -1 ■
since the stress is proportional to strain, bending moments 
depend on both the curvatures and the flexural rigidity.
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Therefore, the equations for moments can be written;
M  w -  D  ( -h Î )  )  - ■ : ' • (4).
My = -D   (s).
Twisting moments ^
VI xy « — Myoc = D (l - 'V)  fe
shears;-
Q  3C = - D  ( ^ 3  + )
Q y = -  D (
where '\J ~ Poisson^s iroho.
D - « flexural riytotty,
d ”  plate thickness.
CO = deflection.
Wien the stress-strain relationship equations ij., 5 and 6 
are substituted in equation 1, the well-known biharmonic 
equation results;-
V  ‘‘"io =  + z = ."d...(7^ '
3.1#U Boundary Conditions,
In classical texts it is shorn that for a unique solution 
of equation 7, it is necessary to specify two boundary 
conditions on all the edges. The following conditions have 
therefore been postulated; (see fig: 3 - 2)
a) Simply supported straight edges
b) Glaîîped straight edge
^  ’àvn O .
c) Sdge with prescribed stress distribution
Mrt = -D  (%%. + J ^
Q,'n = Q.n -  == -D ^
This condition is a composite condition of twist related to 
shear. In general it is impossible to satisfy the
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governing equation in such a way that Qni and T j i i themselves 
take prescribed values at all points. Therefore the free 
edge conditions are:-
M n  =  o!n =  o.
3.1.5 finite Difference Approximations for Differential Ooefficients.
In this article a method of deriving the finite difference 
approximations of the differential coefficients is discussed. 
These approximations will be expressed in pattern form so that 
they can be used for the development of the operators which 
express each load for each respective station in terms of the 
l^othetical sets of displacements contained within each 
operator, (fig, 3 - 6, fig. 3 - 7)
This is a most convenient way of setting up the stiffness 
equations;, furthermore these operators can be conveniaitly 
used for the "automatic" setting up of the equations on a 
digital computer,  ^(see Pbrmation of Operation, fig, 3 “^ 8) 
This is the general operator. Similar derivatives can 
be obtained by using Taylor's series, and if it is required 
to vary the grid spacings i.e. to derive an expression which 
is not symmetrical with respect to the point at wln,ch the 
derivative is to be evaluated, a polynomial representation 
can be used.
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3,2*1. ElDite Difference Nets.
The finite differences method of analysis requires a 
network of finite nodal points at which the approximate deriva­
tives are to be evaluated. Obviously, therefore, the finer 
the net, the more accurate is the solution. However, this 
network must be suitably arranged so that the number of nodal 
points does not become unreasonably large* This is important 
because the matrix so formed by the simultaneous stiffness 
equations must be accommodated on a digital computer.
The development of the general operator so far described 
is satisfactory for a square net. Square nets, though useful 
for many problems, are limited to the solution of plates which 
can be divided up into a satisfactory number of squares, unless 
specialised techniques are used to evaluate station-points
pji 25not on the boundaries. ^  However, if a model plate
were, say, 6Î&" x 10" in plan area, the least number of squares
that can be arranged in this plate so that nodal points occur
on the boundaries, is in the order of It,000 squares each of ",
This is a ridiculously large number, since the numerical
solution of this plate under these circumstances would require
a matrix of it, 000 rows and it,000 columns, a total of 16,000,0#
elements. Since each element requires a location on the
computer an enormous storage capacity will be required and even
on the largest of computers the solution becomes a gigantic
task. Of course, various matrix manipulations can be performed
so tliat only the non-zero elements need be stored, though even
then, approximately 52,#0 locations will be required for the
matrix alone, without accommodating the load vector/s or the
programme. It therefore becomes necessary to decide upon
different forms of nets. Various networks consisting of tri­
angles, hexagons, parallelograms (see fig,3 - 3) and rectangles
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have been used successfully*
3.2.2. Triangles and Hexagons.
Christopher son and Southwell lüave shoi-jn that for some 
purposes, triangles (isosceles) and hexagons can be used to
27advantage in connection with relaxation techniques. Jensen 
used triangles to investigate the behaviour of skew slabs, a 
network well-suited to a sl^ of this shape.
3*2,3. Parallelograms.
Parallelograms liave been used in mnnection with a number 
of skew slab problems by the following authors ;
Khan Morley Ohgh 
Obviously since a skew slab is usually a parallelogram in 
itself, these nets are well suited to such problems,
3.2.U. Rectangles.
Rectangular nets used by Timoshenlco and Jensen 
are extrmiely useful for a large number of slab problems of 
different geometrical configuration. Timoshenko and Jensen 
demonstrated the usefulness of this type of network in connec­
tion with skew slabs. These rectangular nets are well suited 
to the analysis of skew problems provided the angle of skew 
does not approach a right angle too closely.
This particular type of network has been selected for this
investigation of the behaviour of slabs supported by a central
core and the derivation of rectangular net operators will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 7,
. Varying-Nets.3,2,5, — it of ten happens that certain regions of a plate require
to be investigated more thoroughly than others. These regions 
of stress concentration usually occur adjacent to boundaries. 
They are associated particularly with re-entrant sections of a
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boundary for which the radius of curvature is small compared 
with that elsewhere, or with a boundary condition that causes 
the boundary values of a wanted function to change rapidly 
over a small length of boundary. In order to examine these 
areas more thoroughly or to allow such effects to make their 
full contribution to the solution, a localised fine mesh can 
be used. The same fineness of Subdivision will not be required 
over the whole region of the plate, nor is it desirable, because 
the resulting matrix becomes unnecessarily large and unw-ieldy.
If a grid consisting of two different mesh systems is 
used (see fig.3-i|.) it is possible to obtain the displacements 
of intermediate stations adjacent to the boundary of the course 
mesh system in terms of re-orientat^d stations, for example, 
station 11 can be expressed in terms of stations 7, 8, 18 and 
20, by re-orientating the harmonic operator to l|.5® (for squmre 
nets), provided the appropriate grid spacing is alloifed for.
The displacement at the other intermediate stations such as 
12, can then be evaluated in terms of stations 8, 11, 13 and 
20. A similar method to this is described by Shaw in 
connection with relaxation tecimiques. This method becomes 
a little more difficult to apply if the biharmonic operator 
is used directly.
3-3.1. The Elimination of fictitious Displacements from the Basic 
Difference Operators.
"îictitious" displacement points occur around the bound­
aries when the general operator is applied at the boundary 
stations or to stations adjacent to them. These fictitious 
points have to be eliminated, and the most straightforward 
way of doing this is by expressing the boundary conditions 
in the same "operator" form as the basic equation, Ey the 
application of multiples of the boundary equations to the
6o
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basic equation^ all the fictitious displacements can be 
reduced to zero,
As an example a point on the free edge parallel to the 
y  axis is considered. Here the coefficients to be eliminated 
are those corresponding to the fictitious displacement of 
Wgf and %  (see fig.3 “ 5) The boundary conditions
■which must be used ares-
Q dc - = O applie.d at 7,
::Vl3c. := O Qpplieci a\r G j 7 & 8.
The first fictitious point which can be eliminated is point 1
by subtracting the operator in (fig. 3 - 5A) from the general
operator (fig, 3 - 5/5)* The general operator now becomes
as shown in (fig. 3 - 5/6),
Now -0 can be eliminated from points 2 and h by the
application of multiples of the operator shown in (figs. 3 - 5/2
and 3 - 5/U) to the points 6^, 8. Now the operator becomes as
shoT-m in (fig, 3 «° 5/7).
Finally by operating on point 7 by the application of
multiples of the operator shown in (fig. 3 “ 5/3) the parameter
(-2. --N)) can be eliminated at point 3 and the final operator
is as shown in (fig, 3 ~ 5/8),
3,U,1 Non-Dimensional Forms of the Equations.
For numerical work it is usually more satisfactory to
reduce all the equations to non-dimensional form, 21 j£ any
representative length L is chosen in the slab to be analysed^
then the final solution can be expressed in terms of L. .
This means that an arbitrary slab with the same geometrical
configuration subjected to the same load conditions, can then
be solved merely by substituting the appropriate L_ value,
, I ^  ^  1/ 1 / ,
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The governing equation then becomes:-
. <7^ W  =  2 ^
L e t  s a y .
This becomes a non-dimensional load intensity. If the mesh
length is a, then in non-dimensional fonâ X  •
in this way all the calculations are in pure numbers including
the moments, shears and boundary conditions*
The non-dimensional governing equation in finite difference
form then becomes
. •a'^ w -a+w X: ^  W  —  à + '2- =  X  A  .
3.U.2 Moments and Twists.
Given the deflexion ¥ which is expressed in terms of 
representative length ^  , the bending moments can be expressed 
in non-dimensional form as follows 
Mom<2mb M  oc. )  x
t= H/  ^ ^  '
M y  -
Tuüjsb Mocy == 4 ^  ( ( I" X D
=  /a  J " ( 'ôx'ôy)(I- 'V) .
3.Ü.3* Representation of Loads.
If the plate is analysed for a uniformly distributed 
load, then the load intensity is simply treated as a constant 
value for all the right-hand sides of the resulting simultaneous 
equations. The usual, method of solving these equations is by
making I. at all points including the boundaries*
Point loads q may be applied at any of the mesh points 
and are equivalent to an intensity of where a is the 
mesh size, or in non-dimensional form as .
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This means that in place of the right hand side becomes: 
x X A"*” ^  A^,
Point loads on the boundary will be J- this value and % at a 
free corner.
6U
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EXPERIMENTAL MSTHODS OF M M X S lS OF PLATES 
Introduction
For the investigation of the stress distribution in 
plates, it is of particular inportance to determine the cur­
vature in any desired direction* For this reason, a dis­
cussion of experimental methods of analysis will be liioited 
to methods of investigating the curvature of plates*
In investigating plate problems it is unnecessary to 
Single out the particular case of cantilever plates since 
the methods described below can be used universally for 
almost all plate problems*
i|..l*2* Experimental ^ iethods
There are several methods available for the determina­
tion of curvature in plates* Some examples are as follows:
i) Measurement of deflection 
ii) Direct instrumentation 
iii) Strain gauges 
iv) Photo-elastio methods 
v) The Moire Method
^•1*3* Measurement of Deflection
A convenient instrument for directly measuring de­
flections at discrete points is the dial gauge* This 
instrument is manufactured to extremely fine degrees of 
accuracy (divisions of 0.001, 0*0005' and O.OOof are coimer- 
ciaHy available). More elaborate instruments include
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cathetometers, travelling microscopes, and micrometer eye­
piece microscopes. The selection of the most appropriate 
instrument depends on the magnitude of the displacement to 
be raeasui’ed and the distance of the instrument from the point 
at which the displacement is to be measured*
" In order to evaluate moments it is necessary to obtain 
the second derivatives of the resulting deflection curves.
This is a process which can lead to rather large errors, 
especially when the flexural rigidity becomes inconsistent.
U.l.U. Direct Instrumentation
The following relations apply between moments and cur­
vatures in orthogonal directions ;
M  “ D + V ).
M  ^ " D ("^ + \) eIdc. ) .
Where Mk and %  are the moments per unit length of the plate 
about the x and y axes respectively.
D is the flexural rigidity « .
E is the modulus of elasticity 
d is the thickness of the plate 
V is Poissons ratio
Bx and are the radii of curvature in orthogonal 
directions.
In order that the bending moment at any particular 
point on the plate may be determined, it is necessary to 
obtain the curvature in two orthogonal directions, one of which 
must be multiplied by Poissons ratio and added to the other, 
ün instrument has been developed by Leonhardt and Aidra 
to carry out this operation mechanically. By measuring the 
deflection of a plate between two points, it is possible to 
approximate the function of the resulting curve in order to
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determine the radius of curvature* If this deflection is p, 
then assuming a parakdlic deflection curve (fig* U - 1)
R.
P = SR.
ap
If this procedure is followed in two directions x and y on 
a plate with deflections px and py, then:
-M5c = - D (poc 4- V py) '
"PI ÿ = - &  D ’ (py +Vp=»c).
Ms is moment about x axis 
is moment about y axis 
D is flexural rigidity 
V is Poisson<s ratio 
a is grid distance 
R is radius of curvature 
Very accurate results are claimed, but the disadvantage of 
this method is that readings cannot be taken at or near a 
boundary of the plate where the greatest curvature changes 
could possibly occur,
ll.*1.5 Strain Gauges
The magnitude and distribution of the* bending and 
ttgisting mmients in elastic plates of uniform thickness may 
be calculated from the curvatures and twists of the plate* 
These curvatures and twists are obtained from the surface 
strains* For example, if ^ oc is the strain in the x 
direction in the surface of a plate of thickness t, the 
curvature is:
2. SI oc.
fc
The bending moments mid twisting moments are then calcu-
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lated from the usual relations between curvature in ortho­
gonal directions. Poisson *s ratio and flexural rigidity.
This method has two obvious drawbacks:
a) Constant curvature must be assumed over axnÿ' parti­
cular gauge lengths of the gauges used. This is 
an inaccurate approximation*
b) Large numbers of strain gauges are required to 
be attached to the model surface even when 
moderately complicated boundary conditions occur. 
This results in rather tedious calculations and 
manipulations.
U,l,6, Photo-Elastic Ifethods
Basically, the photo-elastic technique is concerned with 
the optical behaviour of certain transparent materials when 
subjected to stress changes. These materials change their 
optical properties under altered conditions of stress and the 
magnitude of the change is dependent upon the strain in the 
material. These changes can be related to the stresses in 
the material if linear elastic behaviour is considered.
If this method is used for the analysis of a structure, 
a model has to be constructed from a suitable material and 
tills m>del must be loaded in a similar manner to the proto­
type, The optical changes in the material due to the change 
of stress are observed, from which certain stresses and 
stress differences can be found. This method, which becomes 
involved when a general analysis is attempted, requires a 
thorough knowledge of optics and the theory of elasticity*
6?
Conclusion; This method of photo-elastic analysis is 
probably more convenient for the investigation of stress 
concentrations, since a complete stress analysis mil re­
quire special loading fTanes and a photo-elastic bench of 
iiigh quality, Also, much time will be required for the 
reduction of results,
Ij.,1,7* Photo-Elastic Coating Technique
This technique is a recent development of the normal 
method described above. The principle is a very simple one. 
A coating of a photo-elastic material is applied to the sur­
face of the structure to be tested and the strain patterns 
are viewed through a reflection polariscope (fig, U - 2),
If the coating of the photo-elastic material is very thin, 
and the material is flexible compared to the main structure, 
then the strain patterns are those which are due to surface 
stress in the actual structure itself.
Thé principle of the reflection polariscope is that 
the light ray is transmitted, quite normal3y, through, a 
polariser or a combination of polariser and J wave plates, 
through the coating material, and then reflected back from 
an applied reflective surface on the structure, through the 
coating again, and then back through the analyser or % wave 
plates and analyser. The strain patterns can then be viewed 
as with a normal polariscope,
Ml obvious advantage of this method is that it may be 
used on the prototype as well as the model.
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The theory for normal two-dimensional photo­
elasticity applies to photo-elastic coatings except for 
the variation due to the fact that light passes through 
the coating twice, hence effectively doubling thb thickness 
of the coating material.
However, this technique, though simple, requires 
costly materials and apparatus and lengthy reduction of 
results.
lul.8. The Moire Technique
This method, which is exceedingly simple, is concerned 
with the interference of lines which are reflected from the 
model surface. These interference lines, known as Moire 
fringes, are contour lines of equal slope.
The curves determined from the fringes require to be 
differentiated only once to obtain the curvature and hence 
the moments in any desired direction.
This method can be used in a most satisfactory manner 
for the solution of slabs of arbitrary boundary condition 
and geometrical shape (see Chapter $).
i}..l,9. Conclusion
Upon examination of each of the foregoing experimental 
methods of determining the stress distribution of laterally 
loaded plates, the following conclusions can be made;
1) Measurement of deflection is not accurate enough; 
deflection curves have to be differentiated twice 
to determine the plate curvature*
2) Direct instrumentation— this method is limited to
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the examination of internal regions of the plate 
only*
3) Photo-elastic techniques— for the direct method it 
is extremely difficult to simulate loading and boun­
dary conditions and this method can be arduous and 
complicated for a complete flexural analysis. This 
method can be used more satisfactorily for the ex­
amination of particular stress concentrations. The 
photo-elastic coating technique, on the other hand, 
could be very useful and can be used satisfactorily, 
but expensive materials and equipment are required, 
and a good deal of preparation is necessaiy.
U) The Moire technique is a simple, inexpensive, reliable 
and accurate method for the determination of the 
complete stress distribution in arbitrary laterally- 
loaded plates. This method appears to have few, i£ 
any, disadvantages compared with other methods; and 
j^ith the application of the more sophisticated tech­
nique of reducing the results by the use of a digital 
coiîÇ)uter, there can be little doubt that this method 
is well-suited to arbitrary plate problems. It is 
for this reason that this method of experimental 
analysis has been chosen for the investigation of 
the particular problem with which this work is 
concerned.
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CHAPTER ^
THE MOIRE METHOD
.^1.1» latroduction; The Maire Phenomenon
Mbire patterns are the result of the superposition of 
figures with periodic rulings. A study of their basic pro­
perties reveals that they can be used for the solution of 
many problems of scientific interest,
"Moire" is a pTench word for %atered". In English, 
this name is most frequently associated with 'Wire silk", 
a' fabric that has a shimmering appearance resembling the 
reflections on the surface of a pool of water. Authentic 
moire silk (moire antique) is produced by superimposing one 
Ihyer of a glossy fabric, with a pronounced parallel weave 
of cords, upon another similar layer slightly misaligned.
Moire patterns are generally considered to be gener­
ated by the superposition of lines, Tliis is not strictly 
nèoessary— the only general requirement is that the inter­
acting figures have some sort of solid and open regions.
The solid regions can be lines (straight, circular or wavy), 
or dots or any other geometric form.
' The important property of a moire pattern is its ability 
to magnify small displacements. In ilgure 5 - 1, a fractional 
displacement of one set of lines superimposed upon another 
reveals well-spaced, easily distinguishable moire fringes.
In fact, the magnification of slight displacements is a 
phenomenon in its own right, e.g., if two sets of parallel 
lines match each other and the rulings are 1 mm, apart, but 
one set is in error by one micron (,001 mm,), then the fringes
7li
will occur at 1 meter intervals. This means that the moire 
pattern magnifies this slight displacement one million times. 
Actually, moire patterns are not a direct means of magni­
fication, such as that described by other optical phenomena; 
the displacement is inversely proportional to the spacing 
of the fringes.
The moire effect has a far-reaching potential in maiy 
avenues of scientific investigation.^^ Some interesting 
studies have been performed in the field of crystallography, 
atomic structures, studies in the change of refractive index 
of liquids or other transparent media, testing of lenses, 
an exact mathematical solution of the interference of light 
waves, and many other equally interesting topics of research.
The simplicity of application of the moire method is 
amply denonstrated in lens-testing, A positive (convergent) 
lens magnifies moiré patterns while a negative (divergent) 
lens reduces the pattern. Positive and negative lenses rotate 
the moiré in opposite directions and the angle over which 
the pattern is turned is proportional to the focal length 
of the lens. If a lens contains distortions, it will bend 
the lines of the moiré pattern. If it contains chromatic 
aberrations, the moiré pattern will exhibit colour fringes.
Ah extension of the moire method could be used to design 
lenses accurately without the need for complicated mathe­
matical computations*
2,1*2, The Maire Technique Applied to Plate Flexural Problems
The moiré technique as we know it for the analysis of 
plate flexural problems, is a system of lensless optics in
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which the bending of light by the object under examination 
causes a large change in the resulting moiré pattern,
A moiré pattern can be regarded as the mathematical 
solution to the interference of two periodic functions; 
hence the moire technique can be used as an analogue computer, 
When line figures representing periodic functions are moved 
about in a continuous manner, the resulting moire patterns 
provide a continuous series of curves coiresponding to mathe­
matical solutions,
2.2.1, ligtenberg's Technique
This technique, developed mainly at the Technological 
University of Delft, Netherlands,^^ is of recent origin.
It provides a possible means of obtaining a clear indication 
of the complete stress distribution over the whole area of 
an arbitrary slab. Laterally loaded flat plates of whatever 
complex shape can be analysed by this method in a reasonable 
period of time, A particularly useful application is the 
analysis of stresses around holes, or columns, or indeed 
afound a central core or support.
The technique, which is used basically for the determin­
ation of the flexural behaviour of laterally loaded plates, 
can also be used successfully for two-dimensional stress 
problems as described by the Airy stress function and solved 
by the slab analogy,^
2.2.2, Apparatus
The moire apparatus (fig, 2-2), which is remarkabl^ r
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uncomplicated, consists of the following items:
1) A photographic plate camera (f 2.3 lens) mounted 
on a ruled screen (the plate size is 9 x 12 cm,),
2) The ruled screen (fig* 2-3), which can be rotated, 
is curved cylindrioally and is mounted on a framework. 
The lines, accurately ruled parallel to the axis of 
the cylinder, are alternately black and white on the 
screen and are l.lL mm. in thickness,
3) The mounting frame, or jig, which supports the screen 
and hence the camera, is also used for accurately 
attaching the model in a vertical or horizontal 
position. This jig is constructed to enable the 
operator to adjust the screen vertically or horizon­
tally to the desired position and direction with 
respect to the model,
it) A system of levers is provided for the application 
of loads in a horizontal direction. This is required 
for models mounted in a vertical position,
2) A lighting system is used to obtain a uniform con­
centration of light on the screen which is sub­
sequently reflected by the model,
2*2,3. Subsidiary Equipment
A well-equippéd photographic darkroom is essential for 
the proper conduct of a series of experiments. It would be 
inconvenient and more costly to rely upon professional photo­
graphic processors,
tOA large mirror mounted at i|.2 will be required should 
it be necessary to mount models horizontally on the ap-
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paratus (see horizontal mounting fig, # - k).
2.2*^ , The Principles of the Technique
The model, which is required to have a reflecting surface, 
is mounted on the frame of the apparatus in front of a ruled 
cylindrical screen (fig. 5 ~ U)# The reflection of the ruled 
sbreen lines is observed in the mirror surface of the model 
by a plate camera mounted so that its lens is in the plane of 
the screen. Then, if the surface of the model is loaded, 
it is apparent that the reflected screen lines will alter 
due to the change in slope of the surface of the model at 
any point (fig, S ~ k).
If the surface of the model is photographed before and 
after loading, then by superimposing the two photographs the 
initial and final positions of the ruled lines will inter­
fere and these interference lines are called moiré fringes.
Ey the super-imposition of the two photographic images, i.e., 
before and after loading, on a single negative, moiré fringe 
photographs can be produced directly. This is usually desir­
able because the "lining-up" of the two separate negatives 
would be problematical, lÿpical examples of fringes are re­
produced in fig, 5 - 5,
The moire fringes which appear on the photographic 
negative are due to the changes of slope on the surface of 
the model in a direction perpendicular to the ruled screen 
lines, /{Note; The fringes can be regarded broadly as the 
result of the vernier-like effect of the screen lines (fig, # - 1) 
caused by the shift of the image of each particular screen 
line./
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The interference lines or fringes occur along lines of 
equal change of slope* It is therefore true to say that moiré' 
fringes are contour lines of equal change of slope. Since 
moments are proportional to slopes, an immediate indication 
can be obtained of the regions of maximum moment in a prti- 
cular direction merely by judging where the fringes are closest 
together,
5.2.5, Theory
If a thin elastic plate is loaded, then, using orthogonal 
axes ox, oy and oz (fig. 5 - 7%, the relationship between the 
shape of the deflected neutral plane and these quantities are;
/ •ikMac =• - D V :jc®' ■+. \)
Macy = = o  (
- Q  D C  -  o  C ) .
With the shape of the plate being given by the solution of 
the plate equation;
where Ms, ^  and î&y are the moments per unit length (fig. 5 - 7), 
D is the flexural rigidity, O  is Poisson *s Ratio, %  is the 
intensity of loading, and are the
second derivatives of the deflection and the first derivative 
of slope.
/Rote; Since w is a function of two independent variables 
X and y denoted w *^ f (x,y), then w has a partial derivative
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with respect to x, and one i-jith respect to y. The partial 
change in w with respect to the partial change in x is de« 
noted 9 etc,/
The first derivative of the deflection is the slope in 
the direction of a particular axis of reference. The values 
of the slopes are derived in the following manners
The reflective plate model A, shown in Figure 5 - U, is 
observed at a distance a from a ruled screen B# If we con­
sider that the lines on the scremi are perpendicular to the 
plane of the paper, then a particular line, say D, will be 
reflected off the model at position D* and observed on the 
camera C at position D", If the model is now loaded, it will 
be deformed to assume the position indicated by the dotted 
line, Row a ray from the same position on the photographic 
plate D" to the original position of the image P on the model 
will be reflected to position E on the screen. If the de­
flection of the plate is small, positions D and F can be 
taken to be the same point and the effect of the change of the 
slope of the model at D* is to shift the position of the 
reflected ray to position E on the screen, if the change of 
slope of the model at D* is 0, then the angle between the 
reflected rays DD» and ED* is equal to 20, and therefore dis­
tance DB = 2aG if the length of the rays DD» and ED* are 
assumed equal.
The purpose of the moiré method is sinç)ly to determine 
this shift ED so that the slope of the model at any parti­
cular position can be computed.
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As an indication of the way moire fringes develop by the 
interference of the screen lines see Figure 5 - 5. The ini­
tial lines aj, a%, may be transferred to a position b», 
b^ , bj, after loading. Now, upon superimposition of the two 
sets of lines, a series of light and dark zones can be observed. 
These dark zones or lines are the fringes m^ , m^, m^, etc.
At any point where lines a^ , b,, a^ , b^ , etc, intersect, 
the distance ED is zero, i.e., no change of slope has 
occurred. The locus of these points gives the line M, A 
further, well-defined line M, occurs at the intersection of 
lines a, and b^ , a%,and bg, etc., i.e., a shift has occurred 
vjiiich is equal to the line-spacing on the screen. For success­
ively longer differences in the slope, further lines of inter­
section occur, i.e., M^ , , etc. Now the actual interference
lines are those zones between the intersection zones. These 
are the fringes.
5.2,6. The Advantage of the Curved or Cylindrical Screen
When deriving the relationship DE - 2a0, it was assumed 
that the slope lengths DD* and ED* were equal to the hori­
zontal distance a. If the screen is constructed flat, these 
lengths can vary considerably and large errors would occur 
due to this assumption. To overcome this discrepancy, a curved 
sbreen is used. Aa exact equation can be derived to obtain 
the actual curvature of the screen, but to simplify the manu­
facture ,the screen is usually made as a portion of a circular 
cylinder. The errors involved in using different radii for 
the cylinder are shown in Figure 5-6, A radius of 3,^a 
gives a very close approximation to the true curve for quite a
8U
large field of view, and this is the radius generally used,
5,3.1$ Determination of the Slope Curves
If the screen lines are horizontal, slopes of the model 
surface can be obtained in a vertical direction from the inter­
ference photographs. If d is the distance between the screen 
lines then the change in slope between successive fringes will 
be d/2a. Similarly, the rotation of the screen through 90^ 
such that the screen lines are vertical, will give fringes in 
a horizontal direction. Since the screen can be rotated in 
any desired direction, it is obvious that slopes can be ob­
tained orthogonally.
Providing the properties of the model material are known, 
the information from the two sets of fringes in the two ortho­
gonal directions are sufficient to enable Ms, and Mxy to 
be evaluated.
From the slope curves which are derived by plotting the 
variation of the slope with respect to distances between fringes, 
methods of differentiation can be performed to evaluate the 
curvatures at any particular point on these slope curves,
Ety integration of the slope curves on the other hand, 
it is possible to determine deflections in the plate at any 
particular point (fig. 5 - 7),
5.3.2. Determination of the Second Derivatives of Deflection from 
the Fringe lines
!Rfo methods of approach will be discussed for tto solu­
tion of the second derivatives of tte deflections at required 
points in the plate.
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5.3,3* Mathod I: Graphical Differentiation
In order to find the first derived curve of a continuous 
function (fig, 5 - 7) it is, of course, necessary to plot the 
change in x with respect to the change in y. There are many 
methods of obtaining an approximate answer. Finite difference 
methods are probably the most practicable. A slightly modi­
fied circular transparent Perspex protractor can be used for 
a simple method of finding the first derivative. If two lines 
are marked on the protractor, each equidistant from the centre 
line (fig. 5 - 8), then, by placing the centre of the pro­
tractor on the point where differentiation is required, the 
protractor can be rotated until the intersection of each of 
the new equidistant lines with the axis touches the curve.
The principle of the method is to assume that the curve 
iè a straight line between the equidistant lines from the 
centre, A satisfactory distance between these marked lines 
The deviations (see enlarged view, fig, 5 - 9), if 
any, should be judged to be equal, i.e,, d%_ , The angles
which is measured with respect to the vertical axis, is the 
required tangent to the curve, thus the first derivative can 
be evaluated at any point on the curve. A small computer 
program has been written to obtain the second derivatives 
at discrete points by reading the angles of the tangents of 
the slope curves, measured by protractor, as data. Once the 
second derivatives are obtained in orthogonal directions this 
program then computes the required moments.
In a paper by Bradley^^ an instrument similar to the 
one described above was used; in this instance the protractor
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was graduated so that the curvatures could be read directly.
5.3.b. Mirror Ifethod
Another fairly satisfactory method for a limited number 
of points involves the use of a small rectangular mirror 
which is laid across the curve and held at right angles to 
the paper (fig. 5 - 10). This will permit fairly accurate 
location of the normal to the curve at selected points.
5.3.5. %thod II: Curve Fitting
Least-Squares Polynomial Approximation^
Probably the most satisfactory, yet sophisticated, method 
of obtaining derivatives at discrete points is by obtaining 
a close approximation of the function of the slope curves.
If this function can be found with sufficient accuracy, diff­
erentiation and integration can be performed far more acc­
urately and, of course, at any position along the curve.
This method is extremely convenient for an automatic 
process by way of a computer programme, A detailed descrip­
tion of the method is given in Chapter 6.
5.U.1, C^ibration of the Plate Material
The plate constant can be found in many different ways; 
one method is the direct measurement of E and -v for the 
material of the plate, (If a metal is used for the plate, 
then the standard properties of the plate will apply. ) If 
a plastic is being used, it is advisable to measure the pro­
perties of a sample of the actual sheet material, since the 
properties and the thickness may vary quite appreciably from 
one sheet to another.
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The moiré technique is particularly useful for the cali­
bration of the plate materia3.j the value of the flexural 
rigidity can be determined from a test performed on any plate 
for which the exact elastic solution is kno^ m.
Two plates which are geneacally used for this determina­
tion of the flexural rigidity are:
1) a circular plate with clamped edges under a uni­
form load
2) a square plate supported at three corners and loaded 
at the fourth.
The latter plate is easier to use, since both the support 
conditions and the loading are easily carried out.
If the length of the side of such a plate is 1, and the 
constant fteinge spacing is s, and the plate constant is D, 
then:
_  P. 7.CL
where P is the load applied at the corner, a) is Poisson »s 
ratio.
A detailed description of this method is given in Chapter 6,
5*5*1. Analysis of a Model Plate
If a full analysis is required for the model, then it is 
necessaiy to obtain the values of the three second derivatives:
The first requirement is to divide the model up into a 
suitable number of orthogonal grid lines (fig* 5 -ll). ïbr
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the grid lines in the x direction, for example, the values
_ "à _of can be plotted against the distances x between re­
spective fringes to determine the functions of the slope 
curves. Values of the first derivative of this curve can 
then be determined at discrete points. The same procedure 
is then followed, i.e., is plotted against y so that 
values of are obtained.
Having evaluated the slopes in either direction, these 
slopes can be plotted with respect to an orthogonal axis to 
determine the "twist" function, i.e., if is plotted 
against y, then the first derivative of this curve at dis- 
Crete points is 'èsx.'ày*
After determining properties of D and -0 , i.e., the 
flexural rigidity and Poisson *s ratio, all that remains is 
the solution of the remaining moment equations:
/ o ^ \MSL" ^ - O  C -DC> + \) 3 ^ ;
M Jj = - D  C )
. = - Mijoc =. dCi-n?) .
M m AX, -= + -V JC/zCMoc- '
- 2. M 3C- MThe direction of MAX moment = § arctan ( M 5C. My)
5*6.1, Scaling Factors Between Model and Prototype
If the moments per unit length throughout the model are 
required, then an interesting situation arises regarding the 
similarity conditions. Since the dimensions of moment per 
unit length are those of force, the force only will influence
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the magnitude of the moments.
Hence two different scales can be used for the thickness 
and overall dimensions of the plate model, bearing in mind 
that the small deflection theoiy applies and no membrane 
action is to be considered*
If the length scale factor for the overall dimensions 
of plate is SL and the force scale is Sf, then;
F p  = T m  S f  SL^.
Since it must be assumed that prototype and model sliow 
linear elastic behaviour, then:
SLF-m.
where Fp = force in prototype 
Bn = force in model 
%  = Young*8 Modulus prototype 
Bn = Young's Modulus model.
The model results can easily be transferred to the prototype 
using this relationship.
One difficulty arises, however, in the general non­
equality of Poisson *s ratio of model and prototype, since *0 
concrete =  0.2 and that of Perspex is 0.35.
Errors can arise due to the fact that the behaviour 
of the plate may depend to a great extent on Poisson *s 
ratio, this being particularly true t-îith free edge boundary 
conditions.
A method of obtaining a more accurate relationship be­
tween model and prototype when different values of Poisson *s 
ratio is used/is discussed in Chapter 6 (see The Influence of 
Poisson'8 Ratio).
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CHAPTER 6
THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF PLATES SUPPORTED BY A CENTRAL CORE.
6.1.1 Introduction.
In recent years there has been a significant increase in 
the use of models for the investigation of general structural 
characteristics. There are four distinct reasons for this 
revival of interest in experimental methods of analysis.
a) The increased size and complexity of structures, coupled 
with increasingly precise design specifications and performance 
methods of analysis. Pl^ rsical models can be constructed more 
accurately to behave in the same manner as the prototype and 
for this reason considerably more data can usually be obtained 
from experimental investigations.
b) Since 1955, the digital computer has become an essen­
tial design tool of the structural engineer, and has profoundly 
affected the entire approach to structural analysis. The 
electronic digital computer with its ability to produce enormous 
quantities of data at phenomenal speeds, has reduced the necessity 
for tedious, time-consuming, hand calculations.
c) The development of modern experimental techniques for 
obtaining more accurate results has greatly assisted structural 
engineers in the search for more precise methods of investi­
gating the structural behaviour of more complex structural 
systems.
d) The introduction of numerous new materials which can 
be conveniently used for model analyses. Materials such as 
plastics which are easily formed and jointed are now being 
used extensively for structural models. The mechanical 
properties of these materials, though troublesome at times.
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are decidedly convenient when loading and boundaiy ccnditions 
are to be simulated.
6*1.2 Selection of Materials Available for Testing.
For direct models, if it is assumed that the structural 
concrete in its various forms displays linear elastic behaviour, 
then, any linear elastic material may be used in the construction 
of the model, which then simply has to be loaded in a similar 
manner to the prototype.
Several model materials can be considered for experimen­
tation in connection with the Moiré method. A limitation 
is that the material must be provided with an adequate 
reflective surface.
6.1.3. Metals Models.
Metals have well-defined elastic properties, but their 
comparative rigidity and the difficulty of fabrication, limits 
their use for model analysis.
To counteract this inherent rigidity it becomes necessary 
to resort to comparatively thin plates. The difficulty of 
thin plates, is that insufficient deflection is obtained td-thin 
approximately of the plate thickness5 thus if a thick 
plate is used and the deflections are kept within the small 
deflection range, then the slopes in the plate will be so small 
as to produce insufficient fringes for an accurate analysis. 
However, tW advantages of metals is that their surfaces can be 
polished to obtain an efficient reflective surface. ALurainium 
or brass with their comparatively low E value would be the most 
convenient to use.3?
9h
6.1.U* Mortar ^^ fodels.
l^en considering possible materials to simulate the 
behaviour of concrete in a scaled down model, the obvious 
material to use is the scaled do;m concrete mix, Unreinforced 
mortar models are generally used to predict the behaviour in 
the elastic range and very close similarity of behaviour to. 
concrete can be obtained by the use of sand/cement mortars or 
pumiceycement mortars. The latter material, developed primarily 
in Italy,39 can be scaled down to a very high degree.
There are three difficulties with respect to models of 
this type, however, in connection idLth Moiré testing,
a) The rigidity as in metals, but to a lesser degree, is 
high and difficulty of obtaining the requisite number 
of fringes for analysis is likely to be encountered,
b) The application of a reflective surface without 
irregularities and blemishes can be problematical.
c) Models of this type require a great deal of preparation 
and care and cannot readily be altered to observe 
changes of boundary conditions,
6.1.5. Plaster Models.
Plaster models have been developed to simulate the 
mechanical properties of concrete with a fair degree of success.31 
However, the disadvantages (a) and (b) for mortar models are 
also encountered with plaster. On the other hand, changes 
of geometrical configuration or boundary conditions can be 
more readily performed with plaster models.
6.1.6. Plastics.
Plastics are extremely valuable for model construction, 
particularly for plates. The most widely used material for
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this purpose is Perspex, which is an acrylic resin. This 
material is easily formed, macliined and jointed and is comm­
ercially available in a range of thicknesses.
The black variety which has an adequate reflective surface is 
particularly satisfactory for Moiré experiments.
Unfortunately the properties of plastics are variable, 
i.e, they depend upon their precise composition and upon age,
(it is therefore essential to determine the exact flexural 
rigidity of the particular batch of material to be tested), 
Ihrthermore, all plastics are subject to mechanical creep, 
i.e. for a given stress the resulting strain increases with 
time. Fortunately plastics are almost perfectly visco-elastic.
6,1,7. Conclusion,
Although Perspex does present certain problems id.th 
respect to its mechanical properties, its advantages over 
other materials are significant. It has therefore been 
decided that this material would be the most satisfactory 
for the conduct of the proposed experiments.
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6.2.1, Properties of Ferspex.^ ^^
Perspex is reasonab3y homogeneous and isotrôpic, but its 
stress-strain relationsîiip is subject to the influence of time/ 
Temperature effects are significant,and the rate of straining 
will influence the stress-strain characteristics of this 
m&tm'ials
6.2.2, Machining and Joining of Perspex.
Perspex can be machined as easily as wood.^® Metal or 
wood cutting equipmmt can be used quite effectively for any 
forming or machining operation*
Pure alcohol or the commercially available "Tensol Cement 
No.7" is particularly satisfactory for joining perspex at 
room temperature.
6.2.3, Effects of Temperature on the Properties of Perspex.
The values of the elastic constants are sensitive to 
temperature v a r i a t i o n s . Y o u n g ' s  modulus, if assumed 
to be 'standard ' at 20°C, increases or decreases by about 1^  
per °G rise or fall respectively.
The value of Foisson's ratio for perspex is essentially 
constant i.e. 0,35 over the temperature range -20°C to 50°C, 
this value increases and at 80®C, it is estimated to be 
approximately 0,1}. The variations are practically linear per 
°0 up to 100®C thereafter the behaviour of the material becomes 
erratic and subject to fracture.
6,2,1}.. Ifechanical Creep.
Perspex, like any other plastic, may be regarded as having 
linear visco-elastic properties Tiiis means that the
stress-strain relation at any instant after loading is linear
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although the modulus of elasticity varies i-jith time.
Difficulties arising from creep can be overcope in two 
ways; a) Measurement of deformatiuns can be deferred until 
the increaæin strain with time becomes very small, b) 
talcing readings at a particular time interval. This latter 
method has been used in tiiis analysis, since it is more 
convenient.
6.3.1. The Influence of Poisson's Ratio
The value of Poisson's ratio for Perspex is approximately 
*/3 since this value for concrete is approximately Vco there 
is some degree of difficulty in applying the Moire test results 
to reinforced concrete slabs.
However, if the boundary conditions of the plate are 
homogeneous and independent of v , it can be proved that for 
calculation of the moments in a plate different to Perspex 
we have to use the appropriate formula:- 
" = Dtn ( + *v>p
l^ere Dm = flexural rigidity of the model ,
....................... are the model curvatures in
orthogonal directions.
'0 p = Poisson*s ratio of the prototype.
The differential equation for an infinite slab under U.D.
Loading in polar co-ordinates for a plate is:-
/ r T, -, r— ■2. %  sa ;
u i  -  D V O o  + A o  + B o  ro t  C o r  D o r  Lg. * r ^ - I - ( A v ^ f
+ Dnr Cos. i n  ^ ),
IVhen all the boundary conditions are homogeneous and 
independent of O  ( <z.g. cO = o , - o , ==0 clrc.).
all the constants on the right hand side of the equation mil 
be independent of the material of the slab.
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Hence D p  ~ Dp f
f  Cocy').
Dp
LJ m  = D m  P '
. *. Mocp — - Op (, ) .
rv / ^ ,-, 1 ^ )=- D m  \ ’2>3C^  Vj3 ^yt/.
The conditions described above are aliaost satisfied in 
the interior regions of the plate with homogeneous boundary 
conditions.
If, however. Poisson »s ratio appears explicitly in the 
boundary conditions e.g. in the free edge there is some doubt 
about the exact behaviour. Less accurate results will be 
obtained but the error is negligible for practical purposes.
6.U.I. Variation__in Thickness.
Perspex plate as supplied commercially has an appreciable 
variation in thickness. This is significant because the 
flexural rigidity is proportional to the cube of the thickness.
This means that an appreciable change of the flexural 
rigidity is obtained with a slight change in thickness.
Table A shows the variations in thicloiess recorded for the 
two plate models used in this analysis. The mean values of 
D were selected for the final moment coiïÇ)utations. ïbr the
locations of the measured thicknesses (see figs, 6-1)
6.4.2. Model Design.
Since the dimensions of moment per unit length are those 
of foree, then force only will influence the magnitude of 
moments, Eence, two different scales can be used for thickness 
and overall dimensions of the plate model,
The range of thielmesses of plastic sheets available 
commercially is limited and therefore it is usual to select an
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arbitrary thiclmess of plate which i-jill deflect within the 
small deflection range, under reasonable loading, for the 
chosen plate dimensions.
A satisfactory range of plate sizes for model tests on 
the Moire apparatus is between 6» and 18" inclusive. There 
are two reasons for limiting the size of models to about 18
1) The range of accuracy for the curvature of the screen 
commercially available is approximately 10" on either 
side of the central axis of the curved screen, (see 
"The Advantages of the Curved or Cylindrical Screen" 
Chap. 5)
2) The reflected rays around the boundaries of a larger 
plate than 18" would miss the usual screen of approx­
imately 4*0" diameter, hence no fringes would be 
obtained in these regions.
6.4.3. Dimensions of Models of Centre Gore Supported Plates.
Each model consists of a rectangular plate stiffened in 
its central region to represent a "core". The aspect ratio 
of the core and the plate were identical for each model and 
the core was limited to of the plate area. Two arbitrarily 
chosen aspect ratios of 1 : 1.1 and 1 : 1.3 were considered in 
this series of tests. Plates of these proportions are regarded 
as being fairly typical for buildings of this type.
The dimensions of the models were as follows 
Plate aspect ratio 1 ; 1.3
Plate: Long side = ins.
Short side — 11.^5 ins 
Core: Long side «  ^ins
Short side == 3,8^ ins
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MOIRE TESTS
Centre Core Plates Under different Load & Boundary Conditions 
Creep time - 5 minutes
TestNo. IhitialLoad ïlnajLoad Screenüngle Load Type AepectRatio Exposurelime
Tl/l 0.3 3.3 0 4 colnims loaded on long side
II
1:1.3 2min 5sec,
Tl/2 ti II ypO II 2 „ 7| „
n/3 II II 37-36 II II 2 II ?2 II
h A II II 127-36 It II 2 II 10 II
T2/1 0.3 2.8 0 ij. columns loaded on long side
II
1:1.3 2min 10sec.
12/2 II It 90 II 2 II ^ II
T2/3 II II 37-36 II II 2 " 10 "
T2/U II II 127-36 II II 2 » 10 »
T3/1 0 .2 1 .2 0 U corner columns 
loaded .
II
1:1.3 2min lOsec,
T3/2 II It 90 II 2 ri 10 II
T3/3 II II 37-36 II II 2 II 17 II
T3/k It II 127-36 « II 2 II 10 II
A /1 1 .^2 0 Load uniformly- distributed each quarter.
1:1.3 2 II 10 II
A /2 1 6.0 90 II 2 » 10 "
A/3 1 5.2 37-36 II II 2 '» 10 "
A/lt 1 5.2 127-36 II If 2 » 10 »
A /1 1 6.0 0 Load uniformly 
distributed each quarter.
1:1.1 2 » 10 "
A/2 1 6,0 90 II 2 " 10 «
a /3 1 6.0 U2-18 II li .2 " 10 '»
A/U 1 6.0 ].32-18 II II 2 " 10 "
T7/1 0 .2 1.8 0 k columns loaded 
on long side,
II
1:1.1 2 » 10 "
Tj/Z II II 90 II 2 »« 10 "
17/3 II II U2-18 If ti 2 » 10 »
a A II II 132-18 If II 2 » 10 "
1
Table -EE. (Fig. 6 - 9 /).
MOIRE TE8T8- (continued).
103a.
Test
No.
Initial
Load
Final
Load ScreenAngle AspectRatio ExposureTime
18/1 O.it 3.h o' U columns logded on short sideIt
1:1.1 2min lOsec.
S8/2 1) 1 90° I I It
18/3 It I 14.2—18 I I I I
T8/U I I 132-18^ I I I I
19/1 o.h 2.9 o' l|. corner columns loaded.I
1:1.1 2min lOsec,
T9/Z I I 090 I I I
19/3 I It C IIL2-18 I I I I
19/1* I I 0  If 132-18 I I I I
TlO/l 1 6.2 Ô0 Load uniformly distributed each quarter.
1:1.3 I It
TlO/2 1 6.2 090 I I I
Ill/l 2 22.0 0® Load uniformly- 
distributed each quarter.-perimeter 
column supports.
1:1.3 I I
m / 2 2 22.0 90"" I It I
H2/1 2.2 7.2 0° Load uniformly distributed on simply 
supported rectangular plate.
1:1,2 I It
112/2 2.2 7.2 90 I I I
16/1 0.27 1.73 0^ Plate calibration test. 1:1.0 It I
L O A D S  \ K1 L B S .
loU
Plate aspect ratio 1 : 1*1
Plate : Long side 12 ins
Short side 13.62 ins
Core: Long side 2 ins
Short side b.22 ins.
The thiclmess of the black Perspex chosen for each model
is (nominal) and the core was represented by cementing a
If
thickness of black Perspex to each face of the /ic? plate, 
(see figs.6 - 2) Since no distortion or deformation was 
to be allowed in the region of the core, the black reflective 
surface of the Perspex served to observe that no interference 
of the screen lines occurred after the loads were applied.
6.2.1. Test Procedure.
A complete chart of the actual tests performed on each 
model is shown in (fig. 6-9)
The following is a summarised description of the tests 
which were performed,
6.2.2. Tests TI - T3 were performed on the model of aspect ratio
1 : 1.3. This model was attached to the loading frame of the 
Moire apparatus in a horizontal position. A L2° mirror was 
attached to the apparatus to bend the reflected rsys from the 
model through 90° (see fig.2 - 4). Small ifire hangers were 
attached at the loading points so that the loads could be 
applied conveniently (see fig. 6-2). To allow for the visco­
elastic behaviour of the Perspex, a specific creep time of
2 minutes was alloifed for each loading condition. The esqposure 
time in the region of 2 mins.lO secs, could probably have been 
increased to 2 mins.30 secs, or perhaps 3 minutes. It must be 
remembered, however, that creep effects during exposure time can
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produce variations of the fringes. The fringes obtained with 
the exposure times used in these experiments, were quite discer­
nable and that is all that mattered. The screen setting in 
the third and fourth tests for each load condition i^jere parallel 
to the corner diagonals and orthogonal to them respectively. 
These screen settings were used to investigate the behaviour 
in the diagonal regions directly,
6.2*3. Tests Tl|..
This series of tests, conducted on the model of aspect 
ratio 1 ; 1.3 was performed under uniformly distributed load 
conditions (see fig 6 - 2).
%)onge rubber acted upon by a rigid backing board which 
in turn was loaded at its centre of gravity was used to obtain 
a uniform distribution of loads. The backing board was divided 
into four separate segments and a load was applied at the centre 
of gravity of each segment.
The most convenient way of applying the point loads at 
the four centroidal points is through the action of levers 
with the model held in a vertical position (see fig, 6-2).
Better photographic reproduction of the fringe patterns 
are obviously obtained by direct photography. Similar creep 
and exposure times were allowed in this test series to those 
previously mentioned,
A Note on the Use of Foam Rubber to Simulate U.D.L, Conditions.
Iigtenberg6 in his original paper on the Moire method, 
advocates the use of sponge rubber to simulate uniform loading.
In this paper, particularly accurate results were obtained for 
a standard triangular plate under U,D, loading.
Good results were also obtained when this loading facility 
was used in the test T12 on a standard rectangular plate model.
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6,2.It# Tests T2.
This series of tests was performed on the model of aspect 
ratio 1 Î 1.1, Exactly the same procedure was followed in 
this series as in Tests Tit, The screen angles in the 
diagonal directions were altered because of the variation of 
aspect ratio. Since this model has a larger plate area, 
slightly larger loads were applied,
6.2.2. Tests T7 - T9,
This series of tests performed on the model of aspect 
ratio 1 s 1.1, follows the same procedure as tests TI - T3, 
i.e. the model was mounted horizontally and viewed through a 
42° mirror and point loads were applied at three discrete 
points on the perimeter in each quarter, (fig 6-2),
6.2.6. Tests TIP.
The tests performed in Tests Tit for the screen angles 
of Qo and 90° for a plate of aspect ratio 1 : 1,3 were 
repeated in this series T 10, Tlie object of this exerci se 
was to apply slightly larger uniform loads to obtain higher 
fringe values which were more suited to the curve fitting 
computer programme (described in article 6 - 10),
6.2.7. Tests T 11.
Tests were carried out in 2 orthogonal directions on the 
model of aspect ratio 1 ; 1.3. Perimeter hangers trrere intro­
duced to provide support in addition to the central core. This 
model was, in effect, a propped, cantilevered plate. The same 
method was used to apply a uniform load on this model as for 
Tests TU and T2. in arbitrary stiffness xfas chosen for the 
perimeter supports ( /\fo DliM, mild steel rods), since these 
members xfere tested as hangers and not as columns, ]ykch larger 
loads were necessary in these tests to obtain the requisite
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number of fringes, because of the additional support conditions. 
This model was remarkably stiff, and a better analysis
I "could be carried out using a %  thick plate.
6.2.8, Tests T12.
The reasons for these tests on a standard rectangular 
plate model were:-
1) To test the accuracy of the curve-fitting computer 
programme (see detailed explanation in article 6.7*2).
2) To develop a generalised computer programme for the analysis 
of an arbitrary, simply-supported plate under any loading 
conditions, A detailed explanation of this computer 
programme and the method of curve fitting is explained in 
article 6,7.2. These tests also served to check the 
adequacy of the foam rubber to simulate uniform load conditions,
6.2.9, Tests T6.
A further test was conducted on a 6" square plate to 
determine the flexural rigidity D. In this test the model was 
mounted horizontally, supported at 3 corners and loaded at the 
4th corner, A detailed description of this experiment is 
given in (article 6.6,1) below,
6.6.1 Determination of the Flexural Rigidity D.
The quantity D is contained within the moment curvature 
relationship for a plate
_  XD  = T5xPv^ 
where El = Young's modulus
cl = Plate thiclmess
-0 = Poisson>s ratio.
Since E varies appreciably for different batches of Perspex 
and since this value is affected by temperature and creep, it
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is not sufficient to use an average value of E to compute the 
flexural rigidity,
The value of D for a Perspex sheet may be determined by 
the following method. The sample to be tested was selected 
from the same consignment as the model to be used for the 
experiment,
6,6.2 Corner-loaded Square Plate.
The plate (see fig 6 - 3) is supported at three comers
and loaded at the fourth to produce an anti-elastic surface.
(W,B, An anti-elastic surface has a positive curvature in one 
direction and a negative curvature in an orthogonal direction). 
By placing the co-ordinates along the diagonals the bending 
moments per unit width with respect to these axes are:- 
M  =- IvA oc. — - M 2. •
. Tujislr “ K/locy =. O.
The values are constant for all parts of the plate except 
near the point load. Since the moment curvature relationship 
for a plate is:- ^
M o c  =  -  D  ( -V O  j.
where w is the lateral deflection of the plate at 3c, .
For this square plate ^ — /r,.
whei'e R is the principal radius of curvature. Therefore
2. = and D ==
Since the values of curvature are a constant everyifhere along 
the co-ordinates parallel fringes will result with a constant 
spacing S (fig, 6 - Ij.)
Psd 
^  4 a C » - ' ^ )  •
For an average plate of thickness O.lp^ U inches
Load p = \ 1 3  Lbs. Frincje spacing S  ^  -33 =
113 X 334 • ^C) = 005 x-(b5 . 2,9 G S 5 5 iNS.
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6.7.1. lÆast-Sqaares Polynomial Approximation of the Unction 
of a Curve.
Probably the most satisfactory yet sophisticated method 
of obtaining derivatives at discrete points is by obtaining 
S'close approximation of the function of the slope curves.
If this function can be found tjith sufficient accuracy, 
differentiation and integration can be performed far more 
accurately and of course at any position along the curve,
When the criterion used in approximating a function by a 
polynomial agrees exactly with the function at a prescribed 
number of points the problem is said to be one of interpolation. 
On the other hand, when other criteria are used to find 
polynomials (or forms) to represent functions, the problem 
becomes one of approximation, A fairly obvious need for 
these criteria arises when the given points are empirical, such 
as observations from an experiment.
Procedure.
The draughtsman's procedure of visually fitting a curve 
to a set of points may be described as folloi-rss By observation 
of the plotted points on a curve (i.e. a function) is selected 
to pass as closely to the points as a smooth curve will allow. 
Since these points are known to contain some measurement errors, 
there is bound to be a certain deviation at some points.
(It is noteworthy, however, that if a Moire experiment has 
been conducted with care, smooth curves can be drawn with very 
little deviation, through the empirical points.)
The deviations which do occur are the differences between 
the selected function, p (x) evaluated at a certain abcissa, 
and given ordinate corresponding to the same abcissa.
s-.; • "I
j
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In (fig, 6 - 2) these distances, or deviations are labelled
-  do ......  dn.
do =: p (:kio) - yo .
di p (3C|) -  yi
: dw -  p C  x m )  -  y  Ni. 
îtor the points above p(x), the deviations are negative, and 
for those below p(x) they become positive. This means that 
theoretically the curve becomes "centred" if the negative 
deviations are equal to the positive deviations.
This means that:-
.---‘21- cIk ^  ^  (p ( x j  -Uk). O. k.= o -J
However, this cmdition can be satisfied without yielding the 
desired curve (see fig. 6-6), Here do=d\ so t that 
^  <^K = o.
but the straight line p(x) is obviously not as good an approx­
imation as the dashed line shown.
The alternative criterion that:-
^  =: 0 I dicl.
be as small as possible would have given the better result. 
Generally, though:-
^  ^ o IcIkI .k
will not be zero as it was in this example, but the requirement 
that it is a minimum avoids the difficulties encountered when 
the sum of the deviations is set to zero. However, the 
absolute values give rise to a problem. Differentiation is 
useful in the second for a minimum but the absolute value is 
not differentiable at its minimum.
Iiu
Another function which is dependent only on the magnitude 
of the number is the square;
and it is differentiable. The other advantage of this 
criterion is also that the square of the vaxiable (or the sum
of the squares of several variables) does not have a maximum
only a minimum. This means that the square increases without 
bound as the magnitude of the argument increases. These then 
are the reasons for using the least-squares criterion to 
determine an approximating function p(x).
i.e. ^  sa ^  C p C'Xk') - a mmimum.
For the purposes at hand, a poQynoraial equation will be chosen 
to approximate the function of the curve. It is necessary 
then by looking at the points given, to estimate the degree 
n of the polynomial.
If the given parts are:-
DC, y I
I 1
and a plot of the points looks lilce the graph in (fig, 6 - ?), 
a parabloa would then appear to be a reasonable approximation 
to the required curve, (i.e. the second degree polynomial) 
p (x) z= Go + a, 3c 4- The problem is to find the
best values of a<> , a, & and the least squares criterion 
for "best" is used,
 ^ / z,F' = ci«, =  yK.) •
N J  ^
k® o
— CL m m i m u m .
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It is necessary to find the values of do , a, & 
for which F  (ao,a, ,Q^ ) is a minimum.
If F were a function of only one variable instead of 3, 
the procedure would be one of finding the value of the 
variable for which the derivative is equal to zero. With 3 
variables, it is necessary to find the values for which three 
partial derivatives are simultaneously zero:
"àO-o — O .
-  o.
-  o .
Since F is a sum of terms, the derivative of F will be the
sum of the derivatives of the terms,
^ F ^  / 2. \TT: - « ^  2 (oLo -+ a,3CK. + 0-Z3C,, - Uii. ) =. o .0^ .0 K=0
%  ^  ^^KCao + a,DCK + aiOc.VyK)= o-
'àf, ^  Î / z \
This is a set of linear simultaneous equations in the unknoi-ms 
do ^ O. ; & CX 2^ Thus the coefficients of the second degree 
polynomial are obtained by simply computing the coefficients 
of the linear equations above, A gauss elimination method 
can therefore be used to determine clo , Q., o.^ •
The method of application of this curve fitting procedure 
for the "automatic" reduction of îfoire results is described 
below.
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6.7,2. The "Automatic" Reduction of Moire Results.
Ey merely measuring the spacing betwe@a Moire fringes 
along preselected grid lines and reading these values into a 
digital computer as data together with the relevant mechanical 
properties and computer programme, it is possible to obtain 
a full analysis of an arbitrary plate in a matter of seconds,
A complete M)ire experiment can be conducted witliin 2 or 3 
hours, depending on the complexity of loading and the boundary 
conditions.
This can be achieved as follows:-
1) Select a suitable grid so that the required analysis can 
be performed at the intersection of the grid lines.
2) Allocate a matrix of locations for the following parameters,
D (dcflcckion), % %  , /(slopes), (curvobur^ s)
Mocy, M max.j M m n .; (Moments)^ Dm Dir.y,(oir. oÇ.Prm.Mmbs.).
3) Read data, i.e. distances beti^en the fringes along selec­
ted grid lines.
U) Obtain an approximate function of the resulting slope curves 
along each grid line by the "l'îethod of Least Squares" 
described earlier (see 6.7,1).
5) Integrate each slope curve in order to evaluate the
deflections at the intersection of the orthogonal grid lines.
The Shnction of the polynomial approximation of the curve 
4 ^  lA  z 3a.8  -------------- — cx t 4- cxi 4- DC +   .
in the %%%. dire.ction. 
by integration : - ,3. 4 s ^
. ,<0 = ....
6) Obtain the first derivative of the approximate function of 
the slope curves again at the Intersection of orthogonal 
grid lines. The first derivative of a polynomial parallel
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to the X axis is:-
z  ^ n-i2^ •= 0 4-2 ■*■ 5 0,3^  + 4 M •
In this manner, the curvature can be evaluated at each 
grid point along each grid line. This means that all the 
values of ^ can be found,
7) To compute at the desired points, it is necessary to
obtain the functiom of the curve from the values of, say,
with respect to the y axis. td.th respect to x can
also be chosen with the same result, ) This can be done
again quite simply by the method of least squares as before.
Then by differentiation of the resulting polynomial for
YLC,the values at discrete points, all the values of 
can be determined,
8j Read from data the values of Poisson’s ratio \> and the 
flexural rigidity D,
9 ) When the required parameters for the curvature and twist 
have been determined, it now remains to compute the bending
moments from the following equations
ayin
/ P -, o )M o c  =• -* D  ( 4 *V c) / '
, , d m  ^VÙ \Mu ) .
M=cy = - M y a c  =
Then for the principal moments and directions
M m a x . — ( M dc,4  M l j )  + jb'/jLCMoC"
= /^ 2.(M3ct My) — oc-My)y + M
For the direction of maximum moment 
« V Uy  ^ /a arctan (Moc-Mvj) ■
The direction of the minimum moment is orthogonal to it.
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6.7.3# Application of the Carve Fitting Computer Programme.
To test the accuracy of the curve fitting procedure, 
and to obtain a computer programme for plates mth simply 
supported boundary conditions, the plate described in test 
T12 was analysed. This plate was selected because the 
results could be compared with an exact solution given in 
Timoshenko!^ ' In the table (fig, 8> -39) it can be seen that 
the moments and deflections compare ranarkably well with the 
exact solution.
A different version of this programme was developed 
subsequently for the cantilever plates being investigated,
A comparison is made between the results obtained by 
graphically differentiation (see fig, - 2^ ). It may be 
added here that graphical integration was not attempted to 
obtain the deflections because of the tedious nature of these 
computations.
The computer results appear to be more accurate and 
reliable generally. The limitation of the curve-fitting 
procedure is that extrapolated results become grossly inaccurate 
i.e. the results obtained for points beyond the limit of the 
last fringes. An indication of the behaviour of the curves 
obtained from the approximate functions is shown in (fig, 6 - 11), 
It may be noted that the extrapolated results of the 3rd degree 
polynomial are a little more accurate than the $th degree 
function results. The interpolated results of the 3z"d degree 
curve are not quite so accurate, however. It was discovered 
that the results obtained if the degree of the polynomial is 
one less than the number of co-ordinates given for a particular 
curve yields the best results. Tühen extrapolation becomes 
necessary, the best remedy is to draw the slope curves by
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hand so that a smooth curve can be obtained and then to 
measure some extra co-ordinates beyond the last fringe as data 
for the computer,
6,7*U, Comparison of Graphical Differentiation and Curve-Fitting.
The remits obtained by graphical methods for the load 
case described in test Tli. is compared with the computer 
results (see figs. 8-19 and 8 -20) and table of comparative 
values at 6 selected points on plate fig. 8 - 21 «
The following results are also represented here - these 
results were all obtained by the curve-fitting computer 
programme.
Results of test
Results of test T12— \  ^ load cas#;.,(rectangular plate) 
Results of test TIC repeat of Tij. with more load 
Results of test Til additional supports from perimeter iiangers.
For a comparison of results see Chapter 8.
6.8.1. Evaluation of principal Moments and lUrectlons Directly 
from Moiré Fringes,
Since the moment values are directly related to plate 
curvatures, it is obvious from an observation of the deformed
shape of the plate model, that the directions of the principal
moments should coincide with the directions of maximum plate 
curvatures.
Hence principal curvatures-
p, - ( %  + % )  i  .
The directions of the principal curvature can be deterrained
from the expression
^  1. ,G  — /2. arclron \
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or in moment form:-
principal moment =* X?. (Mac +M^) t \f[^ z(Mpc.-t*)1
Direction of principal raoment:-
t/ 1 % Mac y
Mac- -©  - Vz. arc tail
The complete identity between the directions of principal 
moment and the directions of principal cnrvature allows the 
folloïiing graphical procedure to be used incorporating the 
Moire Technique.
6,8.2. The Isoclinic ^thodf'^'
The isoclinic method for the determination of the prin­
cipal plate curvature and consequently the principal moment 
direction is based on the fact that ceriüain locations of the 
plate model can immediately be identified as locations where 
the principal curvatures coincide with the orientation of the 
grid lines. At these locations, the value of tranZô~o. 
Hence also must be zero. The angle of twist
I/Ois evaluated by plotting along the y axis or vice versa.
In determining the slope of this curve being the clmnge of the 
slope along the y axis. The ïfill become zero
whenever tln.s curve reaches a maximum or minimum. This is 
shown in (fig. 6-12). However, without plotting the 
curve, it is immediately obvious that for any point of the 
plate where the screen lines are tangential to the fringes 
the value of must be aero. Hence the principal
curvature directions at those parts coincide with the orientation 
of the screen lines. Based on these characteristics of the 
optical results, it is possible to determine on each fringe 
photograph several points and subsequently lines, for which
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„ ^  -V- are zero. These lines actually represent IsoclinicsO *X!. w U fc
along which the principal curvature directions and cm sequently 
the principal moment directions are known. In order to obtain 
à set of Isoclinics the orientation of the screen must be 
changed step wise. This means that a photograph must be taken 
for each screen setting and the locations at which 
equals zero determined. The locus of these points gives the 
associated isoclinic for the particular orientation. A com­
plete pattern of Isoclinics can be arrived at in this way.
The same well-known graphical method which is normally 
used in photo-elasticity to determine the stress trajectories 
from an Isoclinics pattern can also be used to evaluate the 
principal moment trajectories from the Isoclinics determined 
in this way.
(3lg. 6 - :Q3) shows a typical Isoclin5.c as discussed in 
this article.
6.9,1. A Method of Obtaining Fringe Reproductions lüthout Resorting 
to Photographic Prints.
The normal procedure of obtaining prints of the photographic 
negatives enlarged to the full size of the model so that the 
fringe distances can be measured, can be simplified by the 
following method;- (îligures 6 - lij.)
a) An accurate dravang is prepared of the model outline, 
with the required grid lines clearly shown.
b) The image of the Moire negative is projected on the 
drawing by means of a photographic enlarger and adjusted 
so that the image coincides with the drawing.
c) The exact locations where the fringes intersect the 
grid lines are marked on the dramng. These positions
are subsequently connected together to show the traject­
ories of the fringes.
12$
d) The fringe distances can thm be measured on the 
prepared drawing and written in against each marked 
position.
e) This draidng is especially useful for the preparation 
of a conç)uter data sheet and it is also advantageous 
when used with graphical methods*
This method of projecting the fringe image on a prepared 
draining was advocated in the directions for use of the 
Moire iipparatus.^ ®
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CHAPTER g
THE FINITE DIFPEREHGBS METHOD OF NUMERICAL MALYSIS OF PLATES 
SUPPORTED BX A CENTRAL GORE.
7,1*1.- Introduction.
The finite differences method of numerical analysis used 
for this investigation of plates supported by a central core, 
requires that the follo^ rilng procedures be adequately dealt with:-
a) The hpamberihg of the nodes must be performed with due 
care, since the formation of the stiffness matrix 
required for the solution of tlis problem is greatly 
affected by the actual system used,
b) The type of grid network used is important in that the 
appropriate difference equation to replace the partial 
differential equation must not require an amount of 
computation which is prohibitive even for automatic 
computation. Regular rectangular networks have
adequately satisfied these requirements for the central 
core supported plates being investigated in this problem.
c)The derivation of the basic rectangular net operator 
and the method of eliminating the fictitious points so 
that the boundary functicns are correctly estpressed in 
operator form is a basic requirement of this method of 
analysis.
d) Perhaps the most important feature of the finite 
differences method is its adaptability to computer 
programming. TCth the increasing popularity of high 
speed digital computers during the past decade, numerical 
methods of analysis have received wide acceptance.
Despite tremendous speed, computers have a limited core 
memory as far as large structural problems are concerned.
Unless advantage is talcen of symmetry and band form of the
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coefficient matrix, the maximum number of equations that can 
be solved is limited. Ifowever, it is possible to increase 
these capacities by talcing advant^e of the band form of the 
stiffness matrix of the system, and also by dividing the 
structure into smaller units of convenient size.
7.1.2. Numbering the Nodes.
To express the deformations of selected nodal points in 
terms of certain other nodal points, it is ccnvenient to use 
a system of numbers. The system of linear equations which 
results from the latter operation can convenim tly be expressed 
in matrix form. If there are n nodal points, the resulting 
matrix becomes an n<,x n square system, i.e. there are n rows and 
n columns. Now in matrix algebra, the most convenient matrix 
to solve is a ’*well-conditioned’* ^  one. This means that 
the "band" of non-zero elements about the leading diagonal 
(the diagonal from top left to bottom right) should be as nar­
row as possible.
The most usual method of solving a matrix of these equatioes 
is a method of successive diminatiOn of the variables (or non­
zero elements). In this method, the "off-diagonal" elanents 
are eliminated in a systematic order and it is th<a?efore obvious 
that the narrower the band of non-zero elements, the quicker 
is the solution.
Several methods of solution have been developed to store 
only the band containing the non-zero elements in the com­
puter. This is particularly advantageous when large sets 
of equations requiring a large number of computer locations 
is evident.
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Examples of the effects of numbering the nodes in different 
ways is shown diagrammatically in (fig.7 - I), The shaded 
squares indicate non-zero elements, Pi’om these diagrans it 
is obvious that the system (a) is the most desirable. This 
particular ^stem of numbering requires that the shorter side 
of the plate is to be numbered consecutively*
However, occasions do arise when,for other reasons it 
becomes necessary to deviate from the most desirable numbering 
procedure. If the problem of computer locations is unimpor­
tant or a method can be devised to overcome the location problem 
the time factor is not normally a very re^ factor, provided 
that the matrix is not too badly conditioned, then the differ­
ence in time taken for a solution can be measured in seconds 
oa a modern computer.
In this particular problem of plates supported by a 
central core, it was decided that the most suitable numbering 
sequence should be as shoim in (fig* $ - 11),
This system does not result in a very badly conditioned 
matrix, and furthermore, for tapered plates the flexural 
rigidity can be maintained for each series of consecutive 
numbers.
7.1,3 Rectangular Net Operators,
Ih a rectangular net, one side of each rectangle can 
readily be expressed in terms of the other side.
T
Let M “
a.
Therefore, the general operator can be witten doim in terms 
of W and a;- (See ELgure 7 - 2, 3 and k)*
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7*1.it. Boundary Condition in %iite D3.fferences Form.
The following boundary conditiois have now to be represented 
in finite differences form for the central core "Double Canti­
lever" supported plate which is to be investigated in this 
reportÎ- (see Figure ^  - 11).
The free #dge parallel to the y axis:-
m  this case there are three nodal points which occur
off the edge of the plate; these points, known as fictitious
points, have therefore to be dealt with i.e. the biharmonic 
operator must be modified so that these points can be "eliminated". 
The boundary conditions are M%.= Q 3c= O. (article 3.2*2.)
J f 2 ^  \The moment Moc. - - D ( 4) "b j =  -
(see fig. 7-3)
The composite condition of twist related to shear;- 
G l ’X^ ^ \ "O) ■&:><?■ by J o  .
and in operator form:- (see fig. 7-6)
By "operating" on the biharmonic operator lidth these boundary 
operators, the free edge operator bee ernes as shown in 
(fig. 7 - 9).
Since this operator has been evaluated for the short side of
the plate. The long side operator can be derived similarly
and is shown as in (fig. 7-8)* The boundary operators for
the long side are shorn in (fig. 7-5) and (fig. 7 - 3).
For the condition one id dal point from the free edge the 
jjX operator (fig. 7 - 1&) can be used to eüimiJÉte the one
fictitious point. This operator therefore becomes for the 
short edge as shown in (fig. 7 - 11).
Now for the long edge, the same reasoning can be applied, 
hence the operator becomes as shown in (fig. 7 - 18).
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7*1.B. The Free Corner Operator.
If the edges of the plate are to be entirely stress-free, 
it is apparent that the twist must be made zero at the 
corner. It appears that it is more important to satisfy the 
twist corHÜtion at the corner in preference to the usual 
free edge conditions (see 3.2*2. ). However, it will be 
found in the derivation of the finite difference pattern at the 
comer, that it is possible to include all the boundary 
conditions reasonably accurately, .The procedure for the elim­
ination of the fictitious points in this problem is as follows î-
The following boundary operators are required for the 
■ corner conditions-
IVjDc = 0. see (fig. 7 - U)
M y  ~ 0 see (fig. 7-3)
oc = 0  see (fig, 7-6)
Q  Lj — Q see (fig. 7-5)
see (fig. 7-7)
The elimination of the fictitious points are performed as 
follows (see fig, 7 - 2):-
1) Eliminate the fictitious displacements at stations
1 and 9 by the application of the boundary operators 
Q y and Q x respectively.
2) The fictitious displacements at station U can then 
be eliminated by the application of multiples of the 
î&y operator.
3) Then by the application of multiples of the %  op­
erator to points 6 and 7> the fictitious displacements 
at stations 2 and 3 can be eliminated*
U) By the application of the operator for Be at stations 
7 ^ d  11 the fictitious displacements at stations 8 
and 12 can be eliminated.
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The fânal free ccrmer operator in a rectangular mesh 
system is sho^m in (fig. 7 - 12).
The remainder of the free corner operators for points 
adjacent to the free corner are shown in (figs, 7 - 13^  lU 
and 13). The fictitious points are eliminated in a similar 
manner to those so far described.
7,1.6. The Clamped Boundary Gcndition.
Accuracy of results depends among other things upon the 
exactness with which the physical boundary conditions can 
be expressed mathematically.
The boundary condition at the clamped edge are:-
Vs/ « = O. (article 3.2.2.)
Two different assumptions were made in this work in connection 
with the clamped edge condition for comparison. These assump­
tions are:-
1) The condition of zero slope on the boundary has been 
expressed in finite difference form to the same order 
of accuracy as the free boundary conditions. This is 
obviously the correct procedure.
2) symmetrical conditions about the clamped edge have 
been postulated i.e. the simple condition of equal 
deflection for mirror image pairs was applied. This 
slope pattern was derived as shown in (article 3,1,3).
A comparison of the results obtained from these assump­
tions are given in tables of results in Chapter 8,
By differentiating the appropriate Newton or central 
difference formula an expression can be obtained in terms 
of 3 mesh points for the slope function at the boundary j
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this function expressed in pattern form is;- Î
4a (W). -rrw:; w il I
I
Then by applying this boundary function to the biharmonic 
operator, the fictitious point can be removed and the 
resulting operator one mesh point from the boundary can be 
derived. This operator is shoim in (figs. 7 - 18 and 19 ),
The same operators derived from the second condition of 
slope at the boundary are shown in (figs, 7 -1 6 and 17).
The slope pattern in pattern form derived in Chapter 3 
is as follows;-
7*2,1 The Development of the Computer programme for the Analysis 
of Plates Supported by a Central Core,
Although this programme can be applied generally for any 
isotropic plate in which the small deflection theory applies, 
provided that the relevant boundary conditions are incorporated 
the specific problem of a plate supported by a central core is 
discussed here,
îTom (fig, 5 - 11) it can be seen that there are 8I|. nodal 
points at which the displacements and hence the moments are to be 
obtained. The resulting stiffness matrix will be an Sit x 8U 
square array of elements and an additional matrix of load vectors 
or right hand sides,
7*2.2, The Setting-up of the Stiffness Equations.
The method of automatically setting up the stiffness 
equations required for the solution of this plate is as follows;
1) The Kfechanical properties and the plate dimenâons 
are read from data to evaluate the parameters of the
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operators incorporated in the programme,
2) Each node and each operator is numbered, so that the
appropriate operator can be read from data for each node. 
Since the displacements at each node are to be expressed 
in terms of the displacements at each of the remaining 
nodes contained within the operator, these nodal numbers 
are also included in the data. The appropriate values 
are then automatically set up for each node and fitted 
into the matrix in their correct positions in accordance 
with the numbers of the nodes.
7.2.3. The Problem of Computer Locations,
From (fig, $ - 11) it can be seen that there are 8U nodal 
points at which the displacements, and hence the moments, are 
to be obtained. The resulting stiffness matrix id.ll be an 
8It X 81; square array of elements and an additional matrix of 
load vectors or right hand sides.
An array of 8L rows and columns contains 7,056 elements. 
Since the conçjuter available for this solution, viz Elliot 503, 
has a storage capacity (in the fast store) of a little less 
than 7,000 locations, and since a location will be required 
for each element as well as for the programme, the mechanical 
properties and other information, a matrix technique must be 
used so that all the locations are not required simultaneously. 
The system used is a matrix-partitioning technique described
in symbolic form as follows;
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where A 11, A 12^ A 21 and A 22 are each partitioned sectioa s
of the stiffness matrix and are the coefficients of
displacement and C, and the load vectors. Wow the
solution of the mwbri^ in matrix notation is as follows *- 
AiiWj TA\2.VV% -  0).
A2.[Wi 4- Al-z. Wq. . ■= C2, ........(2.).
Muurr(j);tAH-l I  Wj-tAij.Aia W^ ; =^ A\i Cj  (^>^ •
MuLT.(3WAiU A'2,1 W| + A21 An A12.W2. = Ati C| ...........-(4).
0 + (A'2.'2.’-A2iAi|*Ai2^ W2.“ C'^'2, “ A^ lAll Cj)
' ’• W'g. *= CAs.2" A&I An^ Ai?.) * ( C.Z — A21 Ail Cj ) •
* W| = Aif^  Cl’ Ajf* A12. VS/2..
The method of performing these operations together with
the setting up of the equajiions and the ultimate solution of
the deflections and moments is given in flow diagram form
(see fig. 7 - 20).
7.2.it. List of Results which have been Reduced.
The programme described above can be used for the analysis
of plates of any aspect ratio. The following solutions of
plates supported by a central core have been determined:-
1) Plate of aspect ratio 1:1,3 Poisson*s ratio Ô.2
# a) Load uniformly distributed 
^b) Point load at position 1
0) Point load at position 2
* d) Point load at position 3
^ e) Load distributed with perimeter supports.
2) Plate of aspect ratio 1:1,1 Poisson*s ratio 0.2
Load uniformly distributed
b) Point load at position 1
c) Point load at position 2
d) Point load at position 3
*A correlation of these results with the relevant experi-
li+3
mental results are given in the next chapter, together with 
the results obtained for a simply supported rectangular plate 
under uniform load conditions. (Tesb H2).
lilll
CHAPTER 8
REDUCTION AND CORRELATION OF RESULTS
8.1.1. Test T1
Load conditions A point load of 3 lbs. applied adjacent 
to grid point 23 (fig. 8-1).
Information, Plate aspect ratio 1:1.3*
o °Moire fringe photographs for screen angles of 0 and 90 are 
are shown in figs. 8 - 2 & 8 - 3 respectively. Graphs of 
correlated bending moment results are given for moments in 
the y direction (fig. 8-4) and in the x direction (fig, 8 - )^. 
A diagram showing directions of principal moments calculated 
by finite differences is shown in fig, 8-1.
8.1.2. Analysis
In this test a comparison of results is made for moments 
in the x and y directions. The finite difference analysis, 
using a ^  point slope function to satisfy the boundary con- 
-dition aroun the central core, is compared with results 
obtained e3cperimentally by the moire method. -, Graphical 
differentiation as described in article $.3*3» was used to 
obtain the plate curvature from the slope curves obtained 
experimentally.
8.1.3* Comment
The largest variation between the two sets of results 
occurs at point 88, this is at the re-entrant comer.
This is a singular stress point "A point at which the stresses 
become infinite."
At points 86 and 8? on the core unreliable experimental 
results are probably due to indistinct fringes caused by
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shear deformations which occur witiiin the plate thickness 
away from the clame^d edge. However if the curvature is 
calculated outside of this region reasonably accurate 
results are obtainable.
In this experiment very few fringes were formed in 
the X direction (fig, 8 - 3'), It is therefore not surprising 
-that the bending moments in this direction do not correlate 
well. These moments are very small however and can be 
neglected for practical purposes.
1.1.4, Equilibrium Check
An equilibrium check was performed one grid distance 
from the core along a line parallel to the x axis (fig,8 - 1 ). 
The total moments obtained by Simpson’s rule as follows:-
Ifoire Method
15 32 47 60 71 80 79 78 77 76
Grid line
Total moment x--oa) + 4 ('4-3 l +•a*^l+l-4 &l+l-a2.4 )
1 4 a(- 4 3 4  + + I'13I + 1*701 4 - s i s )
:==. \S'CoS Lbs. ms.
Tinite Differences Method
Total moment = ^is ( 2, x * 4 C»4 ) *4 4(*S3S+ ‘ôiû4l-424+i*737} 
4 a (-4S7 + •G.3'7 4 l*OS4+l*S34+‘aSo)
- « I q, * 27 2 Lbs. IMS. ‘
External Moment
Total moment s= g ( *^1.3, x'/is x 5  - o*s^.
= » 2 3  Lbs. ins.
Moire error =  . 1
Pinite differences error « «ozs y'o.
5E.85., 20.
77. 53.CE:N-TR/XL_ Â ~ ~-r- f  :---—  ^
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8.2.1. Test T2
Load conditionsi- A point load of 2j- lbs. applied adjacent 
to grid point 33 (fig. 8-6),
Information;- Plate aspect ratio 1:1.3.
O OMoire fringe photographs for screen angles of 0 and 90 
are shoim in figs. 8 - 7 & 8 - 8 respectively. Graphs 
of correlated bending moments are given in the y direction 
(fig, 8-9) and in the x direction in (fig, 8 - 10).
A diagram showing the directions of the principal moments 
calculated by finite differences is shorn din fig. 8-6.
8.2.2. .Analysis
In this test a comparison is made between results 
obtained by finite differences and by the moire method.
The same conditions of analysis used in test T1 were also 
applied in this test,
8.2.3. Comment
The stress singularity at the re-entrant corner 
point 88 is still apparent in this test. Note/ A 
completely circular fringe occurs in this region (fig.8 - 7), 
Generally the bending moments compare quite well in the x 
direction (fig.8 -10). A large difference occurs near
the point load, i.e. at points 33, 3U, etc. section
H - H. (fig.8 - 10), The fringes in the y direction 
are insufficient for a good correlation in this direction.
8.2.L. Equilibrium Check
An equilibrium check was performed for bending moments 
one grid distance from the core along a line parallel to
i5i
the y axis (fig.8 - 6). The total moments obtained by 
Simpsons rule are as follows
8U 83 82 81 80 69 56 111 2ii
Grid line
Moiré Method
Total moment %8xi-3)(^X'S33) + «4-(<37Q»+\*35â+?.-on+2.*iâ(b)
4- 8  ('91G + M 3 7  +l-lOS + a-l&S+!-35<o)
18' 4-OS Lbs. Ins.
Finite Differences Method
Total moment —  ^ 1 8  y.l'3) 4(l'03Z+1-352+i'SC,8+z-397j
- - + a  (-951 + M G 3  4>l.S33 + Z'2&5 + r-207^
-  IS-377 Lbs. Ins.
External Moment
Total moment = 5 (4 5 -
—  18*335 Lbs. Itns.
tfoire error <  V o  
Finite differences error <. • I ^
8 5 ZQ
77.
87 78 54
3c
7 3 GS 4 0
30
84. 80 24
It7375 74 70 25
GO, 4 359. 58G3 Gl 2G
48 47.50 4 445
2 83 0
2 ^  LBS. P O IN T LO AD
MUMB>Ell^lKiG(.:V OtT, M O D A L .  TROIKITTS
&  ;DlgE:cTibta3^VQW:> - PteiHi 6 ÏP % E . M  o M e n t s
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8.3.1.- Test T3
Load conditions A 1 lb. point load applied at the free 
corner adjacent to grid point 28 (fig.8 - 11).
Information Plate aspect ratio 1:1.3. 
tfoire fringe photographs for screen angles of 0® and 90°
are sho-wn in figs.8 - 12 & 8 - 13 respectively. Graphs
of correlated bending moment results are given for moments 
in the y direction (fig.8 - lU) and in the x direction 
(fig.8 - 1^ ). A diagram shoidng the directions of the 
principal moments calculated by finite differences is 
shoim in (fig.8 -11).
8.3.2. .analysis
In this test the finite difference bending moments
are compared with the moire results. The same conditions
of analysis used in test T1 were also applied in this test.
8.3.3. Comment
This test would probably have been more satisfactory 
if slightly more load were applied, however the plate is 
particularly sensitive to the application of loads at the 
free corner. The fringes in the y direction are part- 
-icularly sparse. The bending moments in this direction 
do not correlate well in sections A - A to 0 - 0 (fig.8 - lU) 
for this reason. Elsewhere fairly close agreement is 
obtained except at the re-entrant corner point, the reasons 
for this are discussed in tests T1 and T2.
1^ 7
Î.3.U. Equilibrium Check
ÜÏ1 equilibrium check was performed for bending moments 
one grid distance from the core along a line parallel to 
the y axis (fig. 8 - 11). The total moments obtained by
8ii#8ons rule are as follows
81; 83 82 81 80 69 hi 2h
Grid line
Moire Method
Total moment- = ^ 3) (2 x '5Z5) 4 4- 4 9 ( ô +
+  a  ( - 4 s a  +  * 5 1 7  +  > 6 4 -3  -S O O  + - 3 Q .S )
' = 7•-'2.11 Lbs. \n&. 
finite Differences Method
T o t a l  moment Z  x  tS -O a )*  4- ( .  S L 2 +  - 5 8 0  4- '6 9 2 . ^ 7 9 ^
+ S ( ‘503+*537 4- -G36+-SÏI + -331)- 
“ = 7" 34-G Lbs. Ins.
External Moment
Total moment 2. x 3  - c><s7
=  7 - 3 3 4 -  Lbs. Ih s .
Moire error z= i g 6 7^-
finite differences error -= ^
zo.
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. 8,U.l* Test TU
Load conditions A uniformly distributed load of 0,11 
lbs, per sq, ins. applied to the whole plate area.(fig.8 - 16) 
Information Plate aspect ratio 1:1.3.
Moire fringe photographs are shown for screen angles of 0° 
and 90^ (figs.8 - 17 & 8 - 18) respectively. Graphs of 
correlated bending moments in the y direction are given 
in (fig. 8 - 19) and in the x direction in (fig. 8 - 20),
The directions of the principal moments at each node are 
shovm in (fig.8 - 16).
8,ii..2. Analysis
In this test the moire bending moments were obtained 
by graphical differentiation, and the curve fitting method 
was used for deflections and bending moments as well.
The finite difference analysis was performed using a $ 
point slope function in the first instance and secondly by 
assuming a symmetrical 3 point slope function, as described 
in article 3*1.5.  ^to satisfy the clamped boundary condition 
around the central core. The values of bending moments for 
the second finite difference condition have not been plotted 
in the graphs for reasons of clarity (figs,8 -19 & 8 - 20),
A table C containing 6 selected points at which the deflec- 
-tions and bending moments mre compared for all four methods 
is shown in (fig,8 - 21), the percentage difference between 
the first finite difference solution and the other three 
 answers are given for moments and deflections.
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8.1:. 3. Gomment
The singular stress point at the re-entrant corner 
again indicates a wide variation in the bending moments 
obtained by the different methods of analysis. Else- 
-where the values compare favourably. Near the edges 
of the plate the curve fitting values become incorrect 
due to extrapolation, the last fringe is some distance 
from the edge of the plate. This can be remedied as 
described in article 6,7,3.
8.U.U. Equilibrium Check
iin equilibrium check was performed for bending moments 
one grid distance from the core along a line parallel to 
the y axis (fig,8 - 16), The total moments obtained 
by Simpsons rule are as follows
83 82 81 80 69 56 ill 21:
Grid line
M?ire" Method
Graphic al differentiation;-
Total moment = 3) ( 2.x-‘01)4-4-(• 5S5 + +
4  - i - * 3 a 3  4 - \ - l 3 9 +  - s s s )
l O - l - n  L b s .  I n s .
Curve fittingÎ-
Total moment_.=-Xb.3.)(?..x.-4g) + 4-('5 û 7 - , 4 - _ 1 7 0 . fbs)
4- S (  • 451 4-• G O<b +  - 3 3 4  +  1420 4  •5G>3) 
=. *7 S G L b s .  i n s .
16U
KLnite Difference Method
Method 1, point slope function).
Total moment = ^IS x\'3)(2.x •'514) + 4 (•S3.5'4'S03 + M'2L3 4 1*435^
4 S ('54 4 *GS4 4 •3G14 h4lG> 4 ail)
“ 11* 0 5 1 Lbs. Ins.
Method 2, (3 point slope function).
Total moment IS X x <52S)4 4(*(bIQ 4 *S274 i*l3Q4l*414)
 : 4 “S (*55*4 4 *701 4 • 373 4 I*3674*708)
IO-3S4 Lbs. Uns.
External Moment 2
Total moment ^ V^3S‘5 x /^4*3 x ^
=- I O  * S'3 Lbs. \ns .
Moire error:-
(1) -  7
(2) —  lO-S
Finite differences error;-
(1)   l*i
(2) - ---  *05* “/c..
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8.5.1. Test IS
Load Conditions:- A \mifom]l;y distributed load of 0.11 lbs, 
per square inch applied to the whole plate area (fig. 8 ~ 22), 
Information;- Plate aspect ratio 1:1*1.
Moire fringe photographs are shoim. for screen angles of 0° 
and 90® (fig. 8 - 23, fig. 8 - 2U) respectively. Graphs of 
correlated bending moments in the y direction are given in 
Figure 8-2^ and in the x direction in Figure 8-26. The 
directions of the principal moments at each node are shown 
in Figure 8 - 22.
8.^ .2. Analysis
IXL this test a conç>arison of results is made for mom^ts 
in the x and y directions. The finite differences analysis, 
using a 5 point slope function to satisfy the boundary con­
dition around the cenl^al core, is conç>ared with the moird 
method using the least squares polynomial curve fitting method.
8.5.3. Comment
The largest variation between the two sets of results 
again occurs at the re-entrant corner, i.e., at point 88. 
Elsewhere the curves compare reasonably well and the percent­
age difference is usually less than 10^ . The principal moment 
directions obtained by the moire method do not compare 
favourably with the finite differences solution at a number 
of nodal points* This is understandable, since the slightest 
variation in the slope curves will affect the twisting moments 
appreciably, and hence the directions of the principal moments.
8.5.U. Equilibrium Check
An equilibrium checdc was performed one grid distance 
from the central core along a line parallel to the j axis 
(fig. 8 “ 22). The total moments are as follows, using 
Simpson*s rules
8L 83 82 81 80 69 56 hi 2h.
Grid line
17Ô-
FLnite Differences Method
Total moment =  ^(8 x1.|)(2 x 487) + 4('56@4"8II +1.177+- l-43l) 
+ 8 (-512 + -667 4- •992+1-487+ '69s)
13*08 Lbs. Ins.
Moire Method
Total moment = (2x.-5Qz)+4 (-5SS+-S38+M9I+l*35l)
+ S(-51l + '688 + 1-004 + 1^ +22 4--5 35J
-  I 'Z.-TSG Lbs .  Ins .
External Moment
z
Total moment = .11 x. '^ -i x
— Ï 3 - 0 2 Z  Lb& .  \n3
Finite differences error = - o44 y o . 
Moire error = 1-7 4
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8.7.1. Test Til
Load Conditions;- A ■uniformly disbributed load of 0.32 lbs 
per sq.inch applied to the whole plate area (fig. 8 - 32) 
Information;- Plate aspect ratio 1:1.3. Moiré fringe photographs 
are shown for screen angles of 0® and 90° (figs. 8 - 33 &
8 - 3b respectively. Graphs of cd rrelated bending moments 
in the y direction are given in (fig. 8-33) and in the x 
direction in (fig. 8 - 36). The directions of the principal 
moments at each node are shown in (fig, 8 - 32), 12 column
supports were provided around the perimeter of the plate in 
addition to the clamped condition around the central core 
(fig, 8 - 32)in this test,
8.7.2. Analysis.
In this test the solution was obtained by graphical
differentiation of the slope curves. In the finite differences 
solution, the operators which are incorporated in the computer 
programme were modified to allow for the additional column 
supports where necessary.
8.7.3. Comment.
The experimental analysis of this plate would have been
, "more satisfactory if a thinner Perspex plate had been used ( ô^v) 
i.e. there would have been more fringes, especially in the y 
direction, resulting in a more accurate solution.
Reasonable correlation has been obtained except at the 
columns and at the re-entrant <corn'^ .,
8,7.ii. Equilibrium Check.
An equilibrium check was performed one grid distance from 
the core along a line parallel to the y axis. In order to 
obtain an equilibrium check it was necessary to evaluate the
1#.
reactions at columns 2 and 3, By operating on the nodal points 
at which the columns occur, using the appropriate operator the 
reactions are obtained as follows
For column (2) the appropriate operator is shown in (fig. 7 - U) 
The deflection coefficients at the nodes 6l, Up, U8, 33  ^3U, 17 
and 16 are multiplied by their respective operator parameters 
hences-
Reaction at Column (2)
= (Z 91 + 1813 X. S -4 9  x ( - ' 4 M
- - 4  8 '1 $ '4 "  K  I -+ 4 - 3 1 0  X ( -  4 - -  4 N ^ )  -  C 3 -556X
 ^ 4  821 X (" 4K}^- ZN'^4 2 UOQ<( q It Col.tlOck.
- IS-3 Lbs. (for unit load a\r iziacln nodiZ.}
lo -, "52" - I S ‘3 X  j.gg =  - 5-0-7 L b s .
For column (3) the appropriate operator is as shown in
(fig, 7 - 13) hence;-
Reaction at column (3)
~,G*35G ;X - M 2 8  x (-2-4N^+2\)N^)
- 1 102. X _( 2 t 12 35 2 w'^ 4 1- 943x(- 4N-4N^)
~ 5 '564 4N^~ 2 N ' * ' . + + 3*327 x (2N^)+ 2*383
X  ( -  4  -  4 M ^ )  -  2 '  S 3 G  X  C z M  -  4  4  * 3 5 1  X I ■
4 Load   qir oolum n node,.
" — 3 *33 Lbs.  ( f o r  uniir load air «zacfi nodtz.J 
■52
:=: - 3 ' 0 3 x  i-as 2*74 Lbs.
By Simpson *s rule the total moment is evaluated as follows 
in the x direction;-
84. 83. 82. SI. 80. 69. 6^. 4l. 24.
FinifgL dif-f^rences.-mg^bhoclr
.Totol mom<znl: = ^isxi.3) (zx *235) + 4(-*osib-«no-*052-i--i55)
1 4  S  ( -  *035 — - 0 3 7  — ' Q 3 S  4* * O S 3  OSs)   2<^2 L b s .  I n s .
ElxirgriTol monn(znf —  ' ^ * 3  x ^ *^3^ x*52 - 0 ô - l 4 4 5 * 4 s ) 3 ' 3 2 4
z= — 03 Lbs, tns.
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8.8,1. Test T12.
Load Conditions, A 5 Ibs load unifornû^ disteibuted over 
the whole plate area.
Information, Plate aspect ratio 1:1,#
Poisson»s ratio 0,35 
Moiré fringe photographs in the y and x direction are shown 
in (figs, 8 - 37 and 8 - 36) respectively. A chart of the 
comparative results for deflections and moments is dio^-m in 
Table B (fig, 8 - 39),
8,8*2 Analysis. The finite differences solution for this plate 
using 25 nodal points was solved by Khan these results 
were coinpared idlth the Moiré solution using the least squares 
polynomial curve fitting programme, A further comparison 
was made with the exact solution obtained by Timoshenko ^  
for the central nodal point 9, The exact result for point 
9 is as follows, using a Poisson‘s ratio of 0.3.
Deflection = 0.0133 ms.
%  ^  0-2.71 (bs .  Ins .
Be O ' ! C) (â w »
8,8,3 Goment,
The deflections and moments obtained by the tifo methods 
compare extremely well especially in the central regions of 
the plate, Tiiis test indicated that the sponge rubber used 
for obtaining uniform distribution of load is satisfactory, 
and that accurate results can be obtained by curve fitting.
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Method Point Deflection %
1
1 •OOli.9 .1066 .1089
2 .0037 .0723 .09^ ^
1
2 .0071 .H}.o5 .12642 .0063 .1138 .1419
1
3
.0072 .133k .1242
2 .0072 .1272 .1221
1
h
.0077 .llk8 .1771
2 .0061 .0919 .1429
1 .0113 .1630 .2322
2 .0103 .1482 .2182
1
6 ,0117 .1708 .2461
2 .0118 .1670 .2418
1
7
.008b .1047 .1886
2 ,0068 .0960 .1271
1
8 .0126 .1^ 93 .2628
2 ,0116 .1#2 .2420
1
9
.0132 .1715 ,2122
2 .0132 .1751 .2682
'"TeI ST T12-. 
- U . O I S T R .  L O A D .
F O U ^  a » D E . S . S . 5 ,
Method (1).,,. Moire method ~ (curve fitting).. 
Method (2)..,. Birdte differences.
Fig. 6 - 3
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8.6.1. Test TIP
Load Conditions;- A uniformly distributed load of 0.143 lbs, 
per square inch applied to the whole plate area (fig. 8 ~ 16). 
Information;- Plate aspect ratio 1:1* 3*
Moiré fringe photographs are shown for screen angles of 0^ 
and 90  ^(fig. 8 - 27> fig. 8 - 28) respectively. Graphs of 
correlated bending moments in the y direction are given in 
Figure 8-29, and in the x direction in Figure 8 - 30.
The directions of the principal moments at each node are shown 
in Figure 8 - 16.
8*6.2. Analysis
In this test the moiré solution was obtained by curve 
fitting^  and the two finite difference solutions discussed 
in Test T4 were con%]ared with the experimental results in 
Table D (fig, 8 - 31). In this test series, the unifonnly 
distributed load obtained in Test t4- was increased so that 
larger fringe values could be measured. This was done to 
achieve greater accuracy in the experimental method of 
curve fitting, i.e., less extrapolation was required,
8,6,3. Comment
Generally the results are within 10^ of each other.
The re-entrant comer again reveals a large disparity betifeen 
the moments obtained— about 22^  in the y direction and about 
40^ in the x direction,
8,6.4., Equilibrium Check
An equilibrium check was performed one grid distance
182,
from the core along a line parallel to the y axis. The total 
moments are as follows, using SSjapsonts rule;
Maire Method
Total moments - ^23-4 (z x-g )^-t-4 (-G52 + *3 0 4 + 1-2-73+ l-4’7s)
4 S C‘^ 04 + *"740 +"ilG)3 4 l-4”7'7 + -GjST3 
~  ^I ' &43 Lbs . IMS .
Finite Différences ^ fethod 
(2 - point slojpe curve)
Total moments %3'4(2x -GTs) 4 4 (**1*79 4 I-0G0.+ I-47I 4 1-S7^
+ a ('“707 4 'S3&41'259 4 1*8544 *93l)
=  14-37S Lbs. In s .
finite Différences Method (3 - point slope curve)
Total moments ^  /^2l3-4 x •Q.Si)+ 4 (-793 4 l-oa3+l-4574i-a52)
+ 8  ( .726  4 'SIS 4 1.275 4  \‘791 4 -327)
— 14 ' 3 Q >  L b s .  I n s .
64. 83. 82. 81. SO. 09. 50. 41. 24-
External Moment '
Total moment =  0.14-3  x ' % 3  H  
=  14  -32"7 lb s .  in s .
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8.9.1, The computer results for tests Tl, Tij., TIO and Til are
given in the appendix, Rirther finite difference results 
for plate aspect ratios of 1;1 and 1:1,2 and 1:1.2# are also 
given in the appendix,
8.10.1. General Conclusions.
Prom the work reported inthis thesis the following 
general conclusions can be drawn
1) The finite difference solutions for isotropic plates supported 
by a central core are generally reliable and in close agree­
ment with the experimental results in the interior regions 
of the plates. The values of the bending moments at the 
re-entrant corner^  however^  are inaccurate both experimentally 
and analytically. Since this is a singular stress point, 
this is understandable, and fortunately this singularity 
is localised and does not affect the remaining regions of 
the plate. Furthermore, inaccuracies generally occur near 
the point loads in tests Tl, T2, T3 etc: The maximum
principal moments tend to radiate from the central core 
and converge on the point loads. The maximum bending 
moments occur around the central core under all load condi­
tions. iin extremely rigid plate system is obtained when 
columns are introduced around the perimeter of the plate to 
provide additional support ccndition. Bending moments 
around these columns do not appear to be reliable, however.
It is interesting to note the troughing effect in the plates 
under the latter support conditions. The finite difference 
method in combination with the digital computer is probably 
the simplest and most satisfactory way of solving elastic 
isotropic plate problems of this type.
mo.
2) The Jfoire results obtained by curve fitting as well as by 
gr^hical differentiation correlate well with the numerical 
solutions except in the following regions ;
a) Within the plate thickness around the central core:
This may be due to shear deformations in the experimaital 
plate. This is one instance when the low flexural 
rigidity of plastics may be a disadvantage. However, 
it should not be difficult to extrapolate the bending
moment values if a sufficiently fine grid is used around
the core.
b) At the re-entrant morner: The stress singularity at
the re-entrant corner can be eliminated or reduced by 
a slight rounding of this corner.
c) Where Insufficient fringes occur: These regions are
fairly localised and occur only where comparatively small 
bending moments occur.
The Moiré method is perhaps the most satisfactory 
experimental technique for investigating the stress distrib­
utions in laterally loaded plates in general,
8.11.1 jghrther Research.
In this thesis a very limited number of loading and 
boundary conditions were considered for plates supported by 
a central core, Ehrther tests with asynmietrical loads and 
support conditions may be useful for a more thorough investi­
gation of the behaviour of these plates.
If loads were considered on half or quarter of the whole 
plate area. In the finite difference method a very large 
stiffness matrix would be required in tliis instance if the 
same grid system were used, A more satisfactory solution
may be obtained by the use of varying nets as described in 
Chapter 3, In the Moiré technique no such problem arises and 
the curve fitting method would be very satisfactory if the 
curvature and hence the moments is required at a large 
number of points.
Some further problems which are relevant to plates of 
this type are:-
1) Plates Tfith holesj often service ducts, stair wells or 
additional lifts are required outside the core area,
2) plates sinply supported at the core and supported on 
columns at the free edge. This is a common form of 
construction of plates of this type* However, a very 
minor change is necessary of the existing finite 
difference programme developed for the present 
investigation,
3) Models constructed of mot^ or plaster in c onjunùtion 
with the Moiré method may be interesting and original. 
Apart from eliminating the Poisson *s ratio problem, 
models of this type can be used to investigate the 
effects of varying reinforcement systems.
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A P P E N D I X -
POINT DEPL Mx My Mxy MMAX DIRX m iN DIRY1 0 .0028 0 .3820 0 .0000 0 .0000 0 .3820 90.0000 0.0000 0 .00002 0 ,0028 0 .2556 0 .0000 0 .0000 0 ,2556 90.0000 0.0000 0 .0000
3 0 .0029 -0 .1 8 2 5 0 .0000 0 .0000 -0 .1 8 2 6 90 .0000 0.0000 0 .0000
4 0 ,0030 -0 .7 8 7 7 0 .0 00 0 0 .0000 -0 .7 8 7 7 90.0000 0 .0000 0 .0 00 0
5 0 .0028 -0 .2 2 9 8 0 .0 00 0 0 .0000 -0 ,2 2 9 8 90 .0000 0 .0000 0 .0 00 0
6 0 .0027 -0.0071 0 .0000 0 .0000 -0 .0071 90 .0000 0 .0000 0 .0000
7 0.0025 0.0711 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0711 90.0000 0. 0000 0 .0000
8 0 ,0024 0 .0896 0 .0000 0 .0 00 0 0 .0896 90.0000 0.0000 0 .0000
9 0.0023 0 .0736 0 .0 00 0 0 .0000 0 .0736 90.0000 0 .0000 0.000010 0.0021 0 .0000 0^0000 0 .0000 0 .0000 0 .0000 0.0000 90 .000011 0 .0017 0 .0000 0.1223 0 .0000 0,1223 0 .0000 0 .0000 90 .0000
12 0.0013 0 .0 00 0 0 .2298 0 .0000 0 .2298 0. 0000 0 .0000 90.0000
13 0 .0010 0 .0000 0 .3265 0 .0000 0.3265 0.0000 0.0000 90 .0000
14 0 ,0006 0 .0000 0 .4065 0 .0 00 0 0 .4065 0 .0000 0 .0000 90.0000
15 0 .0004 0 .0000 0 .4 63 6 0 .0000 0 .4636 0 .0000 0 .0000 90.0000
16 0,0001 0 .0000 0 .4956 0 .0000 0 .4956 0 .0000 0 ,0 00 0 90 .0000
17 -0 ,0 0 0 0 0 .0000 0 .5070 0 .0000 0 .5070 0 .0 00 0 0 .0000 90.0000
18 -0,0001 0. 0000 0 .5 07 7 0 .0000 0 .5077 0 .0000 0 .0000 90 .0000
19 -0 ,0 0 0 2 0 .0000 0 ,5066 0 .0000 0 .5066 0 .0 00 0 0 .0000 90.0000
20 0.0021 0 .3 68 4 0.1461 0 .0 00 0 0 .3684 90,0000 0.1461 0 .0 00 0
21 0.0022 0.2661 0 .1122 0.0401 0 .2 76 9 103.7528 0 .1024 13 .7528
22 0 .0023 -0 .1 0 2 4 -0 .0 1 2 8 0 .0106 -0 .0 1 1 5 173.3211 -0 .1 0 3 6 83.3211
23 0.0023 -0 .6 5 9 7 -0 .1931 -0 .1 5 1 6 -0 .1 4 8 2 163.4958 -0 .7 0 4 7 73 .4958
24 0 .0023 -0 .1 7 8 9 0.0213 -0 .2851 0 .2 23 4 144.6736 -0 .3 8 0 9 54 .6736
25 0.0022 -0 .0 2 0 0 0 .0962 -0 .2 7 5 3 0.3195 140.9602 -0 .2 4 3 3 50.9602
26 0 .0020 0 .0356 0 .1154 -0 .2 1 8 9 0 ,2980 140.1679 -0 .1 4 7 0 50 .1679
27 0 ,0 01 9 0.0493 0.1161 -0 .1 5 1 6 0 .2379 141.2114 -0 .0 7 2 5 61 .2114
28 0 .0018 0 .(B 7 9 0 .1 14 7 -0 .0 8 8 2 0 .1725 146,7563 -0 .0 1 9 9 56.7653
29 0 .0014 0.0111 0 .2 30 9 -0 .0 8 8 9 0.2623 160.5116 -0 .0 2 0 4 70 .5116
30 0 .0 01 0 -0 .0 0 9 2 0 .3386 -0 ,0 7 9 6 0 .3559 167.7039 -0 .0 2 6 5 77 .7039
31 0 .0007 -0 .0 2 2 2 0 .4 2 7 0 -0 .0 6 0 2 0 .4349 172.5034 -0 .0301 82 .5034
32 0 .0 00 4 -0 .0 2 6 4 0 .4 86 8 -0 ,0 3 4 8 0.4892 176.1392 -0 .0 2 8 8 86.1392
33 0.0002 -0 .0 2 1 3 0 .5145 -0 .0 1 0 9 0 .5148 178.8404 -0 .0 2 1 6 88 .8404
34 0 .0000 -0 .0 1 0 0 0 .5166 0 .0038 0 .5165 179.5907 -0 ,0 1 0 0 89 .6907
35 -0 .0001 0 .0008 0.5082 0 .0 06 0 0 .5082 179.3232 0 .0007 89.3232
36 -0 .0001 0.0051 0 .5036 0 .0000 0 .5036 180.0000 0.0051 90 .0000
37 0 .0015 0 .3 68 4 0 .4399 -0 ,0 0 0 0 0 .4399 180.0000 0 .3684 90 .0000
38 0 .0015 0.2931 0 .4192 0 .0 50 8 0.4371 160.5688 0.2762 70 .6688
39 0 .0016 0.0471 0 .3735 0 .0 23 4 0 .3762 175.9126 0 .0455 85 .9126
40 0 .0017 -0 .2 7 4 6 0 .3 45 9 -0 .1 5 4 2 0.3821 166.7849 -0 .3 1 0 8 76 .7849
41 0 .0017 -0 .1 1 9 4 0.3073 -0 .2 9 4 0 0.4572 152.9855 -0 .2 6 9 3 62.9855
42 0 .0016 -0 .0 3 4 5 0.2881 -0 .2 7 3 0 0 .4439 160.2898 -0 .1 9 0 2 60 .2898
43 0 .0016 0 ,0010 0 .2656 -0 .2 1 1 3 0 .3826 151.0300 -0 .1 1 6 0 6 1 .(# 0 0
44 0 .0 01 6 0,0131 0.2441 -0 .1 4 5 5 0 .3144 154.2223 -0 .0671 64.2223
45 0.0011 -0 .0 1 7 0 0 .3696 -0 .1 2 6 3 0 .4067 163,5285 -0 .0 5 4 0 73.5285
46 0 .0007 -0 .0371 0 .4737 -0 .0 8 9 0 0 .4 88 7 170.3914 -0 .0 5 2 2 80 .3914
47 0 .0 00 4 -0 .0 4 2 8 0 .5387 -0 .0421 0 .5417 176.8771 -0 .0 4 5 9 85.8771
48 0.0002 -0 .0 3 1 3 0 .5 55 0 0 .0022 0.5551 179.7837 -0 .0 3 1 3 89,7837
49 0.0001 “0 .0066 0.6311 0 .0 25 8 0 .5 32 4 177.2557 -0 .0 0 7 9 87 ,2557
50 -0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0156 0.4993 0 .0216 0.5002 177.4483 0 .0 14 6 87.4483
61 -0 .0001 0.0242 0 .4856 0 .0000 0.4856 180.0000 0 .0242 90 .0000
62 0 .0 00 9 0 .3817 0.8341 0 .0000 0.8341 180.0000 0 .3817 90 .0000
53 0 .0010 0 .3440 0 .8180 0 .0 55 9 0 .8245 173.3628 0 .3375 83 .362864 0 .0010 0 ,2187 0 .7 71 8 0;0240 0 .7728 177.5161 0 .2177 87.6161
55 0.0011 0,0121 0 ,7076 -0 .1 3 0 0 0.7311 169,7544 -0 .0 1 1 4 79 .7544
56 0.0011 -0 ,0 3 8 4 0 .6 01 9 -0 .2 4 5 9 0 .6864 161 .2364 -0 .1 2 2 0 71 .236457 0 .0012 -0 .0 4 0 5 0 .6 02 9 -0 .2 3 3 6 0 .5895 159.6528 -0 .1271 69 .6528
58 0,0011 -0 .0 2 8 7 0.4241 -0 .1 8 0 6 0.4873 160.7075 -0 .0 9 1 9 70.707559 0 .0008 -0 .0 4 8 6 0 .5586 -0 .1 2 3 3 0^5826 168.9443 -0 .0 7 2 7 78.9443
60 0 .0 00 4 -0 .0 5 3 0 0.6373 -0 .8 4 4 8 0 .6402 176.3008 -0 .0 6 5 9 86 .3008
61 0.0002 -0.0331 0.6331 0.0351 0 ,6350 176.9938 -0 .0 3 5 0 86 .9938
62 0.0001 0 .0126 0 .5475 0 .0728 0.6572 172.3906 0 .0029 82.3906
63 -0 .0 0 0 0 0.0483 0 ,4 64 7 0 .0 51 7 0 .4710 173.0329 0 .0420 83 .0329
64 -0 .0 0 0 0 0.0608 0 .4328 0.0000 Ô.4328 180.0000 0.0608 90 ,0000
66 0.0006 0.3971 1 .2900 0 .0000 1 .2900 180.0000 0.3971 90 ,0000
66 0 ,0005 0.4003 1 .2 81 0 0 .0720 1 .2868 175.3582 0.3944 85.3582
67 0 .0005 0.3993 1 .2 19 9 0.0635 1 .2248 175.5994 0 .3 94 4 85 .5994
68 0.0006 0.2517 1 ,0 48 9 -0 .0 6 6 6 1 .0544 175.2542 0.2462 85.2542
69 0 .0007 0 .0356 0 .8 70 6 -0 .1 6 7 0 0 .9027 169,0977 0 .0035 79,0977
70 0 .0007 -0 .0 4 1 3 0.6922 -0 .1 5 7 6 0^7246 168.3782 -0 .0 7 3 7 78.3782
71 0 ,0004 -0 .0 3 8 3 0.8101 -0 .0 4 2 9 0.8123 177.1123 -0 .0 4 0 4 87.1123
72 0.0002 -0 ,0 1 6 0 0,7862 0 .0976 0.7979 173.1600 -0 .0 2 7 7 83 .1600
73 0,0000 0 .0572 0 .6 50 9 0 .1547 0.5953 163.9652 0.0127 73 .9652
74 -0 .0 0 0 0 0.0891 0 .3754 0 .0940 0.4035 163.3461 0 .0610 73,3461
75 -0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0957 0.3161 0.0000 0.3161 180.0000 0 .0957 90.0000
76 0.0001 0.4043 1 .7 61 0 0 .0000 1 .7610 180,0000 0.4043 90.0000
77 0.0001 0 .<#68 1.7971 0 .0767 1 .8014 176.7826 0.<825 86.7826
78 0.0001 0 .5654 1.8342 0 .1 57 8 1 .8536 173.0160 0.5461 83 .0160
79 0.0002 0 .5019 1 .4242 0 .0 82 4 1 .4 M 5 174 .9374 0 .4946 84 .9374
80 0.0003 0.0823 1 .0 84 4 -0 ,0381 1 .0859 177.8234 0 ,0808 87 .8234
81 0.0001 0 .0958 1 .1 15 8 0 .1890 1 .1497 169.8318 0 .0619 79.6B 18
82 0 .0000 0 .1 50 4 0.4741 0 .2486 0 .6089 161.5301 0 .0155 61,5301
83 -0 .0 0 0 0 0.0707 0 .1919 0 .1049 0 .2524 150.0127 0.0101 60 .0127
84 -0 .0 0 0 0 0 .(# 3 8 0 .1179 0 .0000 0 .1179 180.0000 0 .(# 3 8 90,0000
IDAD CASE m
POINT DEFL Mx My Abcy MMAX DIRX MMIN DIRY1 0 ,0 00 3 - ^ o æ 4 0 .0000 0.0000 -0 ,0 3 0 4 90.0000 0 .0 00 0 0 .00002 0 .0 00 3 -0 .0 3 1 4 0 .0000 0 .0000 -0 ,0 3 1 4 90.0000 0 .0000 0 .00003 0 .0 00 3 -0 .0 3 4 2 0 .0000 0.0000 -0 .0 3 4 2 90.0000 0 ,0000 0.00004 0 .0 00 3 -0 .0 3 9 3 0 .0000 0 .0000 -0 .0 3 9 3 90.0000 0 .0 00 0 0,00005 0 .0 00 4 -0 .0 4 6 6 0 .0000 0 .0000 -0 .0 4 6 6 90.0000 0 .0000 0,00006 0 .0005 -0 .0 5 6 8 0 .0 00 0 0 .0000 -0 .0 5 5 8 90,0000 0 ,0000 0 ,00007 0,0005 -0 ,0 6 6 3 0 .0000 0 .0000 -0 .0 6 6 3 90.0000 0 ,0000 0 .00008 0.0006 -0 ,0 7 7 6 0 .0000 0 .0000 -0 ,0 7 7 6 90.0000 0 .0000 0.00009 0 .0 00 7 -0 .0 8 9 0 0 .0000 0 ,0000 -0 .0 8 9 0 90.0000 0 .0000 0 .0 00 010 0 .0008 0 ,0000 0 .0 00 0 0 .0000 0 .0000 0.0000 0 .0000 90,000011 0 .0 00 7 0 ,0000 -0 .0 7 6 3 0 ,0 00 0 -0 .0 7 6 3 0 ,0000 0 .0000 90.000012 0 .0007 0 .0000 -0 .0 6 9 7 0 .0000 -0 .0 6 9 7 0.0000 0 .0000 90.000013 0 .0006 0 .0000 -0 .0 6 3 1 0.0000 -0 .0 6 3 1 0.0000 0 .0000 90.000014 0 .0006 0 .0000 -0 .0 5 6 8 0.0000 -0 .0 5 6 8 0.0000 0 .0000 90.0000
IS 0.0005 0.0000 -0 .0 5 1 2 0.0000 -0 .0 5 1 2 0 ,0000 0 ,0000 90,0000
16 0.0005 0 .0000 -0 .0 4 6 6 0 ,0 00 0 -0 .0 4 6 6 0 .0000 0 .0000 90,000017 0 .0005 0 .0000 -0 .0 4 3 2 0 .0000 -0 .0 4 3 2 0.0000 0 .0000 90 ,000018 0 .0 00 4 0 .0000 -0 .0 4 1 2 0 ,0 00 0 -0 .0 4 1 2 0.0000 0,0000 90.000019 0 .0 00 4 0 .0000 -0 .0 4 0 5 0 .0000 -0 .0 4 0 5 0.0000 0 .0000 90,000020 0 .0002 0 .0039 0 .0005 -0 ,0 0 0 0 0 .0039 90,0000 0.0005 0 .000031 0 .0003 0 .0040 0 .0005 0 .0002 0 .0040 93,6302 0,0005 3 .630232 0 .0002 0.0041 0 .0 00 3 0 .0 00 3 0.0041 94,6276 0 ,0 00 3 4.627633 0 .0003 0 .0041 0 .0001 0 .0002 0.0041 92.9385 0.0001 2.938524 0 .0 00 3 0 .0035 0.0001 -0 ,0 0 0 0 0 .0035 90,0449 0.0001 0 ,044935 0 .0004 0 ,0 02 7 0.0001 -0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 2 7 93,4563 0.0001 3 ,456336 0 .0005 0 .0017 0.0001 -0 ,0 0 0 2 0 ,0 01 7 97 .6094 0.0001 7 .609427 0.0006 0 .0008 0 .0 00 2 -0 ,0 0 0 2 0 .0009 104,6580 0.0001 14.658028 0 .0 0 0 7 0 .0 00 3 0 .0003 -0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 4 126.8937 0,0001 36 .893729 0 .0006 0 .0 00 2 0 .0006 -0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 0 7 156.4417 0 ,0 00 2 66 .441730 0 ,0005 0 .0002 0 .0 01 3 -0 ,0 0 0 2 0 ,0 01 3 167.3183 0 .0 00 2 77 .318331 0.0005 0 .0002 0 .0020 -0 .0 0 0 2 0,0021 172.7752 0 .0 00 2 82.775233 0 ,0004 0 .0002 0 .0028 -0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0028 176.5265 0 .0 00 2 86.526533 0 ,0 00 4 0 .0002 0 ,0 03 3 rO.OOOO 0 .0033 179,3139 0 .0 00 2 89,313934 0 ,0 00 4 0 ,0 00 3 0 ,0036 0.0001 0 .0036 179.0979 0 .0 00 3 89.097935 0 ,0 00 3 0 .0004 0 .0038 . 0 .0001 0 ,0038 179.0012 0 ,0 0 0 4 89 .001236 0 .0 0 0 3 0 .0 00 4 0.OQ38 0 .0000 0 .0038 180.0000 0 ,0 00 4 90,000037 0 .0 00 2 0 .0 03 7 0 .0016 -O.OOOO 0 .0 03 7 90.0000 0 .0 01 6 0 .000038 0 .0003 0 .0039 0 .0015 0 .0 00 4 0 ,0040 98 .6607 0 .0 0 1 4 8 .660739 0 .0002 0 .0 04 3 0 .0 01 2 0.0005 0 .0 04 4 99 .3397 0.0011 9 .339740 0 .0002 0.0045 0 .0008 0 .0 00 3 0 .0045 94.7117 0 .0 00 8 4 ,711741 0 .0 00 3 0 .0 03 9 0 .0006 -0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0039 91.3721 0 ,0 00 6 1,372143 0 .0 00 3 0 .0029 0 .0006 -0 .0 0 0 3 0^0029 97.7951 0 .0006 7,795143 0 .0 0 0 4 0 .0018 0 .0006 -0 .0 0 0 4 0 ,0 01 9 106.4242 0.0005 16.424244 0 ,0005 0 .0009 0 .0006 -0 .0 0 0 3 0.0011 124.9320 0 .0 00 4 34.93204G 0 .0 00 4 0 .0009 0 ,0 0 1 4 -0 .0 0 0 4 0 .0 01 6 150. 7041 0 .0006 60.704146 0 .0 00 4 0 .0 00 9 0 .0 02 2 -0 ,0 0 0 4 0 .0 0 2 3 165.1604 0 .0 00 8 75,160447 0 .0 00 3 0 .0009 0.0031 -0 .0 0 0 2 0.0031 173.6265 0 .0009 83.626548 0 .0 0 0 3 0.0010 0 .0 0 3 7 -0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 03 7 179.8390 0 ,0010 89,839049 0 .0 00 3 0 .0 01 3 0 .0 03 9 0 .0002 0 .0 03 9 176,3778 0 ,0 01 2 86.377850 0 .0 00 3 0 .0015 0 .0039 0 .0 00 2 0 .0039 176,4026 0 .0015 86.402651 0 .0 00 2 0 .0016 0 .0 03 9 0 .0000 0 ,0039 180.0000 0 .0016 90.000053 0.0001 0.0035 0 .0 03 2 0 .0000 0,0036 90,0000 0 .0032 0.000053 0.0001 0 .0038 0.0031 0 .0006 0 .0 04 2 120.4628 0 .0 02 7 30.462854 0.0001 0 .0046 0 .0 02 6 0.0010 0 .0050 111.9566 0 .0 02 3 21.956655 0 .0 00 2 0 ,0 05 4 0 .0020 0 ,0006 0 .0055 99 .1607 0 .0019 9 .160756 0 .0003 0 .0046 0 .0 01 7 -0 ,0 0 0 1 0 ,0046 92.3956 0 .0 01 7 2,395667 0 .0 00 3 0 .0 03 3 0 .0016 -0 .0 0 0 4 0 ,0 0 3 4 104.3093 0.0015 14.309358 0 .0 00 4 0 .0 01 9 0 .0015 -0 .0 0 0 5 0 .0 02 2 122,9631 0 .0 01 2 32.963159 0 .0 00 3 0.0021 0 .0 02 6 -0 .0 0 0 5 0 .0029 148.8692 0 .0 01 8 58 .8692
60 0 ,0002 0 .0022 0 .0 0 3 7 -0 .0 0 0 3 0 .0 03 8 169.8700 0 .0 02 2 79.870061 0 .0002 0 .0025 0 .0045 0 .0 00 2 0 .0045 175.0767 0 .0 0 2 4 85 ,076763 0 .0 00 2 0 .0030 0 ,0 0 4 4 0.0005 0 ,0045 162.7399 0 ,0028 72.739963 0 .0002 0 .0 0 3 4 0.0041 0 ,0 0 0 4 0 .0042 156.5638 0 ,0 03 2 66 .563864 0 .0 00 2 0.0035 0 .0039 0 .0000 0 .0 03 9 180.0000 0.0035 90,000065 0 .0000 0 .0029 0 .0 06 3 0 ,0 00 0 0 .0 05 3 180.0000 0 ,0029 90.0000
66 0,0001 0 .0 0 3 4 0 .0052 0 .0 00 9 0 .0056 157.0628 0.0030 67,062867 0,0001 0 .0049 0 .0049 0 .0016 0.0065 134.9035 0 ,0 03 3 44.903568 O.OOOl 0 .0070 0 .0038 0 .0010 0 .0 07 3 106.6998 0 .0035 16,699869 0,0001 0 .0056 0 .0 03 4 -0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0056 92 .6792 0 .0 0 3 4 2.679270 0 .0002 0 .0037 0 .0030 -0 .0 0 0 5 0 .0 03 9 117.2201 0 .0 02 8 27,220171 0 .0 00 2 0.0041 0 .0 04 7 -0 ,0 0 0 2 0 .0 04 7 161.8010 0.0041 71.801072 0.0001 0 .0046 0 .0 05 9 0 ,0006 0 .0 06 2 158.0972 0 .0 04 3 68 .097273 0.0001 0 .0056 0 .0050 0 .0 01 2 0 ,0065 127,3455 0.0041 37,3455
74 0.0001 0.0061 0.0040 0 ,0 00 7 0 .0 0 6 3 107,2824 0 .0038 17,282475 0.0001 0 ,0 06 3 0 .0 0 3 7 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 06 3 90.0000 0 ,0 03 7 0 .000076 0 .0 00 0 0 .0022 0 ,0 07 3 O.OOOO 0 .0 07 3 180.0000 0 .0 02 2 90.000077 0 .0000 0 .0027 0 .0 07 7 0 .0010 0 ,0 07 9 169.2225 0 .0025 79,222578 0 .0000 0 .0 04 7 0 .0 08 3 0 .0 02 4 0 .0096 153.3368 0 .0035 63 .336879 O.OOOO 0 .0100 0 .0070 0 .0019 0 .0 10 9 115.8841 0.0061 25,884180 0 .0001 0 .0068 0 ,0 05 9 0.0001 0 .0 06 9 99.1771 0 .0 05 9 9.177181 0 .0 00 0 0 .0079 0 .0 08 8 0 .0 01 7 0.0101 142.4510 0 .0066 52.451083 0 .0000 0 .0 09 7 0 .0 05 2 0 .0 02 2 0 .0 10 7 112.4401 0 ,0 04 3 22,4401
83 0 .0000 0 .0 09 7 0 .0035 0 .0010 0 .0098 98.8978 0 .0 0 3 4 8 ;897884 0.0000 0 .0 0 9 5 , 0 ,0031 0 ,0000 O.0O95 90 .0000 0,0031 o.Oooo
1 0 ,0 00 3 -0 ,0 2 8 4 0 .0000 0 .0 00 0 -0 .0 2 8 4 90.0000 0 .0 00 0 0.00003 0 ,0 00 3 -0 .0 2 9 6 0 .0000 0 .0 00 0 -0 .0 2 9 5 90.0000 0 .0 00 0 0.00003 0 .0003 -0 .0 3 3 1 0 ,0000 0 ,0000 -0 .0 3 3 1 90,0000 0 .0000 0 .00004 0 .0 00 4 -0 .0 3 9 6 0 .0000 0 .0000 -0 .0 3 9 6 90.0000 0 ,0000 0 ,0 00 05 0 .0 00 4 -0 .0 4 9 4 0 .0000 0 .0 00 0 -0 .0 4 9 4 90 .0000 0 .0000 0 .00006 0 .0005 -0 .0 6 1 9 0 ,0000 0 .0000 -0 .0 6 1 9 90.0000 0 ,0000 0 .00007 0 .0006 -0 .0 7 6 4 0 ,0000 0 .0 00 0 -0 .0 7 6 4 90.0000 0 ,0000 0 .00008 0 .0 00 7 -0 ,0 9 2 0 0 .0000 0 .0000 -0 ,0 9 2 0 90.0000 0 .0 00 0 0 .00009 0 .0009 -0 .1 0 8 0 0 .0000 0 .0000 -0 .1 0 8 0 90.0000 0 ,0000 0 .0 00 010 0 .0010 0 .0000 0 ,0000 0 ,0000 0 .0 00 0 0.0000 0 ,0 00 0 90.000011 0 ,0009 0 .0000 -0 ,0 8 0 4 0 .0000 -0 .0 8 0 4 0 ,0000 0.0000 90.000018 0 .0009 0 ,0000 -0 .0 7 4 8 0 .0000 -0 ,0 7 4 8 0,0000 0 .0 00 0 90,000013 0 .0008 0 .0000 -0 .0 6 9 2 0 ,0000 -0 .0 6 9 2 0,0000 0 .0 00 0 90.000014 0 .0008 0 .0000 -0 .0 6 3 8 0.0000 -0 ,0 6 3 8 0 .0000 0 .0000 90,000015 0 .0007 0 ,0 00 0 -0 .0 5 8 9 0 .0000 -0 ,0 5 8 9 0 ,0000 0.0000 90.000016 0 .0007 0 ,0000 -0 .0 5 4 8 0 .0000 -0 ,0 5 4 8 0,0000 0 ,0 00 0 90.000017 0 .0006 0 .0000 -0 .0 5 1 8 0 ,0000 -0 ,0 5 1 8 0 .0000 0 .0000 90.000018 0 ,0006 0 ,0000 -0 .0 5 0 0 0 .0 00 0 -0 ,0 5 0 0 0 ,0000 0 ,0000 90,000019 0 .0006 0 .0000 -0 .0 4 9 4 0 ,0000 -0 ,0 4 9 4 0 ,0000 0 ,0000 90.000020 0 ,0002 0.0Ô42 0 ,0006 0 .0000 0 .0042 90,0000 0 ,0006 0 .000021 0 ,0002 0 .0 04 3 0 .0006 0 ,0 00 3 0 .0 04 4 95.0559 0.0005 5 .055922 0 .0002 0 .0047 0 .0 00 3 0 .0005 0 .0048 96,2801 0 .0 0 0 3 6,280123 0 .0 00 3 0 ,0049 0;Q001 0 .0 00 4 0 .0049 94 ,1764 0 ,0001 4 .176424 0 .0 0 0 4 0 ,0 0 4 4 0 .0 00 0 0 ,0001 0 .0 0 4 4 90 ,8753 0 ,0000 0 .8 75 325 0 .0005 0 .0 03 3 0,0001 -0 ,0 0 0 1 0 .0 03 3 92,5701 0 ,0 00 0 2.570126 0 .0006 0.002U 0.0001 -0 ,0 0 0 2 0 .0022 96.4486 0 ,0001 6 .448627 0 .0007 0.0011 0 ,0002 -0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0011 102.5861 0.0001 12,586128 0 .0008 0 ,0 00 3 0 ,0002 -0 ,0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 0 4 121.1902 0.0001 31,190229 0 ,0 00 7 0 .0003 0 .0006 -0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0 00 7 150.4311 0 .0 00 2 60.431130 0 .0007 0 .0 00 3 0 .0012 -0 .0 0 0 3 0 .0 01 3 163.75 12 0 .0 00 2 73 ,75  1231 0.0006 0 .0 00 3 0.0020 -0 .0 0 0 3 0 .0020 170,2300 0 ,0 00 2 80,230032 0 ,0006 0 .0 00 2 0 .0 02 7 -0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 2 7 174.4173 0 .0002 84 ,417333 0.0006 0 .0 00 3 0 .0 0 3 3 -0 .0 0 0 1 0 ,0 03 3 177,4098 0 .0 00 2 87.409834 0.0005 0 .0 00 3 0 .0 0 3 7 -0 ,0 0 0 0 0 ,0 03 7 179.2794 0 .0 0 0 3 89 ,279435 0 .0005 0 ,0 00 4 0 .0039 0 ,0000 0 .0039 179,9862 0 .0 00 4 89.986236 0.0005 0 ,0 00 4 0 ,0040 0 .0000 0 .0040 180,0000 0 .0 00 4 90.000037 0.0001 0 ,0039 0 ,0 01 7 0 ,0000 0 ,0039 90 .0000 0 .0 01 7 0 .000038 0 .0 00 2 0 .0 04 2 0 .0016 0 .0005 0 ,0 04 3 101.2007 0 .0015 11,200739 0 ,0002 0 .0049 0 .0 01 2 0 ,0008 0 ,0050 101.5080 0 .0011 11.508040 0 .0002 0 ,0 05 4 0 .0007 0 .0005 0 .0055 96 .0574 0 .0 00 7 6 ,0 57 441 0 ,0 00 3 0 .0048 0 ,0006 -0 .0 0 0 0 0 ,0048 90.2508 0 ,0006 0 .2 50 842 0 .0 00 4 0 ,0036 0.OOO6 -0 .0 0 0 3 0 .0036 96.2771 0.0005 6,277143 0,0006 0 .0 02 2 0 .0006 -0 ,0 0 0 4 0 .0 0 2 3 103.6542 0,0005 13,554244 0 ,0006 o .o o i l 0 ,0006 -0 .0 0 0 4 0 ,0 01 3 118.0664 0 .0 00 4 28 .066445 0 .0006 0 .0011 0 .0 01 3 -0 .0 0 0 5 0 .0 0 1 7 141.7916 0 .0 0 0 7 51.791646 0.0005 0.0011 0 ,0022 -0 ,0 0 0 5 0 ,0 02 4 169,5631 0 ,0009 69.563147 0.0005 0.0011 0.0031 -0 ,0 0 0 4 0.0031 169.8383 0.0011 79.838348 0 .0 00 4 0 .0012 0 .0038 -0 .0 0 0 1 0 ,0 03 8 176,6656 0 .0 01 2 86.665649 0 .0 00 4 0 .0 01 4 0.0041 0 .0000 0.0041 179,3009 0 .0 0 1 4 89.300950 0 ,0 00 4 0 ,0016 0 ,0042 0,0001 0 .0 04 2 178.4313 0 ,0016 88 .431351 0 ,0004 0 ,0 01 7 0 .0 04 2 0 .0000 0 .0 04 2 180.0000 0 .0 01 7 90.000052 0 .0001 0 .0035 0 .0 03 3 0 .0000 0 .0 03 5 90.0000 0 .0 03 3 0 .000053 0,0001 0 ,0039 0 .0 03 2 0 .0008 0.0045 122.7613 0 .0 02 7 32.761364 0,0001 0.0061 0 .0027 0 .0 01 3 0 ,0 0 5 7 113,2718 0 .0022 23.271855 0 .0002 0 .0 0 6 4 0 .0 01 9 0 ,0008 0 ,0065 99,8465 0 .0018 9.846556 0 .0 00 2 0 .0056 0 ,0 01 7 -0 .0 0 0 1 0 ,0056 91.1776 0 .0 01 7 1.177657 0 .0 00 3 0 .0040 0 .0016 -0 ,0 0 0 5 0,0041 101,2676 0.0015 11.267658 0 .0 00 4 0 .0 0 2 4 0 .0 0 1 4 -0 .0 0 0 6 0 .0026 115,3417 0 ,0 01 2 25,341759 0 .0 0 0 4 0 .0025 0 .0026 -0 ,0 0 0 6 0 .0031 136,0139 0 .0019 46 ,013960 0 .0 0 0 3 0 .0 02 7 0 .0 03 7 -0 ,0 0 0 4 0 .0039 161,2266 0.0025 71,226661 0 .0 00 3 0 .0029 0 ,0046 0 ,0 00 0 0 .0046 179.6699 0 .0 02 9 89.669962 0 .0 00 3 0 .0 03 4 0 .0 04 7 0 .0 00 3 0 ,0 04 7 166.4645 0 ,0 03 3 76.464563 0 .0002 0 ,0038 0 ,0045 0 .0 00 3 0 .0046 160,9402 0 .0 03 7 70,940264 0 ,0002 0 .0039 0 ,0 0 4 4 0 .0000 0 .0 0 4 4 180,0000 0 .0039 90,000065 0 ,0000 0 .0 02 8 0 .0 05 2 0 ,0000 0 .0 0 5 2 180.0000 0 ,0028 90,000066 0 .0000 0 .0 03 4 0 .0 05 2 0.0011 0 .0 05 7 154.8311 0 .0029 64.831167 0.0001 0 .0 05 3 0 .0050 0.0020 0 ,0072 132.9050 0 ,0032 42.905068 0.0001 0 .0 08 3 0 .0038 0 ,0 01 3 0 ,0 08 6 105.4111 0.0035 15.411169 0 ,0002 0 ,0 06 7 0 .0035 -0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0 06 7 91 .6533 0 .0035 1.653370 0 .0 00 3 0 ,0 04 4 0 .0030 -0 ,0 0 0 6 0 ,0046 108.8874 0 .0 02 8 18.887471 0 .0002 0 ,0049 0 .0 0 4 7 -0 .0 0 0 3 0.0061 127.1580 0.0045 37.158072 0 .0002 0 .0 05 4 0 .0061 0 .0005 0 ,0 06 3 151,1430 0 .0 05 2 61 .143073 0,0001 0 .0065 0 .0 0 5 4 0 .0010 0 .0071 121,4217 0 ,0048 31,421774 0,0001 0,0071 0 .0046 0 .0 00 7 0 .0 07 3 104.3651 0 .0045 14,365175 0.0001 0 ,0 07 3 0 .0 04 3 0 .0000 0 .0 07 3 90,0000 0 .0 04 3 0 .0 00 076 0 ,0000 0 .0020 0 .0069 0 .0000 0 .0 06 9 180.0000 0 .0020 90.000077 0 .0000 0 .0026 0 .0 07 4 0 .0010 0 ,0076 168.2360 0 .0 02 4 78.236078 0 ,0000 0 .0 04 9 0 .0 08 4 0 .0 02 7 0 ,0099 151,5305 0 .0 0 3 4 61 ,530579 0.0000 0 .0116 0 .0 0 7 3 0 ,0021 0 .0125 112,5886 0.0065 22.588580 0,0001 0 .0080 0,0061 0.0001 0 .0080 94,1893 0.0061 4 ,189381 0.0001 0 .0 09 2 0 .0091 0 ,0 01 7 0 ,0109 134,3563 0 .0075 44.355382 0 .0000 0 .0 11 4 0 .0060 0 .0 02 3 0 .0122 110.4283 0 ,0051 20 .428383 0 ,0000 0 .0116 0 .0 0 4 3 0 ,0011 0 .0117 98, 1276 0 ,0041 8.127684 0 ,0000 0 .0115 0 ,0038 0 ,0 00 0 0.0115 90,0000 0 .0038 0 .0000
POINT DEFL Mÿ Mxy MMAX DIRX MMIN DIRY1 0 .0 00 3 -0 .0 3 2 2 0 .0 00 0 0 ,0000 -0 .0 3 2 2 90.0000 0 ,0000 0 ,00002 0 .0 0 0 3 -0 .0 3 2 9 0 .0000 0 .0 00 0 -0 .0 3 2 9 90,0000 0 .0000 0 .00003 0 .0 0 0 3 -0 .0 3 5 1 0 .0000 0 ,0 00 0 -0 .0 3 5 1 90.0000 0 ,0 00 0 0 ,00004 0 .0 00 3 -0 ,0 3 8 9 0.0000 0 .0 00 0 -0 .0 3 8 9 90.0000 0 ,0000 0 ,00005 0 ,0 00 4 -0 .0 4 4 2 0 .0000 0 ,0 00 0 -0 .0 4 4 2 90.0000 0 .0000 0 ,00006 0 ,0 00 4 -0 .0 5 0 8 0 ,0000 0 .0000 -0 ,0 5 0 8 90,0000 0 .0000 0 .00007 0 ,0005 -0 .0 5 8 2 0 .0000 0 .0000 -0 .0 6 8 2 90.0000 0 ,0000 0 .0000
8 0.0005 -0 .0 6 6 0 0 .0000 0 ,0000 -0 .0 6 6 0 90.0000 0 .0 00 0 0 .00009 0 .0006 -0 .0 7 3 9 0 ,0000 0 .0000 -0 .0 7 3 9 90,0000 0 .0 00 0 0 .0000
10 0 .0007 0 ,0000 0 ,0000 0 ,0000 0 .0 00 0 0 .0000 0 .0000 90.0000
11 0 .0006 0 .0000 -0 .0 7 3 9 0 .0 00 0 -0 ,0 7 3 9 0 .0000 0 .0 00 0 90 .000012 0.0005 0 ,0000 -0 ,0 6 6 0 0 ,0000 -0 ,0 6 6 0 0 .0000 0 .0000 90.0000
13 0.0005 0 ,0000 -0 .0 5 8 2 0 ,0000 -0 .0 5 8 2 0 .0000 0 ,0000 90.000014 0 .0 00 4 OiOOOO -0 ,0 5 0 8 0 .0000 -0 .0 5 0 8 0 .0000 0 .0000 90.000016 0 .0 00 4 0 ,0000 -0 ,0 4 4 2 0 .0000 -0 .0 4 4 2 0 ,0000 0 ,0000 90,000016 0 .0 00 3 0 ,0 00 0 -0 .0 3 8 9 O.OOOO -0 ,0 3 8 9 0 .0000 0 .0000 90 .000017 0 .0 0 0 3 0 .0000 -0 ,0 3 5 1 0 ,0000 -0 .0 3 5 1 0.0000 0 ,0000 90,000018 0 ,0 00 3 0 ,0 00 0 -0 .0 3 2 9 0.0000 -0.Ô 329 0 .0000 0 ,0000 90.0000
19 0 ,0 00 3 0.0000 -0 .0 3 2 2 0 ,0 00 0 -0 ,0 3 2 2 0.0000 0 .0000 90,000020 0 .0 00 2 0,0035 0 .0 00 4 -0 .0 0 0 0 0 ,0035 90.0000 0 ,0 00 4 0 .000021 0 .0 00 2 0.0035 0 .0 00 4 0 ,0001 0.0036 92,2303 0 .0 00 4 2 ,230322 0 .0 00 2 0.0035 0 .0 00 3 0 .0 00 2 0 .0035 92.75  72 0 ,0 0 0 3 2 .7572
23 0 ,0003 0 .0 03 3 0 .0002 0 ,0001 0 .0 03 3 91,2558 0 ,0 00 2 1.255 824 0 .0 00 3 0 ,0028 0,0001 -0 ,0 0 0 1 0 ,0028 91,5252 0 .0001 1.525225 0 .0 0 0 4 0 .0021 0.0001 -0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0021 95 ,0134 0 .0001 5 ,0 13 426 0 .0 00 4 0 .0 01 3 0 .0 00 2 -0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 1 4 99.6673 0,0001 9 .667327 0 .0005 0 .0007 0 .0 00 2 -0 ,0 0 0 2 0 .0 00 7 108,2745 0.0001 18.2745
28 0,0005 0 .0002 0 .0 00 2 -0 ,0 0 0 1 0 .0003 134.9989 0.0001 44,998929 0.0005 0 .0002 0 .0007 -0 ,0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 0 7 161.7251 0 .0001 71.725130 0 .0 00 4 0 .0002 0 ,0 01 3 -0 .0 0 0 2 0 .0 0 1 4 170,3324 0.0001 80 .3324
31 0 .0 00 4 0.0001 0 .0021 -0 .0 0 0 2 0.0021 174.9865 0.0001 84.986532 o,oqo3 0,0001 0 .0028 -0 .0 0 0 1 0 ,0028 178,4747 0 .0001 88 .474733 0 .0003 0 .0002 0 ,0033 0 .0001 0 .0 03 3 178.7442 0 .0 00 2 88,7442
34 0 .0002 0 .0 00 3 0 ,0035 0 .0 00 2 0 .0035 177,2428 0.00C 3 87.2428
35 0 .0002 0 ,0 00 4 0 .0035 0 .0001 0 .0035 177,7697 0 .0 0 0 4 87.7697
36 0 .0002 0 .0 00 4 0,0035 0 .0000 0,0035 180.0000 0 ,0 0 0 4 90.000037 0 ,0 00 2 0 .0035 0 .0 0 1 4 -0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0035 90.0000 0 ,0 01 4 0 .0000
38 0 .0002 0 .0036 0 .0 01 3 0 ,0 00 2 0 .0036 96.0271 0 .0013 6,0271
39 0 .0002 0 .0038 0^0011 0 .0 0 0 3 0 ,0 03 8 96.6260 0 ,0011 6.6260
40 0 ,0 00 2 0 ,0 03 7 0 .0008 0 .0001 0 .0 03 7 92 ,6254 0 .0008 2.625Æ . _41 0 ,0 0 0 3 0 ,0032 0 ,0 00 7 -0 ,0 0 0 1 0 .0 03 2 93.3685 0 .0 00 7 3,368542 0 .0003 0 .0 02 3 0 ,0 0 0 7 -0 ,0 0 0 3 0 ,0024 100.5388 0 .0006 10.538843 0 ,0 00 4 0 .0 01 4 0 ,0 00 7 -0 .0 0 0 3 0.0015 111.5261 0,0005 21.526144 0 ,0 00 4 0 .0007 0 ,0 00 7 -0 .0 0 0 3 0 .0 00 9 134.9992 0 .0 00 4 44.999245 0 .0 00 4 0 ,0 00 7 0 ,0 0 1 4 -0 ,0 0 0 3 0 .0015 158.4733 0.0005 68 ,473346 0^0003 0 .0007 0 .0 02 3 -0 .0 0 0 3 0 .0 0 2 4 169,4609 0 ,0006 79.460947 0 ,0003 0 .0 00 7 0 .0 03 2 -0 ,0 0 0 1 0 ,0032 176.6314 0 .0 00 7 86 ,631448 0 .0002 0 .0008 0 .0 03 7 0 .0001 0 .0 03 7 177,3747 0 .0008 87 ,374749 0 .0 00 2 0 .0011 0 ,0038 0 .0 00 3 0 .0038 173,3740 0 .0011 83,374050 0 .0002 0 .0013 0 .0036 0 ,0 00 2 0 .0036 173.9729 0 ,0 01 3 83.9729S I 0 .0002 0 .0 01 4 0 .0035 0 .0000 0 .0035 180.0000 0 .0 01 4 90 ,000052 0 ,0001 0 ,0 03 4 0 ,0031 0 ,0000 0 .0 0 3 4 90.0000 0.0031 0,000053 0 ,0001 0 .0036 0 ,0029 0.0005 0 .0038 117,3305 0 .0 02 7 27.330564 0 ,0001 0 ,0041 0.0025 0 ,0 00 7 0 .0 04 3 110,0132 0 ,0 02 3 20.013255 0.0001 0 ,0045 0 .0020 0 .0 0 0 3 0,0045 97,6785 0 ,0020 7.678556 0 ,0 00 2 0 .0038 0 ,0018 -0 ,0 0 0 2 0 .0038 95,0226 0 .0018 5.022657 0 ,0002 0 .0026 0 ,0 0 1 7 -0 .0 0 0 4 0 .0028 110.4107 0.0015 20.410758 0 .0 00 3 0 .0015 0 .0015 -0 .0 0 0 4 0,0020 134.9996 0.0011 44.9996
59 0 .0 00 2 0 ,0 01 7 0 .0026 -0 .0 0 0 4 0 .0 02 8 159.5888 0.0015 69 .5888
60 0 ,0 00 2 0 .0018 0 .0038 -0 ,0 0 0 2 0 ,0038 174,9773 0 .0018 84.977361 0.0001 0 .0020 0 .0046 0 .0 00 3 0.0045 172.3215 0 .0020 82.321562 0 .0001 0 .0025 0 .0041 0 .0 00 7 0 .0 04 3 159.9867 0 .0 02 3 69 ,9867
63 0 .0001 0 ,0029 0 .0 03 6 0 .0005 0 .0038 162.6693 0 .0 0 2 7 62 .6693
64 0,0001 0^0031 0 .0 0 3 4 0 .0 00 0 0 .0 03 4 180.0000 0 .0031 90.0000
65 0,0001 0.0030 0 ,0 05 3 0 .0 00 0 0 .0 05 3 180,0000 0 .0030 90.000066 0.0001 0 .0 03 4 0 .0 05 2 0 ,0 00 8 0 ,0055 159.7538 0,0031 69.753867 0.0001 0.0045 0 ,0 04 8 0 .0 01 3 0 .0059 138,0455 0 .0 0 3 4 48.0455
68 0,0001 0 .0058 0 .0038 0 ,0 00 8 0,0061 108,6234 0.0035 18,6234
69 0.0001 0 .0046 0 .0 0 3 4 -0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0 04 7 95 ,9544 0 .0 03 4 5 ,9 54 4
70 0 .0002 0 ,0030 0,0030 -0 .0 0 0 4 0 .0 0 3 4 134.9995 0 ,0026 44.9995
71 0.0001 0 .0 0 3 4 0 .0046 -0 .0 0 0 1 0 ,0 04 7 174,0453 0 .0 03 4 84 ,045372 0.0001 0 .0038 0 ,0068 0 .0008 0,0061 161.3765 0.0035 71.3765
73 0,0001 0 ,0048 0.0045 0 ,0 01 3 0 .0059 131.9541 0 .0 0 3 4 41.9541
74 0,0001 0 .0 05 2 0 ,0 03 4 0 ,0008 0.0055 110.2459 0.0031 20.246975 0,0001 0 .0 05 3 0 ,0030 -0 ,0 0 0 0 0 .0053 90.0000 0 ,0030 0 .000076 0 .0000 0 .0 0 2 4 0 ,0077 0.0000 0 .0 0 7 7 180.0000 0 .0 02 4 90.000077 0 ,0000 0 ,0028 0 .0079 0 .0009 0 .0080 170.2021 0 .0 02 7 80.2021
78 0 ,0000 0.0045 0 .0 08 2 0,0021 0 .0 09 2 155,4080 0 .0036 65 .4080
79 0 .0000 0,0085 0 ,0068 0 .0016 0,0095 120.7690 0 ,0058 30.769080 0,0001 0 .0058 0 ,0 05 8 0.0001 0 ,0 06 9 134,9981 0 ,0056 44.998181 0,0000 0 ,0 06 8 0 .0085 0 .0016 0 .0095 149.2307 0 .0058 59 .230782 0 .0000 0 .0082 0.0046 0.0021 0 .0092 114,5918 0 .0036 24.5918
83 0 ,0000 0 .0079 0 .0 02 8 0 .0009 0 .0080 99.7978 0 .0 02 7 9.797884 0 .0000 0 .0 07 7 0 .0 02 4 0 .0 00 0 0 .0 07 7 90.0000 0 .0 0 2 4 0 ,0000
POINT DZFL 1ÎX My I'ocy m uix DIRX MMm DIRY
1 0.9010 0.4800 0 .0000 0.0000 ^ .4 8 0 : 90.0000 0.0000 0 .0000
3 c .o o n 0 .5034 0.3000 O.OOOO 0.5234 90.0000 0 .0 00 0 0 .0000
3 0 .0012 0 .5543 0.0000 0 .0000 0 .5543 90.0000 0 .0000 0 .0000
4 0 .0015 0 .5804 0.0000 0 .0000 0.5SG4 90.0000 : .0 0 0 0 O.OOOO
5 0 .0 01 9 0 .5275 0.0000 0 .0000 0.5275 90.0000 0 .0000 0 .0000
6 0 .0024 0 .4092 0 .0000 n.OOOO 0.4092 90.0000 O.OOOO C."000
7 0 .0030 0 .2672 0.^000 0.0000 0.2672 90.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8 0 .0036 0 .1388 0 .0000 0.0000 0 .1 38 8 90.0000 0 .0000 0.0000
9 0 .0 04 3 0 .0470 0 .0000 0 .0000 0.0470 90.0000 0 .0000 0 .0000
10 0 .0050 0 .0000 0 .0000 0 .0000 0.0000 O.OOOO 0 .0000 90.0000
11 0 .0 04 8 0 .0000 0 .0 23 6 0 .0000 0 .0 2 3 6 0.0000 0.0000 90.0000
13 C.0C45 0 .0000 0.CS56 O.OOOO 0 .0 65 6 0.0000 - .0 0 0 0 90.0000
13 0 .^ 043 0 .0000 0 .1 24 7 O.OOOO 0 .1247 C.ODCC 0.0000 90.0000
14 0.0041 o .-o oo 0 .1947 " .0 0 0 0 0 .1 94 7 0.0000 0.0000 DC .0000
15 0 .0 0 3 9 0 .0 0 0 : 0 .2 65 9 C.OCOO 0 .2 65 9 C.0000 0 .0000 cr.oooo
IS 0 .0037 0 .0000 0 .3 28 6 ■'-.OOGO .3286 ".0000 O.OOOO 90 .0000
17 0 .0036 0 .0008 0.3752 o.nooo 0 .3753 0.0000 0 .0000 90.0000
18 0 .0035 0.0000 0.4C31 0.0000 0.4031 0.0000 0.0000 9 0 .-0 0 0
19 0 .0035 Q 0.4122 ■.0000 C.4122 0 .0000 0 .0000 90.0000
20 f’ .OCOS 0 .4547 0 .0763 O.OOOO 0.4547 90.0000 0 .:7 6 3 O.OOOO
21 0 .0 00 8 0 .4856 0 .0659 '.0 4 8 3 0.4911 96.4855 0 .0 60 4 6.4855
22 0 .0010 0 .5 57 3 0 .0372 0 .0716 9 .5670 G7.70C3 0 .0 27 5 7 .7003
23 0.0012 0.6060 0 .0046 0 .0534 0 .6 10 7 95.0351 -0 .0 0 0 1 5.L351
24 O.OC16 0 .5 5 4 : .0035 .0135 C .5543 91.3812 -0 .0 0 3 8 1.3812
25 0.0021 0 .4 25 9 0.^025 -  .0158 0 .4265 92.1316 0.0C 19 2 .1 31 6
26 0 .0027 0 .2742 0 . 103 -C .-2 7 3 0 .2 76 9 95.8405 0 .0076 5 .8405
27 0 .0034 0.1394 0 .0 15 7 -0 .0 2 6 0 0 .1 44 7 1 1 .4074 0 .^ 105 11.4074
38 0.0041 0 .0 44 9 0 . 192 - r .  184 0 .0545 117.5447 0 .0096 27 .5447
29 0 .0 03 8 0 .0423 3.0627 -0 .0 2 9 2 0 .0 83 4 144.6051 V..021S 54 .6 :5 1
30 0 .0036 0 .0387 0 .1265 -0 .0 3 7 0 0 .1400 159.9497 0 .0252 69 .9497
31 0 .0 03 3 0.0345 0 .2 02 9 -0 .0 3 9 1 0 .2 11 5 167.5515 0 .0 23 9 77 .5515
32 0 .0 :3 1 0 .0314 0 .2805 -0 .0 3 4 3 0 .2852 172.2954 0 .0 26 7 82.3954
33 0 .0 03 0 0 .0312 0 .3470 -0 .0 2 4 3 0 .3 48 8 175.6272 0 .0294 85.6272
34 0 .0029 0 .0348 0 .3936 -0 .0 1 3 3 0.3941 177.8794 0 .0 34 3 87.8794
35 0 .0 02 8 0 .0303 0 .4196 -C .0052 0 .4197 179.2152 8 .0392 89.2152
36 0 .0 02 7 0 .0412 0 .4 27 7 0 .0000 0 .4 27 7 180.0000 0 .0412 90.0000
37 0 .0006 0 .4 17 9 0 .1936 -" .0 0 0 0 0 .4 1 7 9 90.0000 0 .1 93 6 O.OOOO
38 0 .0 00 6 0 .4615 0 .1786 0 .0 72 7 0.4790 103.5981 0.1610 13.5981
39 0 .0 00 7 0 .5723 0.1322 0 .1095 0 .5980 103.2221 0 .1 06 5 13.2221
40 0 .0010 0.6701 0 .0 69 7 0 .0 73 6 0 .6790 96.8845 0 .0 60 8 6.8845
41 0 ."0 1 4 0.6101 0.0540 0 .0032 0.6101 90.3250 0 .0540 0 .3 25 "
43 0 .0 01 9 0 .4 56 9 0 .0574 -0 .0 3 8 5 0 .4 60 6 95.4597 0 .0 53 7 5 .4597
43 0 .0025 0.2857 0 .0613 -0 .0 4 9 5 0 .2962 101.8997 0 .0 50 9 11.8997
44 0.0031 0 .1404 0 .0 62 3 -0.C 42S 0 .1593 113.8123 0 .0 43 4 23 .8124
45 0 .0 02 9 0 .1 40 8 0 .1 35 7 -0 .0 5 5 5 0 .1 93 8 133.6976 0 .0 82 7 43 .6976
46 0 .0 02 6 0 .1407 0 .2 26 8 -0 .0 5 8 9 0 .2 56 7 153.0657 0 .1 10 3 63 .0657
47 0 .0034 0 .1425 0.3200 -0 .0 4 9 6 0 .3329 165.4015 0 .1 29 6 75.4015
48 0 .0023 0 .1503 0 .3 95 8 -  .0286 0 .3993 173.2306 0 .1 46 8 83.2306
49 0.0021 0 .1662 0 .4398 -0 .0 1 0 0 0 .4402 177.9086 0 .1658 87 .9086
50 0 .0020 0 .1815 0 .4585 -0 .0 0 0 7 0 .4 58 5 179.8469 0 .1 81 5 89.8468
51 0 .0020 0 .1877 0.4631 0 .0000 0.4631 180.0000 0 .1 87 7 90.0000
52 0 .0 00 3 0.3610 0 .3510 0 .0000 0 .3610 90.0000 0 .3510 0 .0000
53 0 .0 00 4 0 .4207 0 .3 40 5 0 .1042 0 .4923 124.4744 0.2690 34.4744
54 0 .0005 0 .5925 0.2931 0 .1 68 7 0 .6684 114.2088 0 .2173 24 .2088
55 0 .0007 0 .7 92 7 0 .1958 0 .1 09 9 0 .8 1 2 3 100.1032 0 .1762 10.1032
56 0.0011 0.7010 0 .1742 -0 .0 0 6 0 0.7011 90.6476 0.1741 0 .6 47 6
57 0 .0 01 6 0 .5006 0 .1 63 9 -0 .0 5 9 0 0 .5 10 7 99.6613 0 .1 53 8 9 .6613
58 0 .0022 0.3000 0 .1 49 7 - : .0 6 7 4 0 .3 25 9 110.9537 0 .1 23 9 20 .9537
59 0 .0020 0 .3152 0 .2 66 6 -0 .0 7 2 9 0 .3 67 7 125.7762 0.2141 35.7762
60 0 .0 01 7 0.3321 0 .3013 -0 .0 5 6 4 0 .4254 148.8445 0 .2979 58.8445
61 0 .0015 0.3582 0 .4 86 8 -0 .-1 7 0 0 .4890 172.5900 0 .3560 82.5900
63 0 .0014 0 .4034 0 .5149 0 .0 16 2 0 .5 17 3 171.8766 0.4011 81.8766
63 0 .0 01 3 0.4412 0 .5102 0 .0184 0 .5 14 8 165.9612 0 .4 36 6 75.9612
64 0 .0 01 3 0 .4553 0 .5049 0 .0000 0 .5 04 9 180.0000 0 .4 55 3 90.0000
65 0 .0002 0 .2 81 3 0.5271 0 .0000 0.5271 180.0000 0 .2 81 3 90 .0000
66 0 .0002 0 .3522 0 .5394 0 .1294 0 .6055 152.9392 0 .2863 62.9392
67 0 .0002 0 .5964 0.5371 0.2461 0 .8 14 7 131.5660 0 .3188 41.566:
68 0 .0 00 4 1.0118 0 .4072 0 .1 66 4 1.0546 104.4167 0 .3644 14.4167
69 0 .0 00 8 0 .8269 0 .3 70 9 -0 .0 1 0 8 0.8271 91.3591 0 .3 7 :6 1.3591
70 0 .0 01 3 0 .5519 0.3191 -0 .0 6 7 7 0.5701 105.0861 0 .3 00 8 15.0861
71 0.0011 0 .6042 0 .5047 -" .0 4 4 3 0.6211 110.8397 0 .4 87 8 20 .839772 0 .0009 0 .6643 0 .6 52 3 0 .0358 0 .6 94 6 130.2499 0 .6 22 0 40 .249973 0 .0008 0 .7746 0 .6 15 3 0 .0 91 6 0 .8 16 3 1 1 4 .5 :4 4 0 .5 73 5 24 .5044
74 0 .0 00 7 0.8441 0 .5 50 7 0 .0 62 7 0 .8 56 9 101.5705 0 .5379 11.57C5
75 0 .0 00 7 0.8660 0.5241 0 .0000 0.8660 90.0000 0.5241 0 .0000
76 0 .0000 0 .1 92 3 0 .6 67 8 0.0000 0 .6 67 8 180.0000 0 .1923 90.0000
77 0.0000 0 .2 52 9 0 .7292 0 .1 13 8 0 .7550 167.3268 0 .2270 77 .226878 0.0001 0.5251 0 .8842 0 .3 12 4 1.0650 149.9417 0 .3 44 3 59 .9417
79 0 .0002 1.3952 0.8080 0 .2502 1.4873 110.2192 0 .7 15 9 20 .2192
80 0 .0005 0 .9 73 3 0 .6 63 3 0 .0 11 8 0 .9738 92.1793 0 .6 6 2 9 2 .1793
81 0 .0 00 3 1.1128 0 .9936 0 .1806 1.2434 125.8687 0 .8630 35.868782 0 .0 00 3 1.3674 0 .7004 0 .2524 1.4523 108.5615 0 .6 1 5 7 18.5615S3 0 .0 00 2 1.4141 0 .5314 0 .1 17 5 1.4294 97.4515 0.5161 7 .4515
1 84 0 .0002 1.4158 0 .4793 0 .0000 1.4158 90.0000 0 .4 79 3 0 .0000
. -
4 0 .0177 0.4171 - 0 .6396 0 .5864 0.6781 23.99035 0 .0228 0.4W21 - 0 .1670 0 .4363 0 ,6854 27.10506 0 .0265 o .;# 8 i  - 0 ,6515 0,5711 0 .5497 25.42797 0 .0307 -0 ^ ^ 2 0  - 2 .2784 0 .5754 -0 .0 1 5 6 14.2680S 0 .0332 -0.CW16 - 1 .2962 0.4437 0 .0543 18.18689 0 ,0376 -0 .1 2 3 1  - 0 .8857 0 .3689 0.0261 22.0274
10 0 .0428 -0 .0 6 2 5  - 0 .2252 0 ,5329 0 .3952 40 .659511 0.0401 -0 .0 0 1 7  - 0 .1949 -0 .0 7 7 6 0.0256 -1 9 .3 8 2 8
12 0 .0374 -0 .0 0 0 4  - 0 .1227 -0 .1 8 1 1 0.1296 -3 5 .6 7 3 8
13 0 .0347 -0 . ( # 0 2  - 0 .0265 -0 .0 4 8 3 0 .0199 43.900314 0.0321 0 .2640 0 .1463 0.1241 0.3426 32.320615 0 .0296 0.1887 0.2444 0 .2133 0.4317 -4 1 .2 8 1 816 0 .0274 0.1955 0 ,3504 0 .1703 0.4601 -3 2 .7 7 0 017 0 .0257 0 .1357 0 .4328 0 .0200 0.4341 -3 .8 3 7 213 0,0246 0.4783 0 .5885 -0 .1 3 8 8 0 .6828 34.1679
19 0 .0288 -0 .2 9 3 3 0 .5232 0 .0 00 0  J 0 .5232 0.0000
20 0.0089 0,4857 0.2586 ô T O o ^ l / 0 .4857 0 .000021 0 .0095 0.5371 0 .1754 0 ,0570  ' 0 ,6459 8.7489
22 0 .0112 0.5527 0 ,0207 -0 .0 0 7 5 \ 0 .5528 -0 .8 0 3 0
23 0 .0144 o .< n i2  - 0 .4106 -0 .0 3 2 4 ^ 0.4723 -2 .1 0 1 6
24 0 .0197 0 .4506  - 0 .2852 -0 .0 3 2 4 0.4521 -2 .5 1 6 1
25 0 .0233 0 .3110  - 0 .5190 -0 .0 7 8 0 0 .3182 -5 .3 2 1 6
26 0.0273 -0 .0 4 2 1  - 1 .6565 -0 .0 8 2 6 -0 .0 3 7 8 -2 .9 2 1 8
27 0.0303 -0 .0 2 6 7  - 0.9201 -0 .0 6 0 6 -0 .0 2 3 9 -3 .2 3 0 0
28 0 .0349 -0 .0 8 6 1  - 0 .7148 -0 .0 3 1 9 -0 .0 8 4 5 -2 .9 0 0 7
29 0 .0322 -0 .0 4 8 0  - 0 .4669 -0 .1 3 7 1 -0 .0 0 7 2 -1 6 .5 9 8 9
30 0.0295 -o.cm o4 - 0 .2050 -0 .0 6 7 5 0 .0198 -1 6 .7 1 3 6
31 0 .0268 -0 .0 3 2 8 0 .0102 0 .0722 0 .0640 -3 6 .6 9 7 6
32 0 .0242 0.0253 0 .1914 0 ,1940 0 .3194 -3 3 .4 1 3 3
33 0 .0220 0 .0299 0 .3099 0 .2266 0 0 4362 -2 9 .1 4 6 7
34 0.0203 0 .0905 0.4091 0,1151 0 .4463 -17 .9261
35 0.0191 0 .2024 0 ,5312 -0 .1 7 8 8 0.6097 23.7052
36 0 .0222 0 .2109 0 .7099 0 .0000 0 .7099 0 .0000
37 0.0061 0.3521 0.3141 0 .0000 0,3521 0 .0000
38 0 .0066 0.5161 0.2651 0 ,1275 0.5696 22.7286
39 0.0081 0,6019 0 .1855 0 .1617 0.6573 18.9201
40 0.0110 0 .5604  - 0 .1474 -0 .0 9 9 6 0.5741 -7 .8 5 7 9
41 0 .0164 0 .5067  - 0 .1819 -0 .0 9 9 1 0,5207 -8 .0 2 9 9
42 0 .0200 0 .3817  - 0 .2819 -0 .1 8 0 3 0 .4314 -1 4 .7 8 4 7
43 0 .0240 o jm i4  - 0 .9805 -0 .2 1 8 7 0.1439 -1 1 .0 0 5 7
44 0 .0274 0.0473  - 0 .5286 -0 .1 7 9 1 0 .0985 -1 5 .9 4 0 3
45 0 .0245 0 /1334  - 0 .1817 -0 .0 9 7 2 0 .1610 -15 .8 3 8 6
46 0.0216 0.0583 0 .0524  / 
0 .2 3 7 2 /
0 .0660 0 .1213 43 ,7129
47 0 .0190 0 .1 7 4 9 . 0 .2074 0 ,4158 -4 0 .7 2 9 0
48 0 .0168 0 .2788 0 .3517" / 0 .2505 0.5684 -40 .8581
49 0 .0150 0.2789 0.4240^ 0 ,1444 0.5131 -3 1 .6 5 8 0
50 0 .0137 0.2443 0.5411 -0 .1 3 5 3 0.5936 21.1781
51 0.0157 0 .4428 0.8564 0 .0000 0 .8564 0.0000
52 0.0037 0.1469 0.3681 0 .0000 0.3681 0 .0000
53 0 .0040 0 .4846 0 .3826 0 .1234 0.5671 33.7723
54 0 .0 05 2 0.6674 0 .3958 0 .1884 0 .7638 27.1065
55 0 .0078 0 .6623  ' 0 .1063 0.1031 0 .6808 10.1746
56 0 .0129 0 .6 0 5 9 '^ 0 .0 54 2 0 .0256 0.6071 2.6526
57 0 .0165 0.4795K  - 0 .0045 -0 .0 4 1 7 0 .4828 -4 .8 9 1 1
58 0.0206 0.2519^^- 0 .3782 -0 .0 8 8 9 0 .2642 -7 .8 7 7 5
59 0.0173 0.2996'"^ 0 .0547  , 0 .1120 0.3431 21.217560 0.0144 0 .4598 0.3379^^
0 .4 5 2 9 / /
0 .4 8 5 2 //
0 .5 8 5 1 '
0 .2503 0.6565 38 .1569
61 0 .0120 0 .5 02 7  / 0 .2539 0 .7329 42 .1989
62 0.0101 0.4659 0 .1115 0 .5875 -42 .5 2 4 9
63 0 .0088 0 .4 5 7 1 '^ -0 .1 2 6 6 0.6629 31.5936
64 0 .0098 0.6405 0 .96451 /
0 .4663
0.5213"^
0 .0000 0 .9645 0 .0000
65 0 .0018 0.0993 0 .0000 0.4663 0.0000
66 0 .0020 0 .4098 0 .0469 0 .5384 -20 .0 2 8 9
67 0 .0029 0.6968 0 .6410  / 0.0121 0.6993 11.6714
68 0.0052 0 .7886 0 .3818  /  
0 .3 5 0 7 /  
0 .2 6 2 6 /
0 .3 60 8 0 .9994 30.2930
69 0 .0094 0.7697 0.1866 0 .8407 20.8448
70 0.0131 0 . 5924 / 0 .1545 0 .6535 21.5725
71 0 .0100 0.7484 0 . 4904/ 0 .2683 0 .9170 32.1599
72 0 .0075 0 .6142 0 .5920 0.2421 0 .8454 43 .6862
73 0 .0056 0 .6702 o.sseg'^ 0 .0935 0 ,7573 42.9650
74 0 .0045 0 .7715 0 .6638 -0 .0 8 5 1 0 .8184 -28 .8 3 7 1
75 0 .0048 0 .8 3 8 5 / 0 .6181 0 .0000 0.8385 0.0000
76 0 ,0005 0 .0142 0 ,5 69 9  y 
0 .7 1 6 1 /
0 . 9493/ :
0 ,0000 0 .5699 0 .0000
77 0.0006 0.4611 0 .0394 0.7211 -8 .6 2 1 1
78 0 .0015 0 .8 3 0 9 ' 0 .1276 1.0308 T32.5635
79 0.0040 0 .9 6 7 6 ' 0 .7 8 1 6 ' 0 .5255^ 1.4082 /  39 .9819
80 0 .0 0 6 2 ' O.OSSS"/ 0 .6 2 5 2 '' 0 .2 8 3 9 \ 1 .1024 / 30 .7492
81 0,0037 0.8825 0 .7725 0 .2729 1.1059 39,2999
82 0.0021 1.1200 0 .8382 0 .1644 1.1956 24.6980
83 0.0013 1.1692 0 .6 7 9 1 ' 0 .0242  \ 1 .1704 2.8217
84 0.0013 1 .1250  ^ 0 .2 7 3 6 \ 0 ,0 00 0 1 .1250 0 .0000
85 0 .0000 0,1459 0 .7296 0 .0000 0 .7296 0.0000
86 0 .0000 0 .1742 0.8711 0 .3814 1.0393 -2 3 .7 9 2 3
87 0 .0000 0.2306 1.1529 1.5856 2.3430 -36 .8921
88 0 .0000 2.0576 1.6422 0.5161 2.4062 34.0393
89 OiOOOO 2.1877 0 .4375 0 .3185 2,2439 10.0001
90 0.0000 1.6622 0 .3324 -0 .0 1 4 6 1.6624 -0 .6 3 0 4
91 0.0000 1 .4483 0 .2897 0 .0000 1.4483 0 .0000
4 0 .0 18 2 0 .6 36 3 -0 .2 9 0 65 0 .0216 0 .6185 0 ,0 3 3 36 0.0271 0.4095 -0 ,0 4 6 4
7 0 .0339 43.1130 -1 .6 0 8 98 0 .0 40 7 0.14K 9 0 .3 94 39 0 ,0 47 7 0.2936 0 .116010 0 ,0 54 7 1.1106 0 .1 15 8
11 0 .0 51 7 -0 .0 6 5 0 -0 .1 9 4 7
la 0 .0485 0 .1329 -0 ,0 6 3 8
13 0.0451 0 ,2 19 8 0 ,1 16 3
14 0 .0418 0 .3 29 3 0 .3040
15 0 ,0 38 9 0 .7190 0 .5086
16 0.0365 0 .2 85 7 0 .4 94 3
17 0 .0348 -0 .1 4 0 0 0 .4385
18 0 .0 33 7 -0 .0 2 5 3 0 .4 85 3
19 0 .0333 -1 ,5 8 2 2 0 .2570
20 0 .0 08 7 0 .4936 0 .1 95 8
21 0 ,0 09 3 0 .6 30 8 0 .2 18 7
22 0 .0 11 4 0 ,6 7 5 4 0 .0736
23 0.0151 0 ,6679 0 .0 0 2 3
24 0 ,0185 0 .6036 -0 .0 2 2 8
25 0 .0240 0 ,4795 -0 .0 6 6 1
26 0 ,0308 0 ,2 76 3 -0 .3 1 5 9
27 0,0371 0 .2066 0 .1466
28 0 .0 44 3 0.0385 -0 .0 0 3 9
29 0 ,0 40 9 0 .0628 0 .0 43 9
30 0.0375 0 .0748 0,1465
31 0 .0 34 3 0,0521 0 .2 5 7 7
32 0.0315 -0 ,0 2 7 7 0 .3 43 8
33 0 .0 29 2 0 .2 2 7 3 0,4671
34 0 ,0275 0 .1978 0 .5 00 3
35 0,0265 0 ,1 84 2 0 .6 12 8
36 0.0261 0 ,1535 0 .5 2 0 3
37 0 .0 05 9 0 ,3 86 7 0 .3140
38 0 ,0065 0 .5838 0 ,2 6 2 4
39 0 .0 08 3 0 .6939 0 .1 2 4 4
40 0 .0117 0 .7516 0 .1991
41 0 .0152 0 .6520 -0 ,0 1 4 0
42 0 ,0206 0 .5 14 9 0 .0 04 4
43 0 .0270 0.3641 0 .1 92 2
44 0 .0336 0 .1 63 2 0 .0 82 8
45 0 .0 3 0 3 0.1550 0 .1 45 7
46 0.0271 0 ,1248 0 .2 56 7
47 0 .0242 -0 .0 0 6 4 0 ,3 49 9
48 0 .0219 0.2901 0 ,4 98 3
49 0 ,0202 0.2075 0 .5248
50 0,0191 0 .1 00 3 0,5021
51 0 .0188 0 .2592 0 .5 07 2
52 0,0035 0,1570 0 ,3 89 8
53 0 .0039 0 .5349 0 ,3339
54 0 .0 05 3 0 .7668 0 ,3 18 3
55 0 .0 08 4 0.8165 0 .1 8 0 4
56 0 ,0117 0 .7 40 3 0 .1215
57 0 .0 17 2 0 .5769 0 ,1 57 2
58 0 .0 23 3 0 ,3948 0 .3 5 4 4
59 0 .0200 0 .3 99 3 0 .3 85 9
60 0 ,0172 0 .3796 0 .4150
61 0 .0148 0 .3818 0 .4 98 3
62 0.0131 o .æ s s 0 ,5920
63 0,0121 0 .3336 0 ,5 88 2
64 0 .0 11 8 0 .2 85 4 0 .2 85 2
65 0 ,0016 -0 ,1 5 6 6 0 ,4 30 9
66 0 .0 01 7 0.4736 0 .6358
67 0 ,0025 0 .8656 0 ,6081
68 0 .0 05 2 0.9301 0 .2 10 0  \
69 0 .0 08 2 0 .9 0 4 4 0 .3 96 2
70 0 .0138 0 .6 82 3 0 .3 65 4
71 0 .0 10 7 0.8465 0 ,5910
72 0 .0082 0 .6319 0 .6950
73 0.0066 0 ,8169 0 ,7 70 9
74 0 .0 05 7 0 .9368 0 .6530
75 0 .0056 0.8405 0 .2280
76 0 ,0 00 4 -0 .3 7 1 5 0 .4739
77 0 ,0002 0.3361 0,7330
78 0,0005 0 .9 24 3 0 ,9 58 4
79 0.0025 1.2072 0 .9168
80 0.0050 1,1625 0 .7576
81 0 .0026 1.2730 1.0401
82 0 .0012 1.4767 1.1133
83 0,0010 1.4754 0 .6779
84 0 ,0012 1.2744 -0 .5 6 6 1
85 0 .0000 0 .1 28 4 0 .6420
86 0 .0000 0 ,1149 10,^746' -  ' ^
87 0 ,0000 0.2455 1 .2274
88 0 .0000 3,1099 3.5648
89 0 .0 00 0 1.6629 0 .3326
90 0 .0000 0 ,9 1 4 8 \ 0 .1830
91 0 .0000 0 .5556 0.1111
4 0.0291 0, 6228 0 .2976 0,6242 1,1052 37 .6994
S 0.0373 0.5021 0.1412 0 ,3432 0 ,7 09 4 31 .1329
6 0 ,0390 0.3581 0 ,0694 0 ,3917 0,6312 34 .8852
7 0 . 0483 0 ,2 67 4 0 .3 91 4 0 .4 24 0 0 ,7679 -4 0 ,8 4 2 6
S 0 .0557 0,1346 0.4503 0,3701 0 ,6948 -3 3 .4 4 8 2
9 0.0575 0.0365 0 ,3476 0 ,2900 0 ,6210 - 3 0 .9000
10 0 .0644 0,0236 -0 ,0 6 4 6 0,2283 0.2161 4 0 .1622
11 0.0695 -0 .0 0 6 3 0. 0189 -0 .4 4 8 3 0 .4647 44 .1959
12 0 ,0546 0,6932 0 ,1496 -0 ,2 8 4 9 0 .7324 -26 ,0 4 7 4
13 0 .0498 0 .7267 0 .1950 0,1282 0,7561 12 .8969
14 0.0461 0 ,6 71 9 0 ,2648 0 ,4 12 0 0 , 9251 3 1 .67 8 4
15 0 .0406 0 ,3509 0,3232 0 .3987 0 ,7360 44,0068
16 0 .0367 0 .2 37 8 0 ,4 72 4 0 ,1317 0 ,5316 -2 4 .1 6 1 8
17 0 .0337 1 .0996 0 .7997 -0 .1 3 4 2 1 ,1509 -20 ,9211
18 0 ,0318 -0 .3 7 2 2 0 .6544 0 ,0067 0 ,8692 -4 ,0 9 6 8
19 0,0313 -0 .3 0 0 7 0.3895 0 ,0 00 0 0,3896 0 .0000
20 0 .0169 0.6632 0 .1326 0.0000 0,6632 0,0000
21 0 ,0177 0 .63  54 0 ,1218 0 ,1404 0,6713 14 ,3344
22 0.0201 0,6295 0 ,1736 0 .1 29 9 0 , 6639 14 .8366
23 0 .0240 0 .5704 0,0571 -0 ,0 3 0 5 0 ,6722 -8 .3 8 9 2
24 0.0311 0 . 5111 0 ,0876 - 0 , 0002 0,6111 -0 ,0 2 8 9
25 0 ,0338 0.3995 0 .0107 -0 ,0 6 2 4 0,4093 -8 ,9 0 3 6
26 0 .0 42 8 0,3003 0 ,1120 "0 .1321 0 .3 68 4 -2 7 .2 6 1 9
27 0.0502 0 .1636 0 ,0686 - 0 . 1919 0 ,3100 -37 .3 4 6 2
28 0 ,0525 0 .0620 0 ,0878 -0 ,2761 0,3603 43 ,6670
29 0 .0477 0,1896 0 ,0269 -0 ,1 7 1 3 0 ,2979 -82 .3 0 1 2
30 0 ,0429 0 .2047 0.0722 0 ,1328 0 .2869 31 ,7452
31 0.0382 0 .1307 0 ,1 80 7 0 .3366 0.4933 -4 2 .8 7 7 6
32 0 .0338 -0 ,0 0 6 7 0 ,3112 0,3073 0,4982 -3 1 ,3 2 4 4
33 0,0300 0 .0406 0 ,4688 0 .0796 & ,4 æ 2 -1 0 ,1 9 4 0
34 0 .0272 0 .1942 0,6962 -0 ,1 4 3 9 0 .6415 17.8322
36 0 .0255 0 .1106 0 . 5803 0,0072 0 .6806 -0 ,8 7 9 7
36 0 ,0250 0.1361 0.4641 0 ,0000 0.4641 0.0000
37 0.0123 0.6025 0 ,0 98 9 0 ,0 00 0 0 .6026 0.0000
38 0.0131 0 ,6858 0 ,2 34 0 0 ,0627 0 .6935 8.3460
39 0,0152 0 .6 16 4 0 .1783 0,1055 0 .6396 12 .8868
40 0 .0188 0.6265 0 .1077 -0 .0 7 3 4 0 .6367 -7 .8 9 6 6
41 0 .0249 0 .6876 0 ,1368 -0 .0 4 8 2 0 .6926 -6 .0231
42 0.0286 0 ,4616 0 ,0735 -0 ,1 1 8 0 0 ,4 86 4 -16 ,9 8 5 6
43 0 .0 37 4 0 .2777 0 ,0336 -0 ,1 6 1 3 0 ,3679 -2 6 .4 3 8 9
44 0 .0 44 8 0 .1395 -0 ,0241 -0 ,1 6 1 0 0,2383 -8 1 .6 3 6 0
45 0,0393 0,1391 0,0743 0,0711 0 ,1849 3 2 ,7604
46 0 . 0340 0 .1008 0.2322 0 ,2486 0 ,4236 -37 .6962
47 0 .0290 0,0081 0 ,3718 0 ,2510 0,5000 -2 7 ,0 3 8 8
48 0 ,0249 0.0933 0 ,4999 0.0943 0 , 6207 -12 ,4 4 4 0
49 0 .0217 0 .0735 0 ,6847 -0 .0 7 0 2 0 .6647 8 ,1280
50 0 .0197 0 .2015 0,6163 0 ,0449 0.6211 -8 ,1 0 8 4
61 0 .0188 0 ,0 5 1 5 0 ,6 63 9 0 , 0000 0 ,6639 0 , 0000
52 0 .0 07 7 0 ,4664 0 ,3660 0 , 0000 0 .4664 0 .0000
63 0,0083 0.5561 0 , 4007 0 ,1218 0 ,6229 28.7293
54 0.0101 0 ,6587 0,2751 0.1611 0.7111 19.1117
55 0 .0134 0 ,7339 0.3093 0.1663 0,7852 18 .1830
56 0.0187 0 .6884 0 ,2 93 6 0 .0466 0 ,6 93 8 6,6267
57 0.0232 0 .5225 0 ,2186 0.0009 0 ,6226 0 ,1684
58 0.0320 0 ,2956 0.1071 0 ,0146 0 ,2 96 7 4 .3619
59 0 ,0267 0,3138 0 .2 62 4 0 , 1777 0 .4677 40,8856
60 0 .0219 0.2572 0.4273 0.2163 0, 5737 -3 4 ,2 2 2 8
61 0 .0178 0,2732 0 ,5796 0 .1 18 9 0.6203 -1 8 ,9 0 6 5
62 0 .0148 0 ,3646 0 ,6715 -0 .0 1 5 6 0.6723 2 .8162
63 0,0131 0 .3815 0 ,6386 0 ,0 12 4 0,6391 -2 .7 6 3 1
64 0 .0124 0 ,1 13 4 0 .3970 0 .0000 0 ,3970 0.0000
65 0 .0038 0,1765 0 ,6 32 9 0 , 0000 0 ,6329 0 ,0000
66 0 . 0040 0,6021 0,6941 0,3993 0,9501 -4 1 .7 1 5 2
67 0,0062 0 ,7847 0 .6556 0.3231 1 .0496 39,3491
68 0.0080 0.9022 0 ,6 20 7 0 ,4109 1 .1958 36,6443
69 0 .0129 0 ,8376 0.6462 0 ,1706 0 ,9160 24 ,7018
70 0.0182 0 ,6110 0 .4 04 4 0 ,1 36 4 0 .6788 26,4322
71 0.0137 0 ,6317 0 ,6 70 9 0 .1968 0 ,8 00 4 40.6082
72 0.0102 0.6771 0 ,6729 0 ,1866 0 .7887 -8 6 .4 9 7 0
73 0 .0078 0,7913 0 ,7 34 4 0.0663 0 .8269 31 .6776
74 0 .0066 0,8095 0 ,6165 0 .0029 0.8096 0 .8664
75 0 . 0063 0 ,6686 0 ,2779 0 , 0000 0 .6686 0 ,0000
76 0 .0010 -0 .8 1 8 0 0 ,6732 0 , 0000 0 .6732 0 .0000
77 0 .0 00 4 0 ,4504 0 ,9946 0 ,3 36 4 1.1551 -2 6 ,5 1 9 9
78 0.0003 1 ,1065 1 ,2796 0 .4288 1 ,6 30 4 -39 ,2 9 2 9
79 0,0023 1,2171 1 .1 0 0 4 0 ,6346 1 .6 96 4 41,8863
80 0 .0078 1,0037 0 ,8 26 4 0,2601 1.1806 36 .2417
81 0,0041 1 ,1908 1.0431 0 ,2 60 4 1 .8780 36.7831
82 0 .0020 1.4217 1 .0 67 4 0,1761 1.4943 22 .4097
83 0.0015 1 .3510 0 ,6608 0.0711 1.3683 5.8223
84 0 ,0016 1 .1890 -0 .3 4 1 4 0 , 0000 1 .1 89 0 0 .0 00 0
86 0 .0000 0 .2174 1 .0869 0 ,0000 1 .0869 0 , 0000
86 0 ,0000 0 .3939 1.9693 -1 ,2 1 6 6 2 .6 30 9 28 ,6394
87 0 .0000 0 .3146 1 .6728 0.0262 1.6733 -1 ,1 9 3 2
88 0.0000 2,4442 2 ,0282 0 .4 62 8 2 ,7 43 6 32 ,8992
89 0,0000 2 .1 48 4 0 .4297 0 ,2230 2 .1768 7 .2 72 9
90 0 . 0000 1 .4318 0 ,2 86 4 -0 ,0 6 6 9 1.4355 -3 ,2 7 9 8
91 0 ,0000 1 .0915 0,2183 0,0000 1 .0915 0 .0000
POINT DEFL Mx My Mxy MMAX DIRX MMIN DIRY
i 0 .0019 0 .5803 0 .0000 0.0000 0 .5 80 2 90.0000 0 .0000 0 .00002 0.0030 0 .5860 0 .0000 0 .0000 0 .5860 90.0000 0.0000 0 .00003 0.0021 0.5910 0.0000 0.0000 0,5910 90.0000 0 .0000 0 .00004 0 .0 02 4 0 .5652 0 .0000 0.0000 0 .5 65 3 90,0000 0.0000 0.00005 0 ,0028 0.4869 0 .0000 0.0000 0 .4869 90.0000 0,0000 0 .00006 0 .0033 0 ,3678 0 .0000 0 .0000 0.3678 90.0000 0 .0000 0 .00007 0 ,0038 0.2365 0 .0000 0.0000 0.2365 90.0000 0 .0 00 0 0.00008 0 .0043 0 .1207 0.0000 0 .0000 0.1207 90.0000 0.0000 0 .00009 0 .0049 0 .0 39 4 0 .0000 0.0000 0 .0 39 4 90.0000 0 .0000 0 .000010 0 .0056 0.0000 0 ,0000 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 90.0000
11 0.0051 0 .0000 0 ,0298 0 .0000 0 ,0298 0.0000 0 .0000 90.000012 0,0047 0.0000 0 .0909 0.0000 0 ,0909 0.0000 0 .0000 90.000013 0 .0 04 3 0 .0000 0 .1 79 2 0,0000 0 .1792 0.0000 0 ,0000 90.0000
14 0 .0039 0 .0000 0.3830 0.0000 0.2830 0.0000 0 .0000 90.0000
15 0 .0036 0.0000 0 .3853 0,GOOD 0 .3 85 2 0 .0000 0.0000 90.0000
16 0 .0 03 3 0.0000 0 .4 68 3 0.0000 0 .4 68 3 0.0000 0 .0000 90.000017 0.0031 0.0000 0.5218 0 .0000 0.5218 0.0000 0 .0000 90.0000
18 0 .0030 0 .0000 0.5481 0 .0000 0.5481 0,0000 0,0000 90.000019 0 .0029 0.0000 0 ,5 55 4 0 .0000 0 .5 55 4 0 .0000 0 .0000 90.000020 0 .0015 0.5640 0 .0807 0.0000 0 .5640 90.0000 0 ,0807 0,000021 0.0015 0 .5769 0 .0707 0.0335 0,5791 93 .7674 0.0685 3.'m 74
22 0 .0 01 7 0 .5 99 3 0.0455. 0 .0465 0 .6032 94.7666 0 ,0417 4.7666
23 0 .0080 0.5890 0 .0 20 2 0 .0310 0 ,5907 93 .1113 0.0186 3.1113
24 0 .0 02 3 0 ,5117 0 .0109 0 .0030 0 ,5117 90.3246 0 .0109 0 ,2246
25 0 .0028 0,3845 0.0131 -0 .0 2 0 0 0.3856 93 .0797 0.0120 3.0797
26 0 .0 0 3 3 0.2441 0 .0 18 7 -0 .0 2 8 6 0 .2477 97.1083 0.0151 7 .108327 0 .0039 0 ,1218 0 .0233 -0 .0 2 6 1 0 .1283 103.9735 0 .0168 13,9735
28 0.0045 0 .0 37 4 0 .0 26 4 -0 .0 1 7 7 0 .0 50 4 126.4109 0 .0 13 4 36.4109
29 0.0041 0.0351 0 ,0898 -0 .0 3 8 3 0 ,1018 157.0280 0 ,0232 67,028030 0 ,003^ 0 .0318 0 ,1839 -0 .0 3 4 6 0 .1 91 3 167.7814 0 .0243 77.781431 0 .0 03 3 0 .0279 0 ,3 95 4 -0 .0 3 2 9 0 .3 99 4 173,0815 0 .0239 83,081532 0,0030 0 .0 26 3 0 ,4046 -0 .0 2 1 8 0.4058 176.7094 0.0251 86 .709433 0 .0027 0 .0313 0.4895 -0 .0 0 4 7 0 .4895 179.4137 0 ,0312 89 .4137
34 0.0025 0 .0 44 2 6 .5370 0 .0085 0.5371 179.0175 0,0441 89.0175
35 0 .0 02 3 0.0581 0.5546 0 .0 09 3 0 .5548 178.9390 0 .0579 88.9290
36 0 .0 02 3 0 .0639 0.5581 0.0000 0.558U 180.0000 0 .0639 90.0000
37 0.0011 0 .5422 0 .2378 0.0000 0 ,5423 .9 0 ,00 0 0 0 ,2378 O.OOOO
38 0 .0011 0.5695 0.2201 0 .0572 0 .5786 99 .0577 0.2110 9 .057739 0 .0 01 3 0 .6292 0 ,1 73 4 0 ,0789 0 .6 4 2 4 99.5286 0 .1592 9 .5286
40 0,0015 0 .6 52 7 0 ,1186 0 .0 46 4 0 ,6567 94.9352 0 ,1146 4 .925241 0 .0019 0.5691 0 .0 9 6 4 -0 .0 0 8 3 0 .5 69 2 91.0006 0 .0 96 2 1,000642 0 .0 02 4 0 .4 1 9 4 0.0921 -0,0425 0 .4248 97.2830 0 .0 86 7 7 .2830
43 0 ,0029 0 ,2589 0 .0 91 7 -0 ,0 5 1 4 0 .2 73 4 105.7893 0 .0772 15.7893
44 0.0035 0 .1242 0 .0908 -0 .0 4 3 6 0 .1542 124.4923 0 .0609 34.493345 0.0031 0 .1368 0 .1 96 3 -0 ,0 5 5 2 0 ,3268 151.0959 0 .0 96 3 61 .095946 0 .0027 0 .1 29 4 0 .3257 -0 .0 5 4 1 0 .3 39 7 165.5624 0,1155 75 ,562447 0 .0 02 3 0 .4 54 2 -0 .0 3 4 7 0 .4579 173.8546 0 .1317 83.854648 O.003O 0 .1529 0.5475 -0 .0 0 0 6 0 .5475 179.9190 0.1529 89.9190
49 0 .0018 0 .1872 0.5801 0 .0257 0 .5818 176.3691 0 .1856 86.2691
50 0.0017 0.2201 0 ,5757 0 .0239 0 .5 77 3 176,1789 0.3185 86.178951 0 .0 01 7 0 .2332 0 .5 69 4 0 ,0000 0 .5 69 4 180,0000 0 .2332 90.0000
53 0 .0007 0.4985 0.4765 0 .0000 0,4985 ,9 0 .00 0 0 0 .000053 0 .0007 0 .5 49 3 0 .4 56 3 0 .0959 0 .6 09 3 122.0725 0 .3 96 3 32.0725
54 0 .0008 0 .6782 0 .3 90 7 0 .1 40 3 0 .7 35 4 112.1512 0 ,3336 32.1512
55 0.0011 0.7761 0.2956 0.0835 0 .7902 99.5795 0.2815 9.5795
56 0 .0 01 4 0 .6672 0 .2567 -0 .0 1 2 1 0 .6676 91.6871 0 .2 56 3 1.6871
57 0 .0019 0 ,4720 0 .3349 -0 .0601 0 .4 86 4 103.4442 0.2205 13.4442
58 0.0035 0 .2788 0.2145 -0 .0 6 8 1 0 .3219 122.3576 0 .1 71 4 32.3576
59 0.0021 0 .3013 0 .3746 -0 .0 6 8 1 0 .4152 149.1542 0.2605 59 .1542
60 0.0017 0 .3 26 4 0.5435 -0 .0 3 7 7 0 .5489 170.3756 0.3200 80,3756
61 0 .0 01 4 0 .3658 0 .6588 0 .0 26 4 0 ,6612 174.8933 0 .3 63 4 84.8933
62 0 .0012 0 ,4 39 4 0 .6 52 4 0.0735 0 .6 75 2 162.7004 0,4165 72 .7004
63 0.0011 0.5000 0 .5 96 7 0.0575 0.6235 155.0291 0 .4732 65,0291
64 0,0011 0 .5317 0.5700 0.0000 0 .5700 180,0000 0 .5217 90.0000
65 0 .0 00 3 0 .4 17 4 0 .7778 -0 .0 0 0 0 0 ,7778 180,0000 0 .4 17 4 90.0000
66 0 .0003 0.4950 ^ , 7 ^ 3 0 .1399 0 .8 33 2 157,5236 0.4371 67.5326
67 0 .0 00 4 0 .7 32 3 0.7299 0 .2369 0 .9680 134.8535 0.4941 44.8535
68 0.0006 0 .9999 0 ,5 72 2 0 .1 54 3 1.0497 107.8961 0 .5 22 4 17.8961
69 O.OOlO 0 .8112 0.5041 -0 .0 0 4 2 0 .8 11 3 90.7768 0.5040 0 .7768
70 0,0015 0 .5 37 4 0 .4 37 7 -0 ,0 6 1 6 0 .5668 115.5135 0 . 408 3 25.5135
71 0.0011 0 .6069 0 .6 78 4 -0 .0 2 1 7 0.6845 164.4032 0 .6008 74.<m22
72 0 .0008 0,6848 0 .8626 0.0961 0 .9046 156.3848 0 .6428 66 .3848
73 0 .0006 0.8340 0 .7492 0.1715 0 .9 68 3 128.0565 0.6150 38.0565
74 0.0006 0 .9 11 4 0 .5900 0,1124 0 .9468 107.4835 0 .5546 17,4835
75 0,0005 0 .9308 0 .5292 0 .0000 0 ,9308 90,0000 0 .5292 0.0000
76 0.0001 0 .3033 1.0634 0 .0000 1.0634 180.0000 0 .3 03 3 90.0000
77 0.0001 0 .3 85 7 1,1286 0 .1379 1,1534 169.8161 0 .3609 79.8161
78 0.0001 0.7388 1.2701 0 .3502 1.4430 153.8501 0 .5569 63,8501
79 0 .0 00 3 1.4114 1.0400 0 .2 87 7 1.5681 118.5800 0 ,8832 28,5800
80 0 .0006 0 .9923 0 .8592 0 .0418 1.0043 106,0672 0 ,8 47 2 16,067281 0 .0 0 0 3 1.1766 1.2590 0 ,2599 1.4810 139,5035 0 .9547 49.5035
82 0 .0 00 3 1.4868 0.8220 0 .3 3 9 7 1.6226 112.3824 0 .6862 22. 3824
83 0 .0002 1.4367 0.5120 0 .1 42 3 1.4580 98.5477 0,4906 8 .5477
84 0.0001 1.3964 0.4235 0 .0000 1,3964 90.0000 0.4235 0 .00007 k
POINT DKPI, Lb: LIS'- M:qr l'ù.IAX ULIIÎÎ DIRY
1 0 .0013 0 ,6124 O.OOOO 0,6124 0.0000 0.0000
2 9 .0014 0 .6 42 8 O.OOOO 0 .6 42 8 O.OOOO 0.0000
3 0 .0 01 6 C.708S 0.0000 0 .7085 0 ,0000 1 .
é 0 .0019 0,7496 O.OOOO 0,7406 0 .0000 O.OOOO
5 0 .0924 9 .6734 0 ,0000 0 .6734 0 .0000 O.OOOO
(3 G .0031 0.5231 0,0000 0,5231 0 ,0030 0.G900
7 0.0G30 0 .3 41 8 0 .0000 0 .3 41 8 90.0000 O.OOOO 0,0000
8 0 .0047 0 .1772 O.OOOO 0.1772 0 .0000 0 .0000
8 0 .0055 0 ,0596 O.OOOO 0,0596 90.0000 0 .0000 0.0000
10 0 .0064 0 ,0000 O.OOOO 0,0000 0,0000 n.cooo 90,0000
11 0.0061 0 .0000 0.0000 0 .0298 0.0000 o.occo 90.0000
13 0*0058 O.OOOO 0 .0000 0 .0844 0,0000 0.0000 90.9000
13 0 .0055 O.OOOO 0 .1 62 3 0 .0000 C .1623 0.030G 0.0000 90.0000
14 9 .0052 O.OOOO 0.2551 0 .0000 0,2551 O.OOOO O.OOOl' 90.0000
15 0 .0 04 9 0.0000 0 .3505 0 .0000 0 .3505 0.0000 0 .0000 90.0000
16 0 .0047 0.0000 0.4350 0 .0000 0.4350 0.0000 O.OOOu 90.0000
17 0 .0045 0.0000 0 .4983 0 .0000 3 .4983 0.0000 G.GOnO 90,0000
1G 0.0044 0 ,0000 0.5361 0 .0000 0,5361 0.0000 0 .0000 90.000C
19 0 .0044 0.0000 0 0.0000 0 .5484 O.OOOO 0.0030 90.CÜG0
20 0.0010 0.5792 0 -0 .0 0 0 0 0 .5793 90.0000 ".1 0 0 2 0,0000
21 0.0011 0 ,6196 0.0865 0 .0632 0.6270 96.6742 0.0791 6 .6742
22 0 .0 01 3 0 .7123 0 0 .0935 0 .7253 97,8765 0 ,0364 7 .8765
23 0 .0 01 6 0 .7726 0,0001 0.0711 0 .7793 95.2608 0 .0015 5.2698
34 0.0021 0.7072 -0 .0 0 3 5 0 .0212 0 .7 07 8 91.7067 -0 .0 0 4 2 1.7067
25 0 .0 02 7 0 .5450 0 .0029 -0 ,0 1 6 6 0 .5455 91.7483 0 ,0024 1.7483
26 0 .0935 0 ,3515 0 .0125 -0 ,0 3 2 4 0 .3545 95.4137 0 ,0095 5.4137
27 0 .0043 0 ,1 78 7 0.0195 -0 .0 3 1 0 0 .1 84 9 100,9122 0 .0 13 3 10.91222 G 0 .0053 0.0572 0.0241 -0 .0 2 2 8 0 ,0 68 9 117.0042 0 .0 12 5 27 ,0042
29 0 .0 04 9 0 ,0805 -0 .0 3 6 7 0 .1065 144,7827 0 .0 28 5 54 .7827
38 0 .0046 0 .0 50 3 0 .1644 -0.G47Ü 0 .1813 160.2525 0 .0335 70,2525
31 0 ,0043 0.0455 0 ,2655 -8 .0 5 0 1 0.2764 167,7497 0 .0 34 6 77.7497
32 0 ,0040 0 .0417 0.3691 -0 .0 4 4 5 0 .3750 173.3935 0 .0358 82.3935
33 0 .0038 0 .0417 0 ,4588 -0 .0 3 1 8 0 .4613 175.6646 0 .0 39 3 85.6646
34 0 .0036 0 .0463 0 .5225 -0 .0 1 7 4 0.5331 177.9054 0 .0 45 7 87.9954
35 0 .0035 0 .5578 -0 .0 0 6 7 0 .5 57 9 179.2406 0 .0 53 3 89.2406
36 0.0035 0,0551 0 .5607 0.0000 0 .5 68 7 180. r ' 0.0551 90.0000
37 0 ,0 00 7 ^ 1 0,2541 -0 .0 0 0 0 0 .5310 or. " ' 0 0,2541 0.0000
33 0 ,0008 0 .5884 0 .2345 0 .0 94 9 0 .6123 -i M  8 0 .3 10 6 14.1050
39 C.0009 C.7328 0.1741 0 ,1 41 8 0 .7 66 7 1"3.4636 0,1403 13,4536
40 0,0012 0 .8529 0 ,0954 0 ,0 97 3 0 ,8652 9 ^ . :  17 0.0831 7.3017
41 0 .0017 0 ,7789 0.0720 0 ,0 09 6 0.7791 9 '.7 ^ 8 4 0 ,0 71 9 0,7784
42 0.0024 0,5861 0 .0740 -0 .0 4 4 7 0.5900 '^ . " 5 2 7 0.0701 4 .9 52 7
43 0.0032 0 ,3677 0 ,0783 -0 .0 6 0 7 0 .3 79 9 l ' ] . " 7 8 2 3 .0660 11,3782
44 0 .0040 0 .1809 0 .0 79 7 -0 ,0 5 3 6 0,3040 113.3199 0 .0 56 7 23 ,3109
45 0 .0 03 7 0 ,1827 0 .1757 -0 .0 7 0 2 0.3495 133.5612 0 .1 08 0 43 .5612
46 0 .0034 0 .1842 v'. 2955 -0 .0 7 5 4 0 ,3335 153,2179 0 .1462 63,2180
47 0.0031 0 .1 87 9 0 .4196 -0 .0 6 4 3 0 ,4 36 3 165.4738 0 ,1713 75,4738
48 0 ,0028 0 ,1 98 9 '0 .5 2 2 5 -0 .0 3 9 2 0 ,5273 173.1977 0 ,1942 83.1977
49 0 .0027 0 ,2198 0.5841 -0 ,0 1 3 2 6 177.9234 0 .2193 87.9284
50 0 .0026 0 .2409 0 .6093 -0 .0 0 0 4 0 ,6 09 3 179.9353 n.24G9 89,9350
51 6 .0025 0 .2496 0.6151 0 .8000 J.UIOI 180.0000 9 .2 49 6 90,0000
52 C.0004 0.4564 0 .4603 0.0000 0 .4602 100.0000 0 ,4564 90.0000
53 0.0GG5 0 ,5358 0 .4469 0.1360 0 ,6344 125.9536 0 ,3453 35.9036
54 0 .0 00 6 0,7625 0.3855 0,2170 0 ,8614 114.5073 0 .3866 24 .5073
55 0 .0 00 9 1.0350 0 .2634 0 .1 44 6 1,0322 100,6513 0 ,2362 10.6512
56 0 .0014 0 .8959 0.2282 0 .8 01 3 0 .8959 90,1081 0,1081
57 0 .0036 0 .6 44 9 0 .2115 -0 .0 6 9 5 0 ,6558 98,8940 8 .8 9 4 "
53 0 .0 92 8 0.3884 0 .1930 -0 .C 8 3 7 0 .4194 110,2955 0.1621 20 .2955
59 0 ,0025 0.4113 G.3455 -0 .0 9 1 2 0 .4 75 3 135,0848 0 .2814 35.0840
GO 9.0022 0 .4 36 9 0,5100 -0 .0 7 1 7 0 ,5540 148.5043 0.3930 58.5043
61 0 .0 91 9 0 .4 73 9 0.CM:05 -0 .0 2 3 0 C .6436 172.2995 0 .4708 82,2995
62 0 .0 01 8 0.5331 0 .6864 0 ,0217 0 ,6894 172.1100 0.5301 82.1100
63 0 .0 31 7 ".5 8 5 5 0 .6770 C.G2G6 0 .6 84 9 165.0360 0 .5 78 4 75.0360
64 0 .6 01 6 .6 55 0.6681 ^ ,6 6 8 1 180,0000 0 .6055 00.0000
65 0 ,0002 , ' 51  1 0 .6885 0 .6885 180,0000 0 ,3 51 9 9Ü.0CG0
66 0 .9602 0 .7076 0,1681 0,7900 153,8985 0 .3645 63.3585
67 9 .9 00 3 ' 0 .7093 C .3143 1,0592 121,9231 0.4270 41.0331
63 9 .9005 L '  0 0.5430 0 .2 19 7 1.3336 105.5319 0 .4830 15.5319
GO 0,0010 1.0598 0,4810 0 .0813 : .  "^1 90 ,1333 0 .4810 0 ,1223
70 0 .0 01 7 n .7 15 9 0 .4117 -0 .8 7 9 2 / '  J ] 103,7587 0 .3933 13.7587
71 0 .0014 0.7921 0 ,6522 -0 ,0 5 0 0 . " 8 1 107.7680 0.6362 17.7680
72 0.0011 0.8805 0,8512 0 ,0 47 3 . . : 126.4084 0 .8 16 3 36.4084
73 0 ,0 06 9 1.0365 0 .8515 0 U 2 1 8  ^ro 115.6603 0.7739 25 .6603
74 0.C008 1,1218 0 .7 30 3 0,0858 L I  I I 102.2274 0.7110 12.2274
75 0 .0 00 8 1.1516 0 .6 84 8 0,0000 L J5 1 G 00.0000 0,0000
76 0.0001 0 .3 36 7 0.8630 O.OOOO 0,8630 180.0000 0 .3 36 7 90.0000
77 o.o6:n 0 .3164 0 ,9516 0 .1407 0 .9814 13 0 ,3 0 6 7 78.0533
73 ('.6001 0 .7 04 3 1,1017 0.3954 1.4125 19 0 .4830 60.8239
79 6 .0602 1.7325 1.0582 0 .3377 1.8726 16 22 .5216
30 0 ,0 00 7 1,2586 0 .8513 0 .0 39 4 1.2624 ■)1 5.4701
31 G.C0C4 1,4708 1 .3699 0.2558 1.6444 17 34,2517
32 0.C603 1.8537 0.9852 C.3353 1.DG81 32 10,8392
33 6 .6002 1.8792 0.6974 0 .1539 1.8990 97.2995 0 .6777 7.2995
34 0 .0903 1.8623 0.6030 0 .0008 1.8623 90.0000 0.G03G O.OOOO
%
